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The State Fire Marshal convened a task force in 1993 to address
the public fire education needs of the Commonwealth, in response to the Education

Reform Act and the growing need to become consistent with safety education.

The Task Force adopted
this mission statement:

PUBLIC FIRE AND LIFE SAFETY EDUCATION TASK FORCE
“To provide leadership and advocacy for fire and life safety

education within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.”

The Task Force adopted
this logo for use in this guidebook:

THIS GUIDEBOOK WAS CREATED AS ONE OF THE GOALS
OF THE TASK FORCE.

THE CURRICULUM SUBCOMMITTEE
ADOPTED THIS MISSION STATEMENT:

“THE TASK FORCE CREATED THIS GUIDEBOOK AS A RESOURCE FOR FIRE
EDUCATORS TO HELP ACCOMPLISH OUR GOAL OF RAISING

A FIRE SAFE GENERATION OF CITIZENS IN MASSACHUSETTS”
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INTRODUCTION
It is with great pleasure that the State Fire Marshal’s Task Force on Public Fire 

and Life Safety Education offers this Curriculum Planning Guidebook to those conduct-
ing fire education throughout the Commonwealth. We believe that this guidebook will be 
a valuable tool to be used to “Identify” the fire problems in your community, “Select” the 
appropriate behaviors to be taught and create lesson plans to correct the fire problems, 
“Design” the programs and then “Implement” and “Evaluate” them to ensure that your 
efforts have been successful.

In an effort to have consistent fire safety messages taught in the Commonwealth, 
the subcommittee set out in 1994 to create or adopt a curriculum for elementary school 
aged children. The goal was to conform with the Education Reform Act which called for 
fire safety education in the classroom. A review of what other states were doing was the 
first step in the process.

Of the states that reported back, only eight states had a curriculum. Most of those 
had adopted the Learn Not to Burn Program. Others had created curricula that targeted 
only certain age groups. The review also showed that some information in the different 
curricula was outdated.

We felt that creating our own curriculum and keeping it updated would be very 
burdensome for this all volunteer committee. In addition, the cost of reprinting and 
distribution would be prohibitive.

As a result, the subcommittee decided to develop a guidebook rather than a 
curriculum. The guidebook has the key fire and life safety behaviors that need to be 
taught, organized by age group. The key fire safety behaviors - what needs to be 
taught - will not change as often as curricula. The key fire safety behaviors must also 
be taught in an age-appropriate manner: what a preschooler needs to know about 
smoke alarms is different from what a third or sixth grader needs to know. The recipe 
card format includes the key fire and life safety behaviors by age group, measurable 
learning objectives, references to the learning strands from the MA Health Curriculum 
Framework, related behaviors that would enhance the lesson being taught, helpful hints 
and teacher’s notes and reminders of the different learning styles. Other sections help 
with creating lesson plans, resources of existing curricula and program materials, and a 
glossary of terms.

We hope that this guidebook will be a valuable tool in the development of 
your fire and life safety education programs.
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Education Reform
Education reform in Massachusetts in the 1990s was designed to assist schools 

by setting uniform, statewide standards for what should be taught at each grade level and 
methods of evaluating whether or not those standards have been met.

In order for fire educators to work with schools effectively, they need to understand 
what education reform is about, how it impacts teachers and principals, and how to “sell” the 
fire educator’s ability to work with them to reach their goals and objectives. In order to do 
that in a meaningful way, the fire educator must understand what schools are being asked 
to do.

The Department of Education (DOE) was required to develop a Common Core 
of Learning and subject matter curriculum frameworks that establish what students must 
learn and by what grade level. The DOE is also required to test students to see if they have 
learned what they need to at certain milestones. The evaluation instrument is known as the 
MCAS (Mass. Comprehensive Assessment System) tests.

In addition, there are regulations governing how many minutes of instruction in each 
core subject matter must take place. Because of this “time on task”, or “time and need”, 
teachers and principals jealously guard each minute of classroom instruction.

MGL C 71 §1 requires the teaching of fire safety, burn safety, first aid and CPR as 
part of the comprehensive health curriculum. This allows fire educators to assist the schools 
in accomplishing their mission without taking time away from teaching core subjects. 
Health is a core subject. The Health Curriculum Framework provides the fundamental 
guiding principles of the health and safety strands - what children are expected to know at 
different grade levels. Fire and life safety has an important role here. Teaching students 
about avoiding injuries is teaching students to make informed and responsible decisions 
about their health and self-management, a goal of the health curriculum. In this guidebook, 
each behavior is linked to the appropriate strand of the Health Framework and Appendix 
D contains all the links. In addition, fire and life safety education can assist schools 
implementing the common core of learning. Some of the objectives of the common core of 
learning that teaching fire and life safety can assist with are:

• Students are in school ready to study and learn;
• Students recognize the importance of education throughout their lives;
• Educators provide opportunities for students to learn and apply knowledge in 

every day situations and assist students in developing good work and study 
habits to prepare them for the transition to the world of work;

• Communities and the Commonwealth fulfill their joint obligation to support public 
schools, libraries, and other education resources and services for children at a 
high enough commitment to ensure equal education opportunities.

For more information about these documents, go to the Dept. of Education webpage 
at http://www.doe.mass.edu. Clicking on Administrator will get you to the common core of 
learning and the curriculum frameworks.
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How to Use This Guidebook
This Curriculum Planning Guidebook has been created as a tool to assist you in 

designing fire and life safety programs for your community. It will also provide direction 
for those programs that already exist. There are five main sections of this guidebook. An 
in-depth discussion of these categories can be found in the International Fire Service 
Training Association Publication “I.F.S.T.A. 606.”

Identification
The first step is to identify the most important fire problems in your community, 

where and when they occur and who is affected. Data on deaths, injuries, property loss, 
incident types, locations and times of day needs to be compiled. All of this information 
helps identify the behaviors that need to be addressed and the audiences that need to 
be reached in the programs you design and implement.

Selection
While identification defines the need for fire education, selection involves 

selecting your target audience, the message you want to teach and the materials you 
will use to deliver your message.

Design
The design section of this guidebook is the most important and therefore the 

largest. It contains the key fire safety behaviors listed by age group. Use this section 
to choose the behaviors to be taught to the targeted age group. Use Appendix A 
(Resources) to select educational materials to use and Appendix C (Lesson Plans) 
to develop your lesson plans. Then, determine the time and place to implement the 
programs.

Implementation
This section provides guidance for implementing programs. To implement your 

program you will need to produce and distribute materials, train and schedule fire 
educators and then obtain audience participation and cooperation. This section provides 
guidance on how to get started.

Evaluation
The final section of the guidebook will assist you in measuring the impact of 

your fire education program. Look at the original data you collected and compare it with 
new data on deaths, injuries, property loss, etc. You will also compare old and new 
information on awareness, knowledge and behavior in the community. This section has 
information on pre-tests and post-tests as well as ideas about polling the community 
to determine your effectiveness. The most important question is: how do you know the 
students learned what you thought you were teaching?
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Identification
The Public Is the Fire Department’s Customers

In order to develop a successful program you must determine who are your 
customers and what are their needs. Your goal is then to determine the best way to 
fulfill those needs. Now it would seem that for public fire education these questions 
should be easy to answer. Public fire education is important and we (the fire service) 
are the experts who can provide that education. This would imply that all you have to do 
is to show up at the schools and preach fire safety and you have met the needs of the 
customer. However this is not the case. There is increased competition these days for 
time and money for education. In order for your fire department to remain competitive 
in this market you must redefine how you will deliver your education program. You must 
answer the basic questions “what does the customer need and how can we meet those 
needs in the most productive manner possible?” If you are successful in answering 
those questions you will have designed a successful program. The goal might be 
to increase the safety of the community by reducing the numbers of fire deaths and 
injuries, reducing the number of fire responses to homes without working smoke alarms, 
or increasing the number of families greeting first responders at their meeting place. 
These changes in behavior in the community, achieved through community education, 
should lead to increased public support for the fire department and its programs and 
higher customer satisfaction (a safer community).

Market Research
The first step in planning any program is the Identification Step. Here you need 

to: 1) identify who are your customers; 2) identify the needs of your customers; 3) list 
the audiences you are currently reaching; 4) list the educational materials currently 
being used (curricula, videos, brochures, handouts); 5) identify customer satisfaction 
with your current program (is it meeting their needs?); 6) list additional audiences that 
need to be reached; and 7) list additional educational materials that are needed.

Who Are Your Customers?
First, identify who your customers are. It is important to note that there are two 

types of customers, external and internal. The external customers are the citizens you 
serve and the public officials who control the budget or those officials whose support 
you require. It is the external customer to whom you will be delivering your program. 
The internal customer consists of those firefighters and/or teaching staff with whom you 
will be working. It is important to realize that their support is vital. For the purposes of 
this guidebook, the customers are the students and adults you will be teaching.
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Identification (Continued)

Identify Your Customers’ Needs
The second step is to identify the needs of your customers. It is here that the bulk 

of your research will be conducted. You must begin by collecting data from your incident 
reports on deaths, injuries, property loss, incident types, locations and times of day. This 
will help you determine what your fire and life safety problems are, where and when 
they occur and who is affected. All of this information will help you identify the behaviors 
that need to be addressed and the target audiences you need to reach in the programs 
that you implement. Once you have an idea of the target audience you need to ask 
these questions: What do members of your audience think is the best way to reach 
them? Do you need an interpreter? How large will the group be? What is their current 
knowledge of fire safety? Find out if there are any cultural, developmental or traumatic 
fire experiences you should be aware of. Find out about the past relationships between 
the schools and the fire department.

Identify Current Education Programs
The third step is to list the audiences that you are currently reaching (for example 

a senior group or preschool) and the curricula or other materials you are currently using 
(such as Remembering When® or Learn Not To Burn®).

Review Current Programs
Review your current education programs. You might find they need improvement. 

Rate current customer satisfaction or level of knowledge. This can be accomplished 
by using a pre-test in the schools to rate student knowledge or by using a community 
survey to rate effectiveness of fire safety programs. If you use a pre-test you must make 
sure that the survey is age appropriate. Good examples of pre/post tests can be found 
in the Learn Not to Burn ® Resource Books. The data obtained here will be used as a 
benchmark for conducting the Evaluation step.

Identify Programs that Meet Needs
The last step is to make a list of the audiences and educational programs or 

materials you feel may meet the needs you have identified.

After you have completed your identification process, you will know who your 
customers are, what they need, and how well you are currently meeting those needs. 
You will also have a benchmark to use when conducting your evaluation. You can now 
move on to Selection.
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Selection
Having identified the fire & life safety problems in your community, you need to 

select your target audience and the message you wish to teach. What is the behavior 
you want to change and whose behavior do you wish to change?

You select your audience based on what you have identified as the ‘fire problem’ 
or ‘high risk’ age group (potential victims). For example, if you have identified children 
playing with matches and lighters as a fire problem, your target audiences will be both 
preschoolers and their caregivers. The message will vary based on the audience. For 
preschoolers the message is “don’t touch matches and lighters” whereas for the adults 
the message is “keep matches and lighters out of children’s reach.”

Select Materials
You need to select the materials that you will use to deliver your message. These 

can include: curricula, handouts, videos, work/activity sheets, send home materials.
Select the topic and then gather the materials needed. Sometimes a ‘windfall’ of 

teaching materials is dropped on your desk and you are politely asked to use them. For 
example: your chief has received 4,000 coloring or activity books about ‘home safety’ 
from a local insurance agent. Now you have your teaching materials and the chief and 
the public relations photo in the newspaper dictate they must be used. You may need to 
shift your target audience up or down a grade in order to use the materials with an age 
appropriate group. If you are in doubt about using certain materials, consult a teacher 
with whom you have a relationship, someone who will be honest about the materials. 
Call a fire and life safety educator in a neighboring community to ask for help. Often the 
materials available to you may have been handed to you by the prior educator. Review 
the materials, talk with other fire educators and decide what other curricula you might 
need. Estimate the costs for the new materials.

Make Sure Your Message Matches Your Audience
It is important to do some market research and review the developmental 

information about your target audience.
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Selection (Continued)
Keep in mind the age, ability and attention span of the students. It is your 

responsibility to keep the lesson interesting and challenging. Teaching ‘Stop-Drop and 
Roll’ to a preschool or kindergarten class can take an entire period. While addressing 
the older students, a fire safety educator may only need to ask the question “what 
do you do if your clothes catch on fire?” to determine if they recall this behavior. 
Developmental information is provided at the beginning of each age group subsection 
in the Design Section. Select a few additional activities in case the lesson moves more 
quickly than you anticipated.

Do Some Market Research
What do members of your audience think is the best way to reach them? Do you 

need an interpreter? How large will the group be? What is their current knowledge of fire 
safety? Find out if there are any cultural, developmental or traumatic fire experiences 
you should be aware of. Ask about the past relationships between the schools and the 
fire department.

Selecting the Key Fire Safety Behaviors
Now you are ready to move onto the Design Section where you will find the 

information needed to design your lesson plan based on the fire safety behaviors and 
audience that you want to teach.
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DESIGN
Now that you have done the work to identify the fire and life safety problems in 

your community and selected your messages and target audiences, you can use the 
information in this section to design your lesson plans. Remember that the lesson plan 
is the blueprint for your classroom presentation. Classroom teachers and principals 
often ask to see it.

You should have an overall program plan, that includes the individual lesson 
plans that will help you achieve your program goals. The program plan may need to be 
adjusted during the implementation.

The next section of this guidebook contains the key fire and life safety behaviors 
and their objectives. There are also the related strands of the Massachusetts 
Comprehensive Health Curriculum Framework, other behaviors that may be combined 
in the lesson, learning styles, helpful hints and teacher’s notes. At the beginning of each 
section for a particular age group is a list containing the behaviors with their reference 
numbers, whether it is an essential or supplementary behavior, and developmental 
information for that age group.

Key Behavior Pages
To create a lesson plan, the first step is to look at the behavior description page. 

Take a look at the first behavior in the next section.
• The title describes the behavior that you want to teach: Understanding and 

Practicing Match and Lighter Safety (Fire Tools).
• Under the title is the target group (Ages 3-5 Preschool) and the safety group 

(Burns).
• The box on the right is for quick reference - PRE, meaning preschool and the 

reference number refers to this particular behavior for this age group.
• Appendices A, B, C and D will give you additional information. For example, 

Appendix A contains resource materials that you might use in your lesson or 
that you might incorporate into your presentation such as curricula, videos, 
and handouts.

• The next box gives you the information to connect the behavior to the 
Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks. This 
important information will assist you in convincing schools to allow you the 
time to come into the classroom as it provides justification for how the lesson 
fits into the frameworks that the schools are required to follow.

• The developmental information helps you to plan a lesson that is appropriate 
for the age level that you are teaching. It provides valuable information about 
the attention span and some generalized information about the age group.
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DESIGN (Continued)
• The next box states the learning objective for the behavior that you are 

teaching. As you will note these are stated in a way that they can be 
measured, meaning they are measurable objectives.

• The seven kinds of learning styles are listed on each page to assist you in 
creating a lesson plan that incorporates more than one.

• There are suggestions about other behaviors that can be combined but be 
careful not to try to teach too many lessons in one session, especially with 
younger children.

• The helpful hints can provide you with some very practical information.
• You can use the teacher’s notes section to note something that worked well 

or did not go over so well so that when you teach the lesson again, you will 
remember what worked and what did not.

Let us take a hypothetical situation. You have completed the identification 
process and have determined that people in your community are dying in fires in their 
own homes and that one-third of those who died were children. You have also identified 
that the children were not notified in time to save themselves, or did not know enough 
to get out in time. You have selected the first grade as your target audience and have 
decided to teach them about home escape planning, calling your lesson “Home Fire 
Escape”.

In the guidebook turn to the combined first and second grade behaviors and 
choose the behaviors that pertain to your identified problems. They would likely be:
 -Behavior Ref. # 678-007 UNDERSTANDING SMOKE DETECTORS / ALARMS
 -Behavior Ref. # 678-008 UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICING ESCAPE PLANS
 -Behavior Ref. # 678-009 UNDERSTANDING AND CRAWLING LOW UNDER SMOKE

Please read these behaviors now.

It takes approximately 25 minutes to teach each behavior. This is within the 
children’s attention span according to the developmental information provided for this 
age group. You will notice that we have chosen only 3 of the 12 essential behaviors 
recommended for this target group. There is a lot more to teach if you get the 
opportunity to return to the class. Accept that with the time restrictions, you cannot 
cover everything you would like to, and do it well. Simply lecturing the children will not 
be effective.

Review the 3 behaviors you have chosen and select the key objectives you need 
to cover. It will be very helpful if you can design your lessons with an interdisciplinary 
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DESIGN (Continued)
approach. This involves relating your lessons to what is already being taught in the 
classroom, or for older students, designing a lesson that will fit into classes such as 
language arts, history, math, etc.

Before going into the classroom contact the teacher and discuss what is being 
taught and where your lesson might best fit in. For the target age group in our example, 
perhaps they are learning vocabulary words that are opposites. In your discussion with 
the children about home escape, you can then emphasize the opposites, such as if the 
heat and smoke go up, then they need to stay low to the floor and crawl low, or if there 
is a fire inside the house they need to go outside of the house and stay out.

If possible, take the opportunity to wish students a Happy Birthday. If you can find 
out the children who have birthdays on the day of, or close to your presentation, use 
them as your helpers. Be sensitive to the fact some religions do not celebrate birthdays.

For older students ask the biology teacher if you can come in to present a lesson 
about burns during the segment on skin, or have a math class find data about the fire 
problem in the state and in the country.

Regardless of the age or grade level of the group you are presenting to, if you 
choose behaviors specific to that age group and integrate your lesson plans with what is 
already being taught, you will be a successful Fire and Life Safety Educator. Experience 
has shown that if you have success in what you are doing, chances are that you will 
become too busy to do it all yourself. You will have to start training other professional 
firefighters to become fire and life safety educators.

Props and Hooks
Students of all ages can benefit from seeing and touching props. For young 

children show them pictures of things that are hot and not hot, and use a toy phone to 
practice calling 9-1-1. Some other ideas include smoke alarms, electrical cords, a pot 
with a lid, pot holders, a space heater, a candle in a jar. For seniors you might add a 
timer, a spoon, or a pot holder to take with them if they leave the kitchen to remind them 
something is cooking. Oversized objects often make good props, as do the tools of your 
trade. Having these types of objects to display and/or use will complement and enhance 
your lessons.
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DESIGN (Continued)

Lesson Plans
Every educator should create and follow a lesson plan. This blueprint will help 

you to stay on track during your presentation. Firefighters are extremely popular 
visitors in any classroom and it is easy to get sidetracked with questions or stories 
from the students. The lesson plan ensures that you and every member of your team 
are presenting information consistently to all classes. A lesson plan outlines your 
objectives, procedures and materials. It will increase your credibility with teachers 
and administrators. Although it is generally important to follow the lesson plan, do not 
hesitate to take advantage of “teachable moments” - situations that arise during a class 
that spark a particular question. Even if the exact issue is not part of your plan, the 
personalization of the issue may be too valuable to pass up. Be sure to plan a few extra 
activities in case the lesson moves more quickly than you anticipated.

In Appendix C you will find the lesson plan template used in the Mass. 
Firefighting Academy’s Public Fire & Life Safety Educator course along with some 
examples.

After you have had a chance to evaluate your presentations and your program as 
a whole, you may need to redefine your goals, select other or additional target groups, 
and/or find ways to increase your resources.

Remember that while you are in the school as a firefighter, you are an educator. 
Do not inspect, enforce or investigate while you are there to teach.

The next section of this guidebook contains the fire and life safety behaviors and 
their objectives

Good Luck! We wish you success in designing your programs.
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A Note to Fire and Safety Educators about Inhalant Abuse
Inhalant abuse prevention is relevant to three of the topics in this guidebook: 

fire safety, poison prevention and drug abuse prevention. Review this information 
each time you plan to teach safety with drugs and alcohol, poison prevention and 
understanding gas and flammable liquid safety. As you use this guidebook, there are 
some things to keep in mind about inhalant abuse.

Nationally about one out of four sixth and eighth graders have tried an inhalant 
(Partnership for a Drug Free America, 2003). Among Massachusetts sixth and seventh 
grade children, inhalants are the third most abused substance, after alcohol and 
tobacco. Use may start as early as the third grade and tends to taper off in high school. 
The average of first use of inhalants is 11.3 years, according to the Massachusetts 
Youth Survey, 2004. (See “What We Know About Inhalant Abuse in Massachusetts” at 
www.mass.gov/dph/inhalant.)

What are Inhalants? They are volatile solvents and gases that children as 
young as third grade may be inhaling to become intoxicated, often without being aware 
of the dangers. Inhalants include over a thousand common household, school and 
youth center supplies, such as typewriter correction fluid, computer air duster, gasoline, 
lighters and lighter refills, markers, solvents, solvent-based products and any product in 
an aerosol can.

Inhalants can act like a drug (they are central nervous system depressants, 
like alcohol, but take effect very quickly and are short acting) and are addictive. In the 
US there are about as many people addicted to inhalants as there are heroin addicts. 
Inhalants can cause death from Sudden Sniffing Death Syndrome (heart arrhythmia), 
fires, explosions, asphyxiation, and central nervous system depression. Inhalants can 
cause death the first time or any time. In a major United Kingdom study of children who 
died from inhalant use, 39% were trying it for the first time.

Prevention Approach in Elementary School
First, we never explain to children what inhalant abuse is. We have had too 

many examples where such instruction has led to experimentation. Nor do we explain 
what products may be abused as an inhalant or how to abuse them. We never tell 
children that these products can cause a euphoric effect. Instead we give messages 
about proper use of products, reading labels to understand safe use of products, and 
using products as they were intended to be used. We talk about the consequences of 
misuse: fires, explosions, accidents, asphyxiation, and poisonings. We want children 
to see these products as requiring careful use so that when they are older and learn 
that they may be used as a drug, these earlier messages will weigh against a harmful 
decision.
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Caregivers’ Role in Inhalant Abuse Prevention. Parents need to be aware 
of the problem of inhalant abuse. Several free parent handouts are available to send 
home to parents (see the inhalant resource list below). Be aware though, that some of 
these materials contain too much information for children; care should be taken so that 
children don’t learn about huffing from the material you send home. Adult caregivers 
should also be aware that homes are the most common source for inhalants and that 
a common time for inhalant experimentation is at home after school. Another way for 
adults to learn about inhalant abuse is through the web site,  
www.inhalantabusetraining.org, which has a 15-20 minute training on what caregivers 
can do to prevent inhalant abuse.

Caregivers can play an important role in inhalant abuse prevention. One of the 
activities described in this curriculum guide is the Home Hazard Search. This is an 
opportunity for adults to become aware of the many inhalable products in the home. 
They can be asked to put them in safe storage, begin to purchase non aerosol and non-
solvent based products, more closely supervise the use of solvent based products and 
products in aerosol cans, and model safe use of products by following instructions on 
the labels. Because these products are so common and often sold right along with food, 
it is easy to underestimate their danger especially when used incorrectly.

Lighters. Cigarette lighters and refills are common products that are popular 
inhalants. The lighter fuel is also quite deadly, accounting for about 25% of inhalant 
deaths. It is popular because adults don’t think of these products as a drug, they are 
compact and easy to conceal and leave no odor or residue. When teaching about 
Lighter and Match Safety, we want to stress not only the danger from fire, but also that 
the fuels are dirty and not good to breathe in a concentrated form. It was never meant to 
be put inside your body and is a poison.

Gasoline is another readily available and popular inhalant. Like lighters, we want 
to stress the dangers (fire, explosions, and poisonings) and not talk about the drug-like 
properties of this inhalant. Most people have had a brief whiff of gasoline while refueling 
a car (some people will even admit they like the odor) and we do not want to exaggerate 
the risk as we stress the danger.

Helium balloons and tanks are other products whose danger is underestimated. 
When helium from balloons is breathed in it makes the voice high pitched. Kids think 
this is very funny. However, while helium is an inert gas, the pressure from the balloon 
can cause embolisms or air bubbles in the blood, a very painful, and on rare occasions, 
deadly condition.
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When children see helium as safe, they may seek it out. One teenager on the 
North Shore was filling balloons with helium and put his mouth over the outlet valve. 
The pressure ruptured his lungs and he was killed instantly.

Another point to make about the gas in helium balloons is that it was never 
meant to be put in your body. It may contain other gases, dirt and oil that lubricate the 
compressors. Poisons can get into your body when you breathe in dirty air. It is like 
picking up a piece of food that has been lying on the ground and eating it. You have no 
idea if it is safe to put in your body.

Computer Air Duster is a popular inhalant. It is a colorless and odorless gas 
and is usually a Freon type compound. It is used to get the dust out of computer 
keyboards, mice, and the computer itself. Here again, we stress product safety 
messages. See the Massachusetts Department of Public Health Consumer Alert: 
Computer Air Duster for more information.

Environmental Safety Fire safety educators can help school personnel be 
aware of the inhalant abuse problem. You might offer some of the materials listed below 
to be distributed to school staff or do a short presentation at a faculty meeting. Also 
if a school is interested, you might make suggestions about safe storage of products 
(locking custodial closets and cleaning supply storage) and purchasing safer products 
that avoid solvents and gases. These include low odor dry erase markers instead of 
solvent-based markers, non-solvent, non aerosol cleaners, glues and paints. When 
solvents and solvent based products must be used, they should be used carefully and 
with supervision, according to directions, in order to model safe behavior.

Resources
Massachusetts Department of Public Health, Bureau of Substance Abuse Services, Inhalant 
Abuse Task Force An excellent resource for inhalant abuse prevention information. Request “A 
Parent’s Guide: Preventing Inhalant Abuse among Children and Teens” (for adults only) by calling 
617-624-5143 or e-mailing questions.bsas@state.ma.us. An inhalant prevention brochure, Inhalants 
Poison Your Body for middle and early high school children ages 10-14 and other handouts are 
available at http://www.state.ma.us/dph/inhalant. They have been modified to remove the names of 
products, how they may be abused, and their euphoric effects.

For questions about inhalant abuse, contact the Massachusetts Inhalant Abuse Task Force at  
617-624-5143, or through their website at www.mass.gov/dph/inhalant or the New England Inhalant 
Abuse Prevention Coalition at 1-800-419-8398, by e-mail at information@inhalantprevention.org, or 
through their website at www.inhalantprevention.org.
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Resources (Continued)

Virginia Inhalant Prevention Resource Guide, K-12. This inhalant prevention curriculum guide
includes lessons and background material, developed by Isabel Burk, Director, The Health Network
(845-638-3569) for the Virginia Department of Education. The Guide and other materials can be
downloaded from http://www.healthnetwork.org.

“Danger! Toxic Chemicals” This is an inhalant prevention video targeted for students in grades 
six to nine. The video explains the dangers of inhalants and models refusal skills. It does not show 
what products are being abused or how to abuse them. This video is highly recommended because 
it uses the approach that inhalants are not really drugs, but are poisons, toxins, and pollutants. It is 
available to borrow from state prevention center libraries. Publisher: Hazelden Foundation. Video, 
VHS format, 14 minutes; 1-800-328-9000; Item 4063. $203.00

National Inhalant and Poison Awareness Week Local Coordinator’s Kit, National Inhalant 
Abuse Coalition. This kit contains everything a school, community agency, or state program needs 
to conduct a community awareness campaign. It has complete guidelines for coordinators, news 
releases, and fact sheets, PSA scripts, camera ready art and suggestions for special events and 
more. Harvey Weiss, Executive Director. 1-800-269-4237. $35 + $5 for shipping and handling. 
Very informative website: www.inhalants.org (Not edited for children).

“NIDA Research Report: Inhalant Abuse.” Published by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. 
This is a good overview of the inhalant problem. It is suitable for parents and as an introduction to 
the issue for professionals. Revised 2005. At www.drugabuse.gov/Researchreports/Inhalants. This 
may be downloaded and copied or ordered (NIH Publication No. 00-3818) from NCADI 1-800-729-
6686.

“CSAT Substance Abuse Treatment Advisory, Volume 3, Issue 1: Inhalants.” Revised 2004.  
This newsletter gives current information and statistics on inhalants, such as what they are, how 
they’re used, who is using them, why they’re popular, what they do to the body, and what their 
longterm effects are. Also discussed is the addictiveness of inhalants and how inhalant users 
receive treatment. Additional resources are listed. Bibliography included. This may be ordered (NIH 
publication no: 00-3818; NCADI no: MS922 at NCADI) or downloaded at  
http://ncadistore.samhsa.gov/catalog.
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Inhalant Abuse Prevention:

Key Messages for Adults
1. More than 1,000 everyday products, including cleaning, office, and art supplies, solvents, gases, 

and shop chemicals have the potential to be abused as inhalants.
2. Inhalants are actually poisons, pollutants, toxins, and fire hazards. They are made of crude oil 

and were never meant to be inhaled.
3. These products are safe when used as directed, but when vapors are concentrated and 

breathed in, they can become dangerous and deadly.
4. There is no safe level of inhalant use. One-third (33%) of deaths are the result of first time use. 

Therefore, no use should be tolerated and any use should be followed up by a professional alco-
hol and drug assessment and education about the dangers of inhalant abuse.

5. Inhalants can be addictive, both psychologically and physically. There are roughly as many inhal-
ant abusers and addicts as heroin abusers and addicts in this country.

6. Inhalants can cause permanent damage to the nervous system, lungs, liver, kidneys, and the 
brain.

7. More children are using inhalants than adults think – and at earlier ages. Nationally, nearly one 
out of four 8th graders has intentionally inhaled to get high. Recent surveys indicate that sixth 
grade use has increased so that they are now up to the level of use by eighth graders (that is, 
one out four have tried using an inhalant).

8. Because of all these reasons, inhalant abuse should be on your RADAR. Be alert for the signs 
of inhalant abuse: Suspicious use of products, chemical odors, rash around the mouth and nose, 
weight loss, paraphernalia (plastic bags, empty containers, and smelly rags). If you suspect use, 
follow-up with an alcohol and other drug assessment.

9. To learn more about inhalant abuse, go to the Parent’s Web Training at  
www.InhalantAbuseTraining.org .

Examples: gasoline, butane, propane; any product dispensed in an aerosol can such as air freshener, computer air duster, 
WD40; solvent-based products such as nail polish and remover, white-out, glues, markers, paints
Mark Groves, “Andy, the Anteater Curriculum”
Source: John Ramsey, St. Georges Hospital, United Kingdom data, 2001-5 http://www.vsareport.org/
Source: National Household Survey, 2002. http://www.icpsr.umich.edu:8080/SAMHDA-SERIES/00064.xml
Source: Monitoring the Future Survey, 2003 available at www.monitoringthefuture.org
Partnership for a Drug Free America, Partnership Attitude Tracking Study, “New Findings on Inhalants: Younger
Adolescents the Most Vulnerable.” March 18, 2004. Report available at www.drugfreeamerica.org
 Rev 5-07

Source:
 New England Inhalant Abuse Prevention Coalition
 www.inhalantprevention.org
 800.419.8398



REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

345-001 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter Safety
(Fire Tools)

Essential

345-002 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding and Practicing Stop, Drop and RollEssential

345-003 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under SmokeEssential

345-004 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding Smoke AlarmsEssential

345-005 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding and Practicing  Escape PlansEssential

345-006 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Recognizing the Firefighter as a Community HelperEssential

345-007 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Reporting Fires and Other EmergenciesEssential

345-008 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency DrillsEssential

345-009 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Staying Away from Hot Things in the HomeEssential

345-010 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for BurnsSupplementary

345-011 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out of Public
Places

Supplementary

345-012 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding Transportation SafetySupplementary

345-013 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding Your Personal and Community Role In SafetySupplementary

345-014 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention and
Tobacco

Essential

345-015 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Celebrating Birthdays CorrectlySupplementary

345-016 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding and Practicing Water SafetySupplementary

345-017 Ages 3-5
Preschool

Understanding and PracticingSupplementary
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#

- Explain “Tell a Grown-up” when matches and lighters are found.
- Explain that matches and lighters are tools for adults, not toys for children.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter
Safety

Behavior description:

345-001

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Do not let children touch matches or lighters until 1st and 2nd grades.
- Bring in a tool box to discuss tools vs. toys.
- Information should be sent home.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-001 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-002    Stop Drop & Roll

345-009    Hot Things in the Home
345-015    Birthday Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 12



#

- Discuss when to use “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- Demonstrate “Stop, Drop & Roll” correctly.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Stop, Drop and Roll
Behavior description:

345-002

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Encourage children to cover their faces after they have dropped to the ground, not before.
- Activities should be done on a clean area.
- A 2 foot by 3 foot carpet square is a good size area to practice this.
- Do not teach “Crawl Low Under Smoke” in the same lesson. This causes confusion.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-002 Essential1/27/2012

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-001    Match & Lighter Safety

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 13



#

- State “Do Not Hide in a Fire.”
- State to” Get Out and Stay Out.”
- State that good air in a fire is down low.
- Demonstrate how to crawl low on hands and knees, not on belly.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under
Smoke

Behavior description:

345-003

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Do not teach Stop, Drop and Roll in the same lesson. This causes great confusion.
Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-003 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-004    Smoke Alarms

345-005    Escape Plans

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 14



#

- Identify the loud noise of a smoke alarm as a signal to get out of the building quickly.
We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Smoke Alarms
Behavior description:

345-004

PRE
Grade

Reference #

- Prepare the teacher and the aids before you do the evacuation so that they can be ready to assist, and have a
prearranged meeting place to go to.

Teacher’s notes:

Alarms
Safety group:Target group

- Smoke alarms and smoke detectors are used to mean the same thing. We will use the word alarm throughout the
guidebook to be consistent.

- Bring a working smoke alarm to the class. Explain that the alarm  will make a loud noise. Demonstrate the noise. Teach
that when you hear this sound that you must leave the building quickly.

- Because the goal is to have people leave the building every time they hear the alarm sound, you must have the class
leave the building.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-004 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-003    Crawl Low Under Smoke

345-005    Escape Plans
345-007    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 15



#

- Recognize that when the smoke alarm sounds you must get out, and go to your meeting place.
- State “I should not go back inside until a grown- up I trust tells me it’s okay.”
- Identify two ways out of the class room.
- List two ways out of their own home.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing  Escape Plans
Behavior description:

345-005

PRE
Grade

Reference #

- Prepare the teacher and the aids before the lesson that you will be conducting a fire drill.
- Plan on conducting the same drill using the second way out on your next trip to this class.

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Bring a working smoke alarm to the class. Explain that the alarm  will make a loud noise. Demonstrate the noise. Teach
that when you hear this sound that you must leave the building quickly.

- The goal is to have people leave the building every time they hear the smoke alarm’s sound, you must have the class
leave the building.

- Send information home to encourage the family to make a plan and practice including having a meeting place.
- Teach “Get out, Stay out”.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-005 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-003    Crawl Low Under Smoke

345-004    Smoke Alarms
345-007    Reporting Emergencies
345-008    Emergency Drills
345-011    Know Two Ways Out

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 16



#

- Recognize that firefighters are members of the community and that they save lives, put out fires and save property
- Identify firefighters as community helpers.
- Name the special equipment that firefighters wear so that they are safe while doing their jobs.

(helmet, gloves, hood, pants, turnout coat, mask and air tank)
- Explain that they can help a firefighter by being outside of any building with fire or smoke before firefighters arrive.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Recognizing the Firefighter as a Community Helper
Behavior description:

345-006

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- If you are going to don your gear for the class you should make every effort not to frighten the students.
- Don and doff your gear piece by piece in front of the students, use clean and decontaminated gear. Or, have the
classroom teacher don and doff the firefighting gear while you, sitting at the students level, explain what each piece of
equipment protects.

- This makes a great photo opportunity .
- Children should not wear a firefighter’s helmet as the weight of this equipment has been documented to injure children.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-006 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-005    Escape Plans

345-011    Know Two Ways Out

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.2

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 17



#

- Define an emergency.
- Demonstrate how to summon help by pressing or dialing the numbers 9-1-1 on a telephone or cellular phone.
- State that “Even if you don’t know where you are, that by not hanging up help will still arrive”
- Repeat their name, address and phone number.
- Distinguish when it is okay to call 9-1-1 and when it is not.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Reporting Fires and Other Emergencies
Behavior description:

345-007

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Emergencies
Safety group:Target group

- Explain when and why they should use the 9-1-1 system which is to stop a crime, report a fire or to save a life.
- Hand out 9-1-1 stickers to the students to take home.
- Bring telephones with you to role play  emergency calls.
- Review what an emergency is: ( from the glossary )

1. A serious situation or occurrence that happens unexpectedly and demands immediate action.
2. A condition of urgent need for action or assistance.
3. When someone needs help.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-007 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-006    Community Helpers

345-011    Know Two Ways Out

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.2

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 18



#

- Explain when an alarm sounds you must go to the nearest safe exit and  “Get Out and Stay Out”
- Define a meeting place.
- Explain and demonstrate the correct way to respond to an emergency.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency Drills
Behavior description:

345-008

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Review the classroom escape plan prior to teaching the lesson. This can be an aid in presenting the lesson.
Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-008 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-005    Escape Plans

345-007    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 19



#

- Identify things that can get hot and burn them.
- Identify how to stay away from hot things.
- Explain how to cool hot foods and beverages.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Staying Away from Hot Things in the Home
Behavior description:

345-009

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Don’t scare them.
- Don’t show them pictures of burns.
- Do bring in items to identify hot and cold objects.
- Do use cold and warm water to demonstrate the difference between hot and cold. Always teach that the cold water gets
turned on first and then the hot water gets mixed with the cold. This will keep the child from getting burned by hot tap
water.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-009 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-001    Match & Lighter Safety

345-010    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 20



#

- State that “If you touch something hot, you may get burned.”
- State that “Cool water will make a burn feel better.”
- State to “Tell a grown-up whenever you get burned so they can help you.”
- Identify hot things that could burn you if you touch them.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for Burns
Behavior description:

345-010

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Talk about a sunburn as being a minor burn.
- Don’t teach cold water or ice / only cool water.
- Talk about how burns can occur including scald burns.
- Some prevention strategies:

Always run the cold water first then the hot.
Don’t reach for things on the counter or stove.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-010 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-001    Match & Lighter Safety

345-002    Stop Drop & Roll
345-009    Hot Things in the Home

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Emergency Intervention 9.12

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 21



#

- Identify exit signs posted in public places. They are usually red or green and are located high on the wall.
- Recognize that exit signs are lighted or glow so they can be seen in the dark to guide you to the exit.
- Practice looking for exit signs when they  enter a building that is unfamiliar to them.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out
of Public Places

Behavior description:

345-011

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Exits
Safety group:Target group

- You can take the class around the school and look for exit signs.
- Have the students draw and color an exit sign.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-011 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-007    Reporting Emergencies

345-008    Emergency Drills

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 22



#

Bus
- Discuss how to ride on the bus safely (stay seated, no fooling around, listen to and obey the bus driver).

Walking
- Describe how to cross a street safely (cross only with a grown-up, look both ways).
- Describe what the traffic lights mean, including the crossing signals.

Bikes
- Explain why they need a helmet when riding their bikes (it is the law, and it protects your head if you fall).

Cars
- Discuss how to ride in a car safely (always wear a seat belt, ride in the back seat, do not hang out windows when the
car is moving).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Transportation Safety
Behavior description:

345-012

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Transportation
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Ask the student to tell you how they get to places. (car, bike, bus, walking)
- Stress the need for them to ride, bike and walk safely to avoid getting hurt.
- Send information home to grown-ups about bikes/helmets.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-012 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 23



#

- Recognize the importance of telling a grown-up if they see smoke or fire.
- Identify safe grown-ups to tell  (police, firefighters, teachers, grand parents and relatives).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Your Personal and Community Role
In Safety

Behavior description:

345-013

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- Use pictures of police, firefighters and older adults to help students recognize safe grown-ups.
- Introduce 9-1-1.
- Role play telling a grown-up.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-013 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-006    Community Helpers

345-007    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 24



#

- State “I will never put anything in my mouth unless given to me by a trusted grown-up.”
We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention
and Tobacco

Behavior description:

345-014

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Poison
Safety group:Target group

- Provide information for students to take home. Suggest that parents point out potential poisons around the home.
- Make the lesson a rule game (these are the rules they will follow).
- Show pictures of things they should not put in their mouths (include tobacco products).
- Take the students on a tour of the classroom pointing out potential poisons.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-014 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-001    Match & Lighter Safety

345-005    Escape Plans

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.17

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 25



#

- Recognize candles can get hot and burn you even after being blown out.
- Identify matches, lighters, sharp knives and candles as grown-up tools and not toys.
- Explain that only grown-ups should handle candles with flames.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Birthdays Correctly
Behavior description:

345-015

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Remember that some students do not celebrate birthdays. Ask the teacher prior to teaching this behavior.
- Somewhere in the classroom there will usually  be a list of upcoming birthdays. Make note of the student who is having a
birthday soon and engage this student to make your points.

- Children should not touch matches, lighters, candles or sharp knives.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-015 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-001    Match & Lighter Safety

345-002    Stop Drop & Roll
345-009    Hot Things in the Home
345-010    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 26



#

Swimming Safety:
- Recite that they should not go near the water unless they are with a grown-up.
- Identify that they should call 9-1-1 or get a grown up right away if they see someone in trouble.

Boating Safety:
- Explain that they must stay seated when in a boat and always wear a life jacket or PFD( Personal Flotation Device).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Water Safety
Behavior description:

345-016

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Life jackets or PFDs (Personal Flotation Devices) are required on most boats, jet skis, canoes and kayaks. Children
should always wear them. It is important that the PFD be Coast Guard certified and be the correct size for the person
wearing it.

- The student should be taught that they should only go to grown-ups that they know or a life guard if at a pool or at the
beach.

- Encourage the students to take swimming lessons.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-016 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-017    Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 27



#

- Define that a grown-up needs to check the ice before children play.
- Recite that you always need a grown-up with you when you are near ice.
- Recognize you should wear lots of warm clothing when skating.
- Identify if someone gets into trouble to tell a grown-up and call 9-1-1.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing
Behavior description:

345-017

PRE
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

When is it safe to skate on ice?:
- Anytime on a skating rink
- When there has been several continuous days of below freezing weather and the ice is at least four inches thick.
- When there is no open water, puddles or cracks in the area that you wish to skate on.

Remember that the 9-1-1 system is not to be used to check on ice or weather conditions.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention Span is approx. 10 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Position yourself at their level

345-017 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 345-007    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 28



REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

560-001 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Recognizing the Firefighter as a Community HelperEssential

560-002 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding “What Is Fire?”Essential

560-003 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter Safety (Fire
Tools)

Essential

560-004 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing Stop, Drop and RollEssential

560-005 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding Smoke AlarmsEssential

560-006 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing Escape PlansEssential

560-007 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under SmokeEssential

560-008 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Reporting  Fires and Other EmergenciesEssential

560-009 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out of Public
Places

Essential

560-010 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency DrillsEssential

560-011 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding Safety WordsSupplementary

560-012 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing Kitchen SafetyEssential

560-013 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing Electrical SafetySupplementary

560-014 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing First-aid For BurnsSupplementary

560-015 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding Transportation SafetySupplementary

560-016 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention and
Tobacco

Essential

560-017 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Celebrating Halloween SafelySupplementary

560-018 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Celebrating Winter Holidays SafelySupplementary

LAST UPDATED ON 8/15/11PAGE: 3-30



REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

560-019 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding Snow Recreation SafetySupplementary

560-020 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Celebrating Birthdays SafelySupplementary

560-021 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding Summer Recreation SafetySupplementary

560-022 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding Your Personal and Community Role in SafetySupplementary

560-023 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and PracticingSupplementary

560-024 Ages 5-6
Kindergarten

Understanding and Practicing Water SafetySupplementary

LAST UPDATED ON 8/15/11PAGE: 3-30



#

- Recognize that firefighters are members of the community and that they save lives, put out fires and save property.
- Identify firefighters as community helpers.
- Name the special equipment that firefighters wear so that they are safe while doing their jobs.
(helmet, gloves, hood, pants, turnout coat, mask and air tank)

- Explain that they can help a firefighter by being outside of any building with fire or smoke before firefighters arrive.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Recognizing the Firefighter as a Community Helper
Behavior description:

560-001

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- If you are going to don your gear for the class you should make every effort not to frighten the students.
- Don and doff your gear piece by piece in front of the students, using clean and decontaminated gear, or have the
classroom teacher don and doff the firefighting gear while you, sitting at the students level, explain what each piece of
equipment protects. This makes a great photo opportunity .

- Children should not wear a firefighter’s helmet as the weight of this equipment has been documented to injure children.
- Use plastic helmets - ensure adequate amount.
- Have students cut out pictures from magazines of who can be a firefighter.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-001 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-006    Escape Plans

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.2

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 32



#

- Identify that a grown-up must be present for all safe fire use.
- Give examples of good fires.

(fireplace, barbecue, birthday candles)
- Give examples of bad fires.

(forest fires, house fires, clothes on fire)

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding “What Is Fire?”
Behavior description:

560-002

KND
Grade

Reference #

If children understand what a fire is, it may eliminate the curiosity factor that caused fire.
Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Overheads, visuals and pictures are a must at this age level if you are going to be successful.
- Don’t use open flames such as candles or matches.
- Don’t use toys that have been burned.
- Any fire without a grown-up is a bad fire.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-002 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-014    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 33



#

- Explain “Tell a Grown-up”.
- Identify things that can get hot and burn.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter
Safety (Fire Tools)

Behavior description:

560-003

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Do not let children touch matches or lighters until 1st and 2nd grades.
- Bring in a tool box to discuss tools vs. toys.
- Information should be sent home.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-003 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-003    Match & Lighter Safety

560-020    Birthday Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 34
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- Discuss when to use “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- Demonstrate “Stop, Drop & Roll” correctly.
- Recognize that they must tell a grown-up immediately after they “Stop, Drop & Roll”.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Stop, Drop and Roll
Behavior description:

560-004

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Encourage children to cover their faces after they have dropped to the ground, not before.
- Activities should be done on a clean area.
- A 2 foot by 3 foot carpet square is a good size area to practice this.
- Encourage the students to help people with disabilities.
- Do not teach “Crawl Low Under Smoke” in the same lesson. This causes confusion.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-004 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-005    Smoke Alarms

560-014    First Aid for Burns
560-021    Disabilities Safety
560-022    Community Role In Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 35
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- Identify the loud noise of a smoke alarm as a signal to get out of the building quickly.
- Differentiate between the steady alarm and the chirping alarm.
- Identify the chirping alarm with the need to replace the battery.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Smoke Alarms
Behavior description:

560-005

KND
Grade

Reference #

- Smoke alarms must be installed at or near the ceiling within ten feet of bed room doors and at the top and bottom of stairway on
every level of your home. You should test your alarm at least monthly, change the batteries when you change your clocks in the
spring and fall and replace the alarm after ten years. New homes must also have hardwired smoke alarms in bedrooms.

Teacher’s notes:

Alarms
Safety group:Target group

- Explain that a smoke alarm constantly smells for smoke. That is why alarms are so important, because when people go to
sleep they lose their sense of smell.

- Smoke alarms and smoke detectors are used to mean the same thing. You can use either alarm or detector but try to be
consistent so you don’t confuse the students. We will use the word detector throughout the guidebook to be consistent.

- Bring a working smoke alarm to the class. Explain that the alarm will make a loud noise. Demonstrate the noise. Teach
that when you hear this sound that you must leave the building quickly. When the alarm chirps, change the battery.

- Some students stay at more then one home and should help maintain alarms there too.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-005 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-006    Escape Plans

560-007    Crawl Low Under Smoke
560-008    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 36



#

- Identify two ways out of your bedroom.
- Explain “Get Out, Stay Out”.
- Demonstrate “Crawl Low in Smoke”.
- State: “Call 9-1-1 from outside the house.”

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Escape Plans
Behavior description:

560-006

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- If you sleep in more than one home you must have an escape plan in each home and practice it with everyone in that
house.

- “Exit Drills in the Home” (E.D.I.T.H.) must be practiced both “Day and Night” (D.A.N.).
- Have students make a home escape plan as a homework assignment.
- Send information home on planning and practicing escape plans.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-006 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-005    Smoke Alarms

560-007    Crawl Low Under Smoke
560-008    Reporting Emergencies
560-010    Fire / Emergency Drills

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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#

- State “Do Not Hide in a Fire.”
- State to “Get Out and Stay Out”.
- State that good air in a fire is down low.
- Demonstrate how to crawl low on hands and knees, not on belly.
- Demonstrate how to roll out of bed when smoke alarm sounds.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under
Smoke

Behavior description:

560-007

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Do not teach stop drop and roll in same lesson, this causes great confusion.
Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-007 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-005    Smoke Alarms

560-006    Escape Plans

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define an emergency.
- Demonstrate how to summon help by pressing or dialing the numbers 9-1-1 on a telephone or cellular phone.
- State that “Even if you don’t know where you are, that by not hanging up help will still arrive.”
- Repeat their name, address and phone number.
- Distinguish when it is okay to call 9-1-1 and when it is not.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Reporting  Fires and Other Emergencies
Behavior description:

560-008

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Emergencies
Safety group:Target group

- Explain when and why they should use the 9-1-1 system which is to stop a crime, report a fire or to save a life.
- Hand out 9-1-1 stickers to the students to take home.
- Bring two telephones with you to role play  emergency calls.
- Review what an emergency is: ( from the glossary )

1. A serious situation or occurrence that happens unexpectedly and demands immediate action.
2. A condition of urgent need for action or assistance.
3. When someone needs help.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-008 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-001    Community Helper

345-005    Escape Plans

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.2

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify exit signs posted in public places. They are usually red or green and are located high on the wall.
- Recognize that exit signs are lighted or glow so they can be seen in the dark to guide you to the exit.
- Practice looking for exit signs when you enter a building that is unfamiliar to you so you will have two ways out in an

emergency.
- Look up the definition of “ exit “. Exit is a way to get out. They should always find two ways out or two exits.
- Recognize that exit signs are not located over elevators because elevators are not safe to use in an emergency.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out
of Public Places

Behavior description:

560-009

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Exits
Safety group:Target group

- You can take the class around the school and look for exit signs.
- Have the students draw and color an exit sign.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-009 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-006    Escape Plans

560-010    Fire / Emergency Drills

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain that when an alarm sounds you must go to the nearest safe exit and “Get Out and Stay Out”.
- Define” meeting place”.
- Explain and demonstrate the correct way to respond to an emergency.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency Drills
Behavior description:

560-010

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Review the escape plans that are in effect for the building (classroom) that you are teaching in prior to teaching the
lesson. This will allow you to answer any questions that might be asked during the lesson.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-010 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-006    Escape Plans

560-009    Exiting Public Places

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define
-Smoke, fire, heat, emergency, fire drill, exit alarms, danger, caution.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Safety Words
Behavior description:

560-011

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Children this age should know what a fire drill is, that an emergency is when someone is in trouble and needs help right
away, that the word exit means a way out of the house/building.

- Build lessons from definitions of vocabulary you select. Use visuals.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-011 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-010    Fire / Emergency Drills

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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-Discuss the circle of safety concept.
Keep yourself three giant steps away from stove when a grown-up is cooking.

-Recognize that the kitchen is not a safe play area.
-Identify other sources of burn injuries in the kitchen.

Hot tap water
Food that’s too hot (like soup)
Pots of hot liquid spilling
Hot coffee or tea
Toaster, microwave oven

-State “not to use a microwave or toaster without a grown-up.”

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Kitchen Safety
Behavior description:

560-012

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Cooking
Safety group:Target group

- Hot liquid scalds are the leading cause of burn injuries to young children.
- Reinforce “Stop, Drop & Roll”.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-012 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-008    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain the following electrical safety rules:
Students do not play with electrical outlets or stick foreign objects in the outlets.
Students do not stick electrical wire in your mouth or let other children do the same.
Tell a grown-up if you see other children putting wires in their mouths.
Light bulbs are extremely hot and can burn you.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Electrical Safety
Behavior description:

560-013

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Electricity
Safety group:Target group

- When you teach electrical safety in kindergarten you should keep it simple. Start by making sure that the students  understand
the words you are using, for example choose electric outlet, receptacle or socket, show the students what you  mean and then
don’t interchange the word during your lesson.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-013 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-008    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- State that “If you touch something hot, you may get burned.”
- State that “Cool water will make a burn feel better.”
- State “TELL a grown-up whenever you get burned so they can help you.”
- Identify hot things that could burn you if you touch them.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing First-aid For Burns
Behavior description:

560-014

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Talk about a sunburn as being a minor burn.
- Don’t teach cold water or ice / only cool water.
- Talk about how burns can occur including scald burns.
- Some prevention strategies:

Always run the cold water first then the hot.
Don’t reach for things on the counter or stove.

- Use pictures or flash cards of items that can cause burns.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-014 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-003    Match & Lighter Safety

560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Emergency Intervention 9.12

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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Bus
- Discuss how to ride on the bus safely (stay seated, no fooling around, listen to and obey the bus driver).

Walking
- Describe how to cross a street safely (cross only with a grown-up, look both ways).
- Describe what the traffic lights mean, including the crossing signals.

Bikes
- Explain why they need a helmet when riding their bikes (it is the law, and it protects your head if you fall).

Cars
- Discuss how to ride in a car safely (always wear a seat belt, ride in the back seat, do not hang out windows when the
car is moving).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Transportation Safety
Behavior description:

560-015

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Transportation
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Ask the student to tell you how they get to places (car, bike, bus, walking).
- Stress the need for them to ride, bike and walk safely to avoid getting hurt.
- Send information home to grown-ups about bikes/helmets.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-015 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- State “I will never put anything in my mouth unless given to me by a trusted grown-up.”
- Create a list of poisons.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention
and Tobacco

Behavior description:

560-016

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Poison
Safety group:Target group

- Provide information for students to take home. Suggest that parents point out potential poisons around the home.
- Make the lesson a rule game (these are the rules they will follow).
- Show pictures of things they should not put in their mouths (include tobacco products).
- Take the students on a tour of the class room pointing out potential poisons.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-016 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-003    Match & Lighter Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.17

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain that they must go “Trick or Treating” with grown-up supervision.
- State “Grown-ups must check candy.”
- Recognize that jack-o’-lanterns with candles are hot and can burn you.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Halloween Safely
Behavior description:

560-017

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Remember that not everyone celebrates Halloween.
- It is always recommended to send home information to parents.
- Did you know that glow sticks work very well in place of candles.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-017 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-015    Transportation Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Discuss winter holidays and customs.
- Explain why a “Christmas tree” needs to be watered every day.
- Identify the hazards associated with too many strings of lights plugged together.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Winter Holidays Safely
Behavior description:

560-018

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Be aware of cultural differences in celebrating winter holidays.
Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-018 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-003    Match & Lighter Safety

560-005    Smoke Alarms
560-008    Reporting Emergencies
560-012    Kitchen Safety
560-013    Electrical Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Recognize the importance of wearing a helmet for winter sports.
- Explain safe sledding and tubing rules.

- Play with a friend or stay with a group.
- Stay away from roads and woods.
- Ask permission from the land owner where you will be sledding.
- Don’t double-up.
- Learn how to bail out and avoid crashing.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Snow Recreation Safety
Behavior description:

560-019

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Encourage the use of a helmet when participating in winter sports and discuss winter activities that require a helmet.
- Use pictures to show safe and unsafe behaviors.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-019 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-023    Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Recognize candles can get hot and burn you even after being blown out.
- Identify matches, lighters, sharp knives and candles as grown-up tools and not toys.
- Explain that only grown-ups should handle candles with flames.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Birthdays Safely
Behavior description:

560-020

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Remember that some students do not celebrate birthdays. Ask the teacher prior to teaching this behavior.
- Somewhere in the classroom there will usually  be a list of upcoming birthdays. Make note of the student who is having a

birthday soon and engage this student to make your points.
- Children should not touch matches, lighters, candles or sharp knives.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-020 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-002    What Is Fire?

560-003    Match & Lighter (Fire Tools)
560-004    Stop Drop & Roll
560-014    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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Bikes:
- Explain why they need a helmet when riding their bikes (it is the law, and it protects your head if you fall).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Summer Recreation Safety
Behavior description:

560-021

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Ask the student to tell you how they get places (car, bike, bus, walking)
- Stress the need for them to ride, bike and walk safely to avoid getting hurt.
- Send information home about bikes/helmets.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-021 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-008    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain when to use 9-1-1.
- Recognize dangers of playing with matches, lighters and candles.
- Perform “Stop, Drop and Roll”.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Your Personal and Community Role
in Safety

Behavior description:

560-022

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- Bring in a tool box to discuss tools vs. toys.
- Matches and lighters are tools for grown-ups not toys.  ( see NFPA Learn Not to Burn lesson )
- Practice “Stop, Drop and Roll”.
- Send home letter to parents about making and practicing a home escape plan. Include information on testing and
maintaining smoke alarms.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-022 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-005    Smoke Alarms
560-006    Escape Plans
560-008    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define that a grown-up needs to check the ice before children play.
- Recite that you always need a grown-up with you when you are near ice.
- Recognize you should wear lots of warm clothing when skating.
- Identify if someone gets into trouble to tell a grown-up and call 9-1-1.
- Explain that ice that has cracks or water on it is too dangerous to go on to it.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing
Behavior description:

560-023

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

When is it safe to skate on ice?:
- Anytime on a skating rink.
- When there has been several continuous days of below freezing weather and the ice is at least four inches thick.
- When there is no open water, puddles or cracks in the area that you wish to skate on.

Remember that the 9-1-1 system is not to be used to check on ice or weather conditions.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-023 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-008    Reporting Emergencies

560-018    Winter Holiday Safety
560-019    Snow Recreation Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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Swimming safety:
- Recite that they should not go near the water unless they are with a grown-up.
- Identify that they should call 9-1-1 or get a grown-up right away if they see someone in trouble.
- Define why someone should not go into water during an electrical storm.
- Explain why they should use the buddy system when swimming.

Boating Safety:
- Explain that they must stay seated when in a boat and always wear a life jacket or PFD ( Personal Flotation Device ).
- Discuss why children should not distract the boat driver.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Water Safety
Behavior description:

560-024

KND
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Life jackets or PFDs (Personal Flotation Devices) are required on most boats, jet skis, canoes and kayaks. Children
should  always wear them. It is important that the PFD be Coast Guard certified and be the correct size for the person
wearing it.

- The student should be taught that they should only go to grown-ups that they know or a life guard if at a pool or at the
beach.

- Encourage the students to take swimming lessons.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span  about 10 to 15 minutes.  - Deal with only 1 or 2 basic concepts.  - Easily scared; don’t use frightening words

560-024 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 560-014    First Aid for Burns

560-023    Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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Developmental Information
When creating your lesson plans, use this developmental information
to be sure your lessons are age-appropriate.

Grade 1/Ages 6-7
• They are extremely egocentric. They need to be the center of attention.
• Their vocabulary is rapidly expanding.
• They have a great deal of energy and can be clumsy.
• They enjoy memorization.
• They require details.
• They thrive on encouragement.
• They dislike being singled out, even for praise.
• Somewhat longer sessions are possible. Their attention span is 15-20 

minutes.
• Their hand-eye coordination is improving.
• They are less prone to taking chances.
• Their sense of competition is developing.
• They have a need for peer acceptance.
• Mixed groups are still possible.
• They want adult and peer approval.
• Simple stories will reinforce the messages taught.
• A short video may be utilized (8-10 minutes).
• The instructor should model preferred behavior whenever possible.

Grade 2/Ages 7-8
• They are explosive and excitable.
• They can be very dramatic.
• They are inquisitive and will ask endless questions.
• They possess a “know it all” attitude.
• They have less interest in play media.
• They like to use their hands.
• They delight in organized games.
• They tend towards bossiness and daringness.
• Their awareness of self is emerging.
• Their attention span is 20–25 minutes.
• They still require very concrete examples and language.
• They enjoy adult attention.

Source: Compiled by staff from Hudson Public Schools for the Department of Fire
Services from various sources.



REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

678-001 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Recognizing the Firefighter as a Community HelperEssential

678-002 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Safety WordsEssential

678-003 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding “What Is Fire?”Essential

678-004 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter Safety (Fire
Tools)

Essential

678-005 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing Stop, Drop and RollEssential

678-006 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Practicing Fire Safety Around Heating SourcesEssential

678-007 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Smoke AlarmsEssential

678-008 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing Escape PlansEssential

678-009 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under SmokeEssential

678-010 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out of Public
Places

Essential

678-011 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency DrillsEssential

678-012 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Reporting  Fires and Other EmergenciesEssential

678-013 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Participating in Home Hazard InspectionsSupplementary

678-014 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Cooking SafetySupplementary

678-015 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing Electrical SafetySupplementary

678-016 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for BurnsSupplementary

678-017 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Transportation SafetySupplementary

678-018 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention and
Tobacco

Essential
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REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

678-019 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Cultural Fire Safety  IssuesSupplementary

678-020 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Celebrating Birthdays SafelySupplementary

678-021 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Celebrating Halloween SafelySupplementary

678-022 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Celebrating Winter Holidays SafelySupplementary

678-023 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Snow Recreation SafetySupplementary

678-024 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing Safety Around Explosives and
Fireworks

Supplementary

678-025 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Practicing Water SafetySupplementary

678-026 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Camping and Hiking SafetySupplementary

678-027 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and Surviving Severe StormsSupplementary

678-028 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Summer Recreation SafetySupplementary

678-029 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding Your Personal and Community Role In SafetySupplementary

678-030 Ages 6-8 First &
Second Grades

Understanding and PracticingSupplementary
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#

- Recognize that firefighters are members of the community and that they save lives, put out fires and save property.
- Identify firefighters as community helpers.
- Name the special equipment that firefighters wear so that they are safe while doing their jobs.

helmet, gloves, hood, pants, turnout coat, mask and air tank.
- Explain that they can help a firefighter by being outside of any building with fire or smoke before firefighters arrive.
- List what firefighters do besides putting out fires, such as helping people who are injured or sick, responding to car

accidents and other emergencies. Firefighters also teach about fire safety and make fire safety inspections as well as
maintaining their equipment.

- Identify firefighters as people who live in your neighborhood like other moms and dads and neighbors.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Recognizing the Firefighter as a Community
Helper

Behavior description:

678-001

1&2
Grade

Reference #

- Have students cut out pictures from magazines of who can be a firefighter.
Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- If you are going to don your gear for the class you should make every effort not to frighten the students.
- Don and doff your gear piece by piece in front of the students, use clean and decontaminated gear, or have the
classroom teacher don and doff the firefighting gear while you, sitting at the students level, explain what each piece of
equipment protects.

- This makes a great photo opportunity.
- Children should not wear a firefighter’s helmet as the weight of this equipment has been documented to injure children.
- Use plastic helmets - ensure adequate amount.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-001 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-008    Escape Plans

678-010    Exiting Public Places

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.2

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define
- Smoke, fire, heat, emergency, fire drill, exit, alarms, danger, caution, flammable, matches/lighters, meeting place,
escape, hazard, helmet, hose, ax, coat and truck.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Safety Words
Behavior description:

678-002

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- You can keep the children’s interest by bringing in various firefighting tools and asking the children the correct names.
- Incorporate vocabulary into other lessons.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-002 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-001    Community Helper

678-007    Smoke Alarms

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify  that a grownup must be present for all safe fire use.
- Give examples of good fires.

(fireplace, barbecue, birthday candles)
- Give examples of bad fires.

(forest fires, house fires, clothes on fire)
- Identify the three sides of the fire triangle.

Give an example of each.
- Explain what happens when one side of the triangle is taken away.
- Give examples of fuel, heat, oxygen.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding “What Is Fire?”
Behavior description:

678-003

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Overheads, visuals and pictures are a must at this age level if you are going to be successful.
- Don’t use open flames such as candles or matches.
- Don’t use toys that have been burned.
- Reinforce that a fire without a grown-up is a bad fire.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-003 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-016    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain “Tell a Grown-up”.
- Identify things that can get hot and burn.
- Tell it’s OK not to keep secrets if someone is playing with matches or a lighter.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter
Safety (Fire Tools)

Behavior description:

678-004

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- At 2nd grade you can change the message from “Tell a Grown-up” when you see matches or a lighter to give them to a
grown-up.

- Bring in a tool box to discuss tools vs. toys.
- Information should be sent home.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-004 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-005    Stop Drop & Roll

678-020    Birthday Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Discuss when to use “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- Demonstrate “Stop, Drop & Roll” correctly.
- Distinguish when to “Stop, Drop & Roll” and when to ‘Crawl Low Under Smoke”.
- Recognize that the student must tell a grown-up immediately after they “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- Demonstrate helping another student with “Stop, Drop & Roll”.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Stop, Drop and Roll
Behavior description:

678-005

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Encourage children to cover their faces after they have dropped to the ground, not before.
- Emphasize that the student should lower themselves gently to the ground.
- Activities should be done on a clean area.
- A 2 foot by 3 foot carpet square is a good size area to limit the rolling space and introduce the issue of “Stop, Drop &
Roll” in a confined space.

- Encourage the students to help people with disabilities.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-005 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-004    Match & Lighter Safety

678-009    Crawl Low Under Smoke
678-016    First Aid for Burns
678-028    Disabilities and Safety
678-029    Community Role In Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify heating sources in the house (what’s hot and what’s not).
- Identify things to keep away from heating sources.
- State you should keep a safe distance away from heating sources, which includes 3 steps.
- Discuss what can happen if you get too close.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Practicing Fire Safety Around Heating Sources
Behavior description:

678-006

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Be sensitive to the types of housing of students live in: ( i.e. mobile homes, apartments, ”triple-deckers”, condos,
single family homes)

- Examples of heating sources :
Kitchen -   toasters, stoves, microwaves, ovens.
Bathroom - curling iron, dryers, hot water.
Home - heater,  fireplace, wood stove, electric blanket, iron.
Basement - furnace, hot water heater.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-006 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-003    Understanding What Is Fire

678-016    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify the loud noise of a smoke alarm as a signal to get out of the building quickly.
- Differentiate between the steady alarm and the chirping alarm.
- Identify the chirping alarm with the need to replace the battery.
- Demonstrate how to test an alarm.
- Recognize that alarms should be tested at least monthly.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Smoke Alarms
Behavior description:

678-007

1&2
Grade

Reference #

- Smoke alarms must be installed at or near the ceiling within ten feet of bed room doors and at the top and bottom of stairways
on every level of your home. You should test your alarm at least monthly, change the batteries when you change your clocks in
the spring and fall and replace the alarm after ten years. New homes must also have hardwired smoke alarms in bedrooms.

Teacher’s notes:

Alarms
Safety group:Target group

- Explain that a smoke alarm constantly smells for smoke. That is why alarms are so important, because when people go to
sleep they loose their sense of smell.

- Smoke alarms and smoke detectors are used to mean the same thing. You can use either alarm or detector but try to be
consistent so you don’t confuse the students. We will use the word alarm throughout the guidebook to be consistent.

- Bring a working smoke alarm to the class. Explain that the alarm will make a loud noise. Demonstrate the noise. Teach
that when you hear this sound that you must leave the building quickly. When the alarm chirps, change the battery.

- Some students stay at more then one home and should help maintain alarms there too.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-007 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-008    Escape Plans

678-009    Crawl Low Under Smoke
678-012    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- List key components of an escape plan.
- Recognize that working smoke alarms are the first step of a home escape plan.
- Explain what to do if it is not safe to leave the bedroom.

Call 9-1-1.
Wave clothing or sheet out window.

- Discuss what to do if you meet smoke on the way out.
“Crawl Low Under Smoke”.

- Identify what is a good family meeting place.
- Demonstrate responding to a nighttime smoke alarm.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Escape Plans
Behavior description:

678-008

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- If you sleep in more than one home you must have an escape plan in each home and practice it with everyone in that
house.

- “Exit Drills in the Home” (E.D.I.T.H.) must be practiced both “Day and Night” (D.A.N.).
- Have students make a home escape plan as a homework assignment.
- Send information home on planning and practicing escape plans.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-008 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-007    Smoke Alarms

678-009    Crawl Low Under Smoke
678-011    Fire / Emergency Drills
678-012    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- State “Do not hide in a fire.”
- State to “Get Out and Stay Out.”
- Demonstrate how to crawl low on hands and knees, not on belly.
- Demonstrate how to roll out of bed when smoke alarm sounds.
- Explain that in a fire, smoke and heat will rise to the ceiling and cleaner air will be close to the floor.
- State to “Test all closed doors with the back of your hand.”

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under
Smoke

Behavior description:

678-009

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Use a blanket/sheet as level of smoke when having students demonstrate crawl low.
- If you have taught stop drop and roll previously, review when to “Stop, Drop and Roll” and when to “Crawl Low Under
Smoke”.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-009 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-003    Understanding What Is Fire

678-005    Stop Drop & Roll
678-007    Smoke Alarms
678-008    Escape Plans

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1
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- Learn that exit signs are posted in public places. They are usually red or green and are located high on the wall.
- Understand that exit signs are lighted or glow so they can be seen in the dark to guide you to the exit.
- Practice looking for exit signs when they  enter a building that is unfamiliar to them so they will have two ways out in

an emergency.
- Learn the definition of “ exit “. Exit is a way to get out. They should always two ways out or two exits.
- Recognize that exit signs are not located over elevators because elevators are not safe to use in an emergency.
- Repeat that once they have exited a building, they need to go to their meeting place.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out
of Public Places

Behavior description:

678-010

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Exits
Safety group:Target group

- You can take the class around the school and look for exit signs. Have them add up all the exit signs.
- Have the students draw and color an exit sign.
- Elevators ride up and down inside shafts which carry smoke and heat to the top of the shaft during a fire.
- Elevators are unreliable in a building on fire because the electronics can easily be affected by the smoke and heat.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-010 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-007    Smoke Alarms

678-008    Escape Plans
678-029    Community Role In Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26
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- Explain when an alarm sounds you must go to the nearest safe exit.  “Get Out and Stay Out”.
- Explain and demonstrate the correct way to respond to a fire or other emergency.
- Explain that exits can be blocked by smoke or fire.
- Define a meeting place.
- Demonstrate how to call 9-1-1.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency Drills
Behavior description:

678-011

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Review the escape plans that are in effect for the building (classroom) that you are teaching in prior to teaching the
lesson. This will allow you to answer any questions that might be asked during the lesson.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-011 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-008    Escape Plans

678-012    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.7
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- Practice how to summon help by pressing or dialing the numbers 9-1-1 on a telephone or cellular phone.
- Learn that even if you don’t know where you are,  help will still arrive because the 9-1-1 operator can tell where you

are calling from. and that when calling 9-1-1 on a cellular phone you must explain where you are to the operator.
- Explain that a fire alarm pull station will notify people in the building and you must also call the fire department from

outside.
- Repeat their name, address and phone number.
- Explain that using a pull station when there is no fire is wrong.
- Explain the reasons for calling 9-1-1: to report a fire, stop a crime to save a life or when you are afraid.
- Review what an emergency is: ( from the glossary )

1. A serious situation or occurrence that happens unexpectedly and demands immediate action.
2. A condition of urgent need for action or assistance.
3. When someone needs help.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Reporting  Fires and Other Emergencies
Behavior description:

678-012

1&2
Grade

Reference #

- For generations school teachers and fire departments have taught that children should never touch pull stations.
Unfortunately these teachings have instilled the behavior and we find that adults do not use pull stations when there is a
fire emergency. Take care to reinforce that they should be used for emergencies.

Teacher’s notes:

Emergencies
Safety group:Target group

- Explain when and why they should use the 9-1-1 system, which is to stop a crime, report a fire or to save a life.
- Hand out 9-1-1 stickers to the students to take home
- Bring two telephones with you to practice emergency calls.
- Show the students where the pull stations are near the class room and explain that pull stations are usually at an exit.
- Certain residential buildings such as “triple-deckers” (a three family building covering three floors) will have pull stations

but will not necessarily notify the fire department. That is why  we must teach calling 9-1-1 after pulling the pull station
with a phone call.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-012 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-001    Community Helper

678-008    Escape Plans
678-016    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.2
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- Explain what hazards are.
- Identify 10 hazards.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Participating in Home Hazard Inspections
Behavior description:

678-013

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Set up a room with hazards for students to find.
- Use the “Hazard House” prop if you have access to one.
- Send home information on hazards.
- Remind the grown-ups at home to fix any hazards that are found.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-013 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-002    Understanding Safety Words

678-003    Understanding What Is Fire
678-006    Heating Source Safety
678-014    Cooking Safety
678-015    Electrical Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1
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- Explain what could happen if they touch something hot.
- Explain that hot objects and hot liquids can cause burns.
- Identify objects that can become hot but may not always be hot such as:

iron, stove, oven, toaster, coffee maker, dishwasher, hot water, cooked food, and food in the microwave.
- Explain how to cool a burn with cool water (and nothing else) and for how long.
- Demonstrate “Stop, Drop and Roll” to put fire out on your clothes.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Cooking Safety
Behavior description:

678-014

1&2
Grade

Reference #

- Children should be taught to cool a burn for a long time - defined as singing a song twice -  like “Happy Birthday” or the
“Alphabet Song”.

Teacher’s notes:

Cooking
Safety group:Target group

- Explain that children in this group should not be doing any cooking, even in a microwave, alone without a grownup.
Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude- Attention span 15
25 i t    Sh t id  8 t  10 i t   b  d    E t  “ k  it ll ” ttit d  Att ti   15 25 i t   

678-014 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-005    Stop Drop & Roll

678-012    Reporting Emergencies
678-016    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8
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- Explain the following electrical safety rules:
Students do not play with electrical outlets or stick foreign objects in the outlets.
Students do not stick electrical wires in their mouths or let other children do the same.
Light bulbs are extremely hot and can burn you.
Electricity can burn you.
Electrical cords should not be placed under rugs or objects.

- Discuss what you have in your house that runs on electricity.
- Discuss when to use electricity safely.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Electrical Safety
Behavior description:

678-015

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Electricity
Safety group:Target group

- When you teach electrical safety in 1st and 2nd grades you should keep it simple.  Start by making sure that the students
understand the words you are using, for example choose electric outlet, receptacle or socket, show the students what
you mean and then don’t interchange the word during your lesson.

- When you are outside never go near electrical wires or electrical equipment if the wires are hanging down or on the
ground.

- Keep electricity and things that are plugged in away from water, including the sink and tub.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-015 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-012    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3
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- State that “If you touch something hot, you may get burned.”
- State that “Cool water will make a burn feel better.”
- State “Tell a grown-up whenever you get burned so they can help you.”
- Identify hot things that could burn you if you touch them.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for Burns
Behavior description:

678-016

1&2
Grade

Reference #

- Grown-ups should be reminded through their children that only water should be used on the skin for burns. Never use
grease, butter or ointments on a burn.

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- The real emphasis should be on recognizing things that can burn you so as to prevent the burns in the first place.
- When explaining how to cool a burn, it should be explained that you cool a burn under cool water for a long time.
- Talk about sunburns as being minor burns.
- Don’t teach them to use cold water or ice water, only cool water.
- Talk about how burns can occur including scald burns.
- Some prevention strategies: Always run the cold water first then the hot; don’t reach for things on the counter or stove.
- Use picture or flash cards of items that can cause burns.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-016 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-004    Match & Lighter Safety

678-005    Stop Drop & Roll

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Emergency Intervention 9.12
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Bus
- Discuss how to ride on the bus safely (stay seated, no fooling around, listen to and obey the bus driver).

Walking
- Describe how to cross a street safely (cross only with a grown-up, look both ways).
- Describe what the traffic lights mean, including the crossing signals.

Bikes
- Explain why students need a helmet when riding their bikes (it is the law, and it protects your head if you fall).

Cars
- Discuss how to ride in a car safely (always wear a seat belt, ride in the back seat, do not hang out windows when the
car is moving).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Transportation Safety
Behavior description:

678-017

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Transportation
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Ask the student to tell you how they get to places (car, bike, bus, walking)
- Stress the need for them to ride, bike and walk safely to avoid getting hurt.
- Send information home to grown-ups about bikes/helmets.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-017 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1
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- State “I will never put anything in my mouth unless given to me by a trusted grown-up.”
- Explain the difference between medicine and candy.
- Identify poisonous cleaning products and chemicals around the house.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention
and Tobacco

Behavior description:

678-018

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Poison
Safety group:Target group

- Provide information for students to take home .
- Suggest that parents point out potential poisons around the home.
- Explain that tobacco is a poison.
- Mention outdoor poisons such as wild plants, berries and mushrooms.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-018 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-004    Match & Lighter Safety

678-012    Reporting Emergencies
678-018    Tobacco / Poison Prevention
678-026    Camping & Hiking Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.17
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Intra Personal
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- Identify customs that involve the use of fire such as candles, matches, fireworks, campfires and grills.
We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Cultural Fire Safety  Issues
Behavior description:

678-019

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- Make a chart of cultural practices and list on the other side the appropriate safety rules.
- Fireworks can only be used by licensed professionals with the proper permits.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-019 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-004    Match & Lighter Safety

678-006    Heating Source Safety
678-014    Cooking Safety
678-022    Winter Holiday Safety
678-026    Camping & Hiking Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
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Intra Personal
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- Discuss the dangers of lit candles.
- Identify matches, lighters, sharp knives and candles as grown-up tools and not toys.
- Explain that only grown-ups should handle candles with flames.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Birthdays Safely
Behavior description:

678-020

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- All fireworks, sparklers and re-igniting candles are illegal in Massachusetts.
Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-020 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-004    Match & Lighter Safety

678-005    Stop Drop & Roll
678-012    Reporting Emergencies
678-016    First Aid for Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
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- Explain that they must go “Trick or Treating” with grown-up supervision.
- State “Grown-ups must check candy.”
- Recognize that jack-o’-lanterns with candles are hot and can burn you.
- Identify rules of pedestrian safety which should include:

1- Look before crossing the street.
2- Wear reflective markings on your clothing.
3- Cross at cross walks when available.
4- Stay in a group.
5- Use a flashlight at night.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Halloween Safely
Behavior description:

678-021

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Remember that not everyone celebrates Halloween.
- It is always recommended to send information home.
- Did you know that glow sticks work very well in place of candles?

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-021 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-005    Stop Drop & Roll

678-012    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3
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- Discuss winter holidays and customs.
- Explain why a Christmas tree needs to be watered every day.
- Identify the hazards associated with too many strings of lights plugged together.
- Give reasons why grown-ups should light candles and fires in fireplaces.
- Discuss the proper disposal of wrapping paper.
- Discuss winter holidays and customs.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Winter Holidays Safely
Behavior description:

678-022

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-022 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-004    Match & Lighter Safety

678-005    Stop Drop & Roll
678-006    Heating Souce Safety
678-007    Smoke Alarms
678-008    Escape Plans
678-010    Exiting Public Places
678-013    Home Hazard Inspections

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
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- Recognize the importance of wearing a helmet for winter sports.
- Explain safe sledding and tubing rules.

- Play with a friend or stay with a group.
- Stay away from roads and woods.
- Ask permission from the land owner where you will be sledding.
- Don’t double-up.
- Learn how to bail out and avoid crashing.

- Give examples of how to show respect for other children playing near them.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Snow Recreation Safety
Behavior description:

678-023

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Encourage the use of a helmet when participating in winter sports and discuss winter activities that require a helmet
- Use pictures to show safe and unsafe behaviors.
- Remind students that 9-1-1 should only be called for emergencies.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-023 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-012    Reporting Emergencies

678-030    Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.17
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Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Recognize that fireworks and explosives are dangerous and illegal in Massachusetts.
- Explain why fireworks and explosives are dangerous.
- List rules of fireworks and explosives safety.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Safety Around
Explosives and Fireworks

Behavior description:

678-024

1&2
Grade

Reference #

REFER TO BEHAVIORS:
890-017 and 1012-031

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- The only safe way to see fireworks is at a supervised fireworks display put on by licensed professionals.
- Focus on the fact that even sparklers are illegal in Massachusetts.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-024 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-002    Understanding Safety Words

678-003    Understanding What Is Fire
678-004    Match & Lighter Safety
678-005    Stop Drop & Roll
678-019    Cultural Fire Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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#

Swimming safety:
- Recite that they should not go near the water unless they are with an grown-up or lifeguard.
- Identify  that they should call 9-1-1 or get a grown-up right away if they see someone in trouble.
- Explain why to use the buddy system when swimming.
- Explain not to swim at night or dive into unknown or murky water.
- Define why someone should not go into water during an electrical storm.
Boating Safety:
- Explain “to stay seated when in a boat and always wear a life jacket” (personal flotation device).
- Discuss why children should not distract the boat driver.
- Explain when water skiing someone must watch skier at all times.
- Explain “never overload a boat with too many passengers”.
- Explain “to stay with an overturned boat until help arrives”.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Water Safety
Behavior description:

678-025

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Life jackets or Personal Flotation Devices are required on most boats, jet skis, canoes and kayaks. Children should
always wear them. It is important that the PFD be Coast Guard certified and be the correct size for the person wearing it.

- The student should be taught that they should only go to grown-ups that they know or a lifeguard if at a pool or at the
beach.

- Encourage grown-ups to take the students to a Red Cross, YMCA swimming class or a city / town recreation swim class.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-025 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-027    Surviving Severe Storms

678-030    Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain to never go hiking or camping without a grown-up buddy.
- Explain to leave a plan with a grown-up.
- List items to bring on a hike (water, food, flashlight, rain jacket, sweater).
- List the don’ts (don’t eat or drink anything you did not bring, don’t go near wild animals, don’t run around campfires, don’t
bring a candle into a tent, don’t go near water without a grown-up)

- Recall what to do if lost.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Camping and Hiking Safety
Behavior description:

678-026

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Keep it simple - students need to know about the buddy system, what to do if lost and the need to have proper items.
- Good topic to teach to with a grown-up partner/buddy.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-026 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-012    Reporting Emergencies

678-016    First Aid for Burns
678-025    Water Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- List different kinds of storms and which seasons they are likely to occur.
- State that “The safest place to be in a severe storm is indoors.”
- Explain what happens during different types of storms.
- Describe what to do when the power goes out.
- Describe what to do in a lightning storm.
- Recognize the dangers of downed power lines.
- Explain how to prepare for a severe storm.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Surviving Severe Storms
Behavior description:

678-027

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Storms
Safety group:Target group

- Focus on a particular season rather than trying to cover all the seasons.
- Send information home.
- Create a safety list for the different seasonal storms.
- Suggest that families prepare a survival kit.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-027 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-008    Escape Plans

678-012    Reporting Emergencies
678-015    Electrical Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.14

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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Bikes:
- Explain why they need a helmet when riding their bikes (it is the law, and it protects your head if you fall).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Summer Recreation Safety
Behavior description:

678-028

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Ask the student to tell you how they get places (car, bike, bus, walking).
- Stress the need for them to ride, bike and walk safely to avoid getting hurt.
- Send information home about bikes/helmets.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-028 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-017    Transportation Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.17

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Report a fire, report a crime or save a life using the 9-1-1 system.
- Prepare a plan for escape from home.
- Prepare a plan for escape from school.
- Conduct a test of their smoke alarms.
- Practice E.D.I.T.H. (Exit Drills In The Home).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Your Personal and Community Role
In Safety

Behavior description:

678-029

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- Role play 9-1-1 calls.
- Role play E.D.I.T.H.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-029 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-007    Smoke Alarms

678-008    Escape Plans
678-012    Reporting Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define that a grown-up must check the ice before children play.
- Recite that you always need a grown-up when you are near ice.
- Discuss that pets should be kept on a leash when around ice.
- Recognize you should wear lots of warm clothing when skating.
- Identify that if someone gets into trouble to tell a grown-up and call 9-1-1.
- Explain that ice that has cracks or water on it is too dangerous to go on to it.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing
Behavior description:

678-030

1&2
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

When is it safe to skate on ice?:
- Anytime on a skating rink
- When there has been several continuous days of below freezing weather and the ice is at least four inches thick.
- When there is no open water, puddles or cracks in the area that you wish to skate on.

Remember that the 9-1-1 system is not to be used to check on ice or weather conditions.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span 15-25 minutes.  - Short videos 8 to 10 minutes can be used.  - Expect a “ know it all ” attitude

678-030 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 678-012    Reporting Emergencies

678-022    Winter Holiday Safety
678-023    Snow Recreation Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

890-001 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Safety WordsEssential

890-002 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding “What Is Fire?”Essential

890-003 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter Safety (Fire
Tools)

Essential

890-004 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing  Stop, Drop and RollEssential

890-005 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Participating in Home Hazard InspectionsEssential

890-006 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Cooking SafetyEssential

890-007 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Electrical SafetyEssential

890-008 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Practicing Fire Safety with Flammable LiquidsEssential

890-009 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Practicing Fire Safety Around Heating SourcesEssential

890-010 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Smoke AlarmsEssential

890-011 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Escape PlansEssential

890-012 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under SmokeEssential

890-013 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out of Public
Places

Essential

890-014 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency DrillsEssential

890-015 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Reporting  Fires and Other EmergenciesEssential

890-016 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Arson and False AlarmsEssential

890-017 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Safety Around Explosives and
Fireworks

Essential

890-018 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Practicing Safety When Home AloneEssential
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REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

890-019 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Safety When BabysittingEssential

890-020 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for BurnsSupplementary

890-021 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Transportation SafetySupplementary

890-022 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Safety With Drugs and AlcoholSupplementary

890-023 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Poison PreventionSupplementary

890-024 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Cultural Fire Safety IssuesSupplementary

890-025 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Celebrating Birthdays SafelySupplementary

890-026 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Celebrating Halloween SafelySupplementary

890-027 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Celebrating Thanksgiving SafelySupplementary

890-028 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Celebrating Winter Holidays SafelySupplementary

890-030 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Water SafetySupplementary

890-031 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Camping and Hiking SafetySupplementary

890-032 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding and Surviving Severe StormsSupplementary

890-033 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Summer Recreation SafetySupplementary

890-034 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Your Personal and Community Role In SafetySupplementary

890-035 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Snow Recreation SafetySupplementary

890-036 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

andSupplementary

890-037 Ages 8-10 Third &
Fourth Grades

Understanding Consequences of Tobacco UseEssential
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- Define
Smoke, fire, heat, emergency, fire drill, exit, alarms, danger, caution, flammable, matches/lighters, meeting place,
escape, hazard, helmet, hose, ax, coat, truck, poison, arson and false alarms.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Safety Words
Behavior description:

890-001

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- You can keep the children’s interest by bringing in various firefighting tools and asking the children the correct names.
- Incorporate vocabulary into other lessons.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-001 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-002    Understanding What Is Fire

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 92
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- Identify that a grown-up must be present for all safe fire use.
- Give examples of safe fires (fireplace, barbecue, birthday candles).
- Give examples of unsafe fires (forest fires, house fires, clothes on fire).
- Define the fire tetrahedron.
- Define different methods of heat transfer (conduction, convection, radiation).
- Give examples of fuel, heat, oxygen.
- Explain combustion (flammable vapors, chemical chain reaction).
- List the most common fire causes.
- Analyze the fire tetrahedron in the most common fire causes.
- Discuss safe ways of putting out the most common fires.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding “What Is Fire?”
Behavior description:

890-002

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Check local and state data for the types of fires caused by this age group (www.mass.gov/dfs); some of these are
cooking smoking, arson and playing with matches and lighters.

- For example, put a lid on cooking fires.
- Cooking  is the number 1 cause of fires in Massachusetts and the U.S.
- If you find a student with an unusual interest in fire contact someone specializing in Juvenile Fire Setting Intervention.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-002 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-001    Understanding Safety Words

890-004    Stop Drop & Roll
890-006    Cooking Safety
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain why it is only safe for grown-ups to use matches and lighters.
- Explain why children should use these tools only under grown-up supervision.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter
Safety (Fire Tools)

Behavior description:

890-003

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Be aware that some older children are lighting candles or learning about campfires in scouts.
- Discuss with the students “good” or “safe” uses of fire and “unsafe” uses.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-003 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-004    Stop Drop & Roll

890-025    Birthday Safety
890-031    Camping & Hiking Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Discuss when to use “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- Demonstrate “Stop, Drop & Roll” correctly.
- Distinguish when to “Stop, Drop & Roll” and when to ‘Crawl Low Under Smoke”.
- Recognize that the student must tell a grown-up immediately after they “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- Demonstrate helping another student with “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- List items you could use to help smother a fire on another person.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing  Stop, Drop and Roll
Behavior description:

890-004

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Encourage children to cover their faces after they have dropped to the ground, not before.
- Emphasize that the student should lower themselves gently to the ground.
- Activities should be done on a clean area.
- A 2 foot by 3 foot carpet square is a good size area to limit the rolling space and introduce the issue of “Stop, Drop &
Roll” in a confined space.

- Encourage the students to help people with physical disabilities that may not be able to Stop, Drop & Roll.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-004 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-003    Match & Lighter Safety

890-006    Cooking Safety
890-012    Crawl Low Under Smoke
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies
890-020    First Aid For Burns
890-033    Disabilities And Safety
890-034    Community Role In Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain what hazards are.
- Identify 15 hazards.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Participating in Home Hazard Inspections
Behavior description:

890-005

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Set up a room with hazards for students to find.
- Use the “Hazard House” prop if you have access to one.
- Send home information on hazards.
- Remind the grown-ups at home to fix any hazards that are found.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-005 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-001    Understanding Safety Words

890-002    Understanding What Is Fire
890-006    Cooking Safety
890-007    Electrical Safety
890-008    Flammable Liquids

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain kitchen safety rules:
Turn pot handles in.
Have a lid present.
A grown-up must be present.
Never leave food unattended.
Use an oven mitt.
Wear tight fitting clothes.

- Recognize that microwaved food can cause burns.
- Describe how to respond to stove top, toaster and oven fires (put a lid, unplug appliance if safe to do so, keep oven
doors closed).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Cooking Safety
Behavior description:

890-006

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Cooking
Safety group:Target group

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-006 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-004    Stop Drop & Roll

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies
890-020    First Aid For Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain the following electrical safety rules:
Students do not play with electrical outlets or stick foreign objects in the outlets.
Students do not stick electrical wires in their mouths or let other children do the same.
Light bulbs are extremely hot and can burn you.
Electricity can burn you.
Electrical cords should not be placed under rugs or objects.

- Discuss what you have in your house that runs on electricity.
- Discuss when to use electricity safely.
- Identify other power sources when the electricity is out.
- Discuss the proper use of electrical cords and outlets.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Electrical Safety
Behavior description:

890-007

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Electricity
Safety group:Target group

- When you teach electrical safety, you should Keep it Simple.  Start by making sure that the students understand the
words you are using, for example electric outlets or receptacles or sockets.  Choose one of these words, show the
students what you mean and then don’t interchange the word during your lesson.

- When you are outside never go near electrical wires or electrical equipment if the wires are hanging down or on the
ground.

- Keep electricity and things that are plugged in away from water, including the sink and tub.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-007 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-005    Home Hazard Inspections

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify that flammable liquids include gasoline, lighter fluid, charcoal fluid and Coleman fuel.
- Define that flammable liquids give off vapors that you cannot see but can burn very quickly and ignite easily.
- Explain safety rules: (see Helpful hints)

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Practicing Fire Safety with Flammable Liquids
Behavior description:

890-008

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Safety rules: Always store flammable liquids in an approved safety can.
Wait for engines to cool before refueling. Never refuel or fuel an engine indoors.
Never run an engine inside a building.
Never use flammable liquids to clean parts.
Always move lawn mowers or other gasoline appliances from the fueling location before attempting to
start the equipment.
No smoking around flammable liquids.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-008 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-004    Stop Drop & Roll

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies
890-020    First Aid For Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify heating sources in the house such as:
furnaces, portable heaters, boilers, water heaters, wood stoves, radiators or other fixed heaters.

- Explain what their house or houses are heated with.
- Explain what can burn if it gets too close to a heating source.
- Explain how heat works - convection, conduction, radiation.
- Explain how to make heating sources safe.
- Explain the “Circle of Safety.”

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Practicing Fire Safety Around Heating Sources
Behavior description:

890-009

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Be sensitive to the type of housing students live in (mobile homes, apartments, "triple-deckers", condos, single family
homes).

- Here are some safety lessons: make a circle of safety (keep anything that can burn at least 3 steps or 3 feet away from
heating sources, including yourself).

- Don’t leave portable heaters on if you leave the room. Portable heaters with frayed wires are a home hazard.
- Always use a screen with a fireplace. Grownups should have chimneys checked every year.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-009 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-002    Understanding What Is Fire

890-005    Home Hazard Inspections
890-007    Electrical Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify the loud noise of a smoke alarm as a signal to get out of the building quickly.
- Differentiate between the steady alarm and the chirping alarm.
- Identify the chirping alarm with the need to replace the battery.
- Demonstrate how to test a smoke alarm.
- Recognize that smoke alarms should be tested at least monthly.
- Perform smoke alarm test at home with a grown-up.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Smoke Alarms
Behavior description:

890-010

3&4
Grade

Reference #

- Smoke alarms must be installed at or near the ceiling within ten feet of bed room doors and at the top and bottom of stairways
on every level of your home. You should test your alarm at least monthly, change the batteries when you change your clocks in
the spring and fall and replace the alarm after ten years. New homes must also have hardwired smoke alarms in bedrooms.

Teacher’s notes:

Alarms
Safety group:Target group

- Explain that a smoke alarm constantly smells for smoke. That is why smoke alarms are so important, because when
people go to sleep they lose their sense of smell.

- Smoke alarms and smoke detectors are used to mean the same thing. You can use either alarm or detector but try to be
consistent so you don’t confuse the students. We will use the word alarm throughout the guidebook to be consistent.

- Bring a working smoke alarm to the class. Explain that the alarm  will make a loud noise. Demonstrate the noise. Teach
that when you hear this sound that you must leave the building quickly. When the alarm chirps, change the battery.

- Some students stay at more than one home and should help maintain alarms there too.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-010 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-011    Escape Plans

890-012    Crawl Low Under Smoke
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- List the key components of an escape plan.
- Recognize that working smoke alarms are the first step of a home escape plan.
- Explain what to do if it is not safe to leave the bedroom:

Call 9-1-1
Wave clothing or sheet out window

- Discuss what to do if you meet smoke on the way out:
“Crawl Low Under Smoke”.

- Identify what is a good family meeting place.
- Demonstrate responding to a nighttime smoke alarm.
- Explain that home escape plans must be practiced twice a year.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Escape Plans
Behavior description:

890-011

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- If you sleep in more than one home you must have an escape plan in each home and practice it with everyone in that
house.

- “Exit Drills in the Home” (E.D.I.T.H) must be practiced both “Day and Night” (D.A.N.).
- Have students make a home escape plan as a homework assignment.
- Send information home on planning and practicing escape plans.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-011 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-010    Smoke Alarms

890-012    Crawl Low Under Smoke
890-014    Fire / Emergency Drills
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Demonstrate when the smoke alarm goes off and wakes you up.
- Explain that in a fire, smoke and heat will rise to the ceiling and cleaner air will be close to the floor.
(good air in a fire is down low close to the floor - stay low)

- State “ Use the back of your hand to test closed doors.”
- Explain why you get outside and stay outside at your special meeting place.
- Explain don’t open hot doors and never hide in a closet or under the bed.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under
Smoke

Behavior description:

890-012

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Emphasize never go back in.
- Go to nearest exit

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-012 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-010    Smoke Alarms

890-011    Escape Plans
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
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Self

In Words
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In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
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- Define “ exit “. Exit is a way to get out. They should always two ways out or two exits.
- Recognize that exit signs are posted in public places. They are usually red or green and are located high on the wall.
- Explain that exit signs are lighted or glow so they can be seen in the dark to guide you to the exit. Exits

should not be locked so that anyone in the building can use them.
- Practice looking for exit signs when they  enter a building that is unfamiliar to them so they will have two ways out in

an emergency.
- Recognize that exit signs are not located over elevators because elevators are not safe to use in an emergency.
- State that once you have exited a building, you need to go to your meeting place.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out
of Public Places

Behavior description:

890-013

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Exits
Safety group:Target group

- You can take the class around the school and look for exit signs. Have them add up all the exit signs.
- Elevators ride up and down inside shafts which carry smoke and heat to the top of the shaft during a fire.
- Elevators are unreliable in a building on fire because the electronics can easily be affected by the smoke and heat.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-013 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-010    Smoke Alarms

890-011    Escape Plans
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain when an alarm sounds you must go to the nearest safe exit. “Get Out and Stay Out”.
- Explain and demonstrate the correct way to respond to a fire or other emergency.
- Explain that exits can be blocked by smoke or fire.
- Define a meeting place.
- Demonstrate how to call 9-1-1.
- Explain when you are on a vacation you should know the escape plan of the place where you are staying.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency Drills
Behavior description:

890-014

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Review the escape plans that are in effect for the building (classroom) that you are teaching in prior to teaching the
lesson. This will allow you to answer any questions that might be asked during the lesson.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-014 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-011    Escape Plans

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Practice how to summon help by pressing or dialing the numbers 9-1-1 on a telephone or cellular phone.
- Learn that even if you don’t know where you are,  help will still arrive because the 9-1-1 operator can tell where you

are calling from. and that when calling 9-1-1 on a cellular phone you must explain where you are to the operator.
- Explain that a fire alarm pull station will notify people in the building and you must also call the fire department from

outside.
- Repeat their name, address and phone number.
- Explain that using a pull station when there is no fire is wrong.
- Explain the reasons for calling 9-1-1: to report a fire, stop a crime to save a life or when you are afraid.
- Review what an emergency is (from the glossary):

1. A serious situation or occurrence that happens unexpectedly and demands immediate action.
2. A condition of urgent need for action or assistance.
3. When someone needs help.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Reporting  Fires and Other Emergencies
Behavior description:

890-015

3&4
Grade

Reference #

- For generations school teachers and fire departments have taught that children should never touch pull stations. Unfortunately
these teachings have instilled the behavior and we find that adults do not use pull stations when there is a fire emergency. Take
care to reinforce that they should be used for emergencies.

Teacher’s notes:

Emergencies
Safety group:Target group

- Explain when and why they should use the 9-1-1 system, which is to stop a crime, report a fire or to save a life.
- Hand out 9-1-1 stickers to the students to take home
- Bring two telephones with you to practice emergency calls.
- Show the students where the pull stations are near the class room and explain that pull stations are usually at an exit.
- Certain residential buildings such as “triple-deckers” (a three family building covering three floors) will have pull stations

but will not necessarily notify the fire department. That is why  we must teach calling 9-1-1 after pulling the pull station
with a  phone call.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-015 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-011    Escape Plans

890-020    First Aid For Burns
890-034    Community Role In Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.2

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define arson.
- Define false alarms.
- Describe their consequences.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Arson and False Alarms
Behavior description:

890-016

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Arson
Safety group:Target group

- A perfect way to lead off the lesson is with a story or newspaper article.
- Consequences for arson include:  fire damage, injuries, legal & emotional issues.
- Consequences for false alarms include:  responding fire fighter injuries, disruption of school / work and injuries to
others.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-016 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

890-034    Community Role In Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Recognize that fireworks and explosives are dangerous and illegal in Massachusetts.
- Explain why fireworks and explosives are dangerous.
- List rules of fireworks and explosives safety.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Safety Around
Explosives and Fireworks

Behavior description:

890-017

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Fireworks
Safety group:Target group

- The only safe way to see fireworks is at a supervised fireworks display put on by licensed professionals.
- Give examples of different explosives.
- Properly trained and licensed people can use explosives safely.
- Focus on the fact that even sparklers are illegal in Massachusetts.
- Review “Fire Facts for Fireworks” ( www.mass.gov/dfs)

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-017 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-002    Understanding What Is Fire

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain how to use the 9-1-1 system.
- Create a check list of appropriate actions:

Know where the parents will be while away and how to contact them.
Review the family’s escape plan or prepare a plan.
Be careful with hot liquids, including beverages, bath water and tap water.
Know where there is a working flashlight in the house.
Test the locks on all the doors and windows.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Practicing Safety When Home Alone
Behavior description:

890-018

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Home Safety
Safety group:Target group

- The Curriculum Committee believes that children this age should not be home alone. The Committee suggests that twelve
years old would be an appropriate age to be left home alone. However, we realize that children younger than twelve are
sometimes at home alone. This is the reason for offering this information at this target group level.

- There are latchkey curricula listed in the Reference Info section of this guidebook.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-018 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

890-019    Baby Sitting Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain how to use the 9-1-1 system.
- Create a basic list of babysitting responsibilities such as:

The address of the babysitting place.
Know where the parents will be while away and how to contact them.
Check the home for smoke alarms and test them.
Review the family’s escape plan or prepare a plan.
Never leave a child unattended.
Be careful with hot liquids, including beverages, bath water and tap water.
Know where there is a working flashlight in the house.
Ensure that poisons are well out of the reach of children and write down the poison control telephone number.
Test the locks on all the doors and windows.

- Discuss the appropriate and inappropriate behaviors of a babysitter.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Safety When
Babysitting

Behavior description:

890-019

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Baby Sitting
Safety group:Target group

- The Committee suggests that twelve years old would be an appropriate age to start babysitting. However, we realize that
children younger than twelve are put in situations where they must babysit or be at home alone. This is the reason for
offering this information at this group level.

- There are babysitting and latchkey curricula listed in the Reference Info section of this guidebook. Although all of the
objectives listed above are good as stand alone lessons, The Committee believes that babysitting should be taught as a
separate class or classes and not taught in general to a regular school class.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-019 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-011    Escape Plans

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies
890-018    Home Alone Safety
890-020    First Aid For Burns
890-023    Poison Prevention

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define the three degrees of burns.
- Explain to cool a burn with cool water for 10 minutes.
- Explain to cover a burn with a clean dressing.
- Explain the importance of telling a grown-up and calling 9-1-1.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for Burns
Behavior description:

890-020

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

Have the student list things that can burn you.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-020 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-002    Understanding What Is Fire

890-004    Stop Drop & Roll

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Emergency Intervention 9.12

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
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Self

In Words
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In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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Bus: Discuss How To Ride On The Bus Safely (stay Seated, No Fooling Around, Listen To And Obey The Bus Driver).
Walking: Describe how to cross a street safely (look both ways, stay away from strangers).
Cars: Discuss how to ride In a car safely (always wear a seat belt, ride in the back seat, do not hang out windows when
the car is moving, do not distract the driver, never ride on the outside of a moving vehicle, including in the back of a
pickup truck).
Trains:  Discuss train safety (stay seated, do not try to ride on the outside of a train, stand back on the platform, do not
try to get on or off a moving train).
Discuss safety around trains and tracks (stay off tracks, never cross if the gates are down, stay away from
switches, stay away from the third rail).
Planes: Explain safety rules on a plane (stay  belted in your seat, know where emergency exits are, follow directions of
the crew in an emergency).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Transportation Safety
Behavior description:

890-021

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Transportation
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Stress the need for the student to pay attention and use safety equipment to avoid getting hurt.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-021 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Describe how the use of alcohol and other behavior altering drugs can harm a young person’s physical, emotional, and
social development.

- Explain how the use of alcohol and drugs contribute to accidents, fires, loss of life and property.
- Analyze the effects of alcohol and drug use on job performance in different professions.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Safety With Drugs and Alcohol
Behavior description:

890-022

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Drugs
Safety group:Target group

- Emphasize that smoking is a fire problem and that it is a leading cause of fire deaths.
- Emphasize that taking drugs, alcohol or inhaling of certain chemicals can impair their judgment and lead to
carelessness.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-022 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-003    Match & Lighter Safety

890-023    Poison Prevention
890-037    Tobacco Consequences

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Tobacco, Alcohol & Substance Abuse  Standard Healthy Decisions 10.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
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Self

In Words
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In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
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- Define poison.
- Create a list of poisons.
- Differentiate ways poisons enter the body.
- Contrast how different poisons affect the body.
- Develop rules for the use and storage of poisons.
- Explain what you should do in a poison emergency.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention
Behavior description:

890-023

3&4
Grade

Reference #

- The proper response to a poisoning is to call 9-1-1 then if necessary,
call poison control (1-800-222-1222). Keep the container with you to answer questions about the poison.

- Use extreme caution when discussing inhalants. Focus on poison and fire safety issues.
- Cover tobacco, flammables & medications.

Teacher’s notes:

Poison
Safety group:Target group

- Explain why it is so important to stay away from household poisons and chemicals found in garages, sheds and under the
kitchen sink.

- Analyze why mixing chemicals together can be dangerously  explosive and/or lethal.
- Explain reasons why poisons can hurt you in different ways such as being eaten, inhaled or absorbed through the skin.
- Describe the dangers involved with the inhaling of gasoline, propane, hairspray and paint fumes.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-023 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-005    Home Hazard Inspections

890-008    Flammable Liquids
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies
890-022    Drug And Alcohol Safety
890-037    Tobacco Consequences

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.17

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify customs that involve the use of fire such as candles, matches, fireworks, campfires and grills.
- List safety rules for the use of candles, matches, fireworks, campfires and grills.
- List stove, oven and microwave cooking safety rules.
- List safe heating and clothes drying rules.
- Explain why you never leave candles unattended.
- List fireworks rules.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Cultural Fire Safety Issues
Behavior description:

890-024

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- Be careful not to insult anyone’s cultures or beliefs.
- Instructor should be familiar with the cultural differences associated with their community.
- Some religions don’t celebrate birthdays and some holidays.
- Be prepared to address other fire safety topics as they arise.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-024 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-003    Match & Lighter Safety

890-006    Cooking Safety
890-009    Heating Source Safety
890-017    Fireworks & Explosives
890-028    Winter Holiday Safety
890-031    Camping & Hiking Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify the dangers of using matches, lighters and candles.
- Identify the rules for safe use of candles which must include grown-up supervision.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Birthdays Safely
Behavior description:

890-025

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Ask the students if their parents allow them to light candles. If so, reinforce the dangers.
- Educator should review Candle Safety (behavior 1012-039) which is a 5th & 6th grade behavior.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-025 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-002    Understanding What Is Fire

890-003    Match & Lighter Safety
890-004    Stop Drop & Roll
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies
890-020    First Aid For Burns
1012-039   Candle Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain why grown-ups should always supervise Trick or Treating which should include:
1- Checking the candy
2- Pedestrian safety

- Identify fire hazards associated with Halloween.
- Differentiate between a safe and an unsafe costume.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Halloween Safely
Behavior description:

890-026

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- It is always recommended to send home information to parents.
- Did you know that glow sticks work very well in place of candles?
- Remember that not everyone celebrates Halloween.
- Home made costumes may not be flame retardant.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-026 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-004    Stop Drop & Roll

890-021    Transportation Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
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Body
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Self

In Words
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- Explain why students should test their smoke alarms to be sure they are working.
- Tell why no one should leave food that is cooking unattended.
- Explain why students should leave the house immediately and call 9-1-1 from a portable phone or a neighbor’s house if
a stove fire occurs.

- Give reasons why decorations should be kept away from candles, stoves, fireplaces and heaters.
- Explain why no one should ever leave candles unattended or reach over lighted candles.
- Give reasons why grown-ups should light candles and fires in fireplaces.
- Explain why a screen should be kept in front of the fireplace and why the  chimney should be inspected every year.
- Explain why students should check all baskets and furniture for hot cigarette ashes if there are smokers in the house.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Thanksgiving Safely
Behavior description:

890-027

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Thanksgiving Syndrome: Cooking in an oven for a long period of time at low temperatures can build up Carbon Monoxide
in the house.

- It would be wise to keep a kitchen window open for ventilation while cooking.
- Carbon Monoxide alarms are required by law in Massachusetts in most homes.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-027 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-006    Cooking Safety

890-010    Smoke Alarms
890-028    Winter Holiday Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Discuss winter holidays and customs.
- Explain why a “Christmas Tree” needs to be watered every day.
- Identify the hazards associated with too many strings of lights plugged together.
- Discuss the proper disposal of wrapping paper.
- Give reasons why decorations should be kept away from candles, stoves, fireplaces and heaters.
- Explain why no one should ever leave candles unattended or reach over lighted candles.
- Give reasons why grown-ups should light candles and fires in fireplaces.
- Explain why a screen should be kept in front of the fireplace and why the  chimney should be inspected every year.
- Explain why students should check all baskets and furniture for hot cigarette ashes if there are smokers in the house.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Winter Holidays Safely
Behavior description:

890-028

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

Most wrapping paper is highly flammable and, if burned in the fireplace, can burn so hot that a chimney fire can occur.
Also, burning wrapping paper can crack the flue liner protecting your chimney.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-028 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-003    Match & Lighter Safety

890-005    Home Hazard Inspections
890-006    Cooking Safety
890-007    Electrical Safety
890-009    Heating Source Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
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Swimming safety:
- Recite that they should not go near the water unless they are with an grown-up or lifeguard.
- Identify  that they should call 9-1-1 or get a grownup right away if they see someone in trouble.
- Explain why to use the buddy system when swimming.
- Explain not to swim at night or dive into unknown or murky water.
- Define why someone should not go into water during an electrical storm.
Boating Safety:
- Explain “to stay seated when in a boat and always wear a life jacket” (personal flotation device).
- Discuss why children should not distract the boat driver.
- Explain when water skiing someone must watch skier at all times.
- Explain “never overload a boat with too many passengers.”
- Explain “to stay with an overturned boat until help arrives.”

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Water Safety
Behavior description:

890-030

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Life jackets or Personal Flotation Devices are required on most boats, jet skis, canoes and kayaks. Children should
always wear them. It is important that the PFD be Coast Guard certified and be the correct size for the person wearing it.

- The student should be taught that they should only go to grown-ups that they know or a lifeguard if at a pool or at the
beach.

- Encourage grown-ups to take the students to a Red Cross, YMCA swimming class or a city / town recreation swim class.
- Explain what hypothermia is and how to avoid getting it.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-030 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-020    First Aid For Burns

890-032    Surviving Severe Storms
890-036    Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
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Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain the importance of the buddy system - never hike or camp alone.
- Explain the importance of leaving a trip plan with someone.
- Identify the essential food, drink and equipment including clothing to bring on a hike or camping trip.
- Explain what to do if lost or weather becomes bad.
- Explain campfire safety and respect for the wilderness and nature.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Camping and Hiking Safety
Behavior description:

890-031

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Refer to Boy Scout literature, Appalachian Mountain Club, Eastern Mountain Sports or REI for additional tips and
guidelines.

- Stress that they should be prepared for the unexpected.
- No flames in tents.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-031 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-020    First Aid For Burns

890-030    Water Safety
890-032    Surviving Severe Storms

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
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- List different kinds of storms and which seasons they are likely to occur.
- State that “the safest place to be in a severe storm is indoors.”
- Explain what happens during different types of storms.
- Describe what to do when the power goes out.
- Describe what to do in a lightning storm.
- Recognize the dangers of downed power lines.
- Explain how to prepare for a severe storm.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Surviving Severe Storms
Behavior description:

890-032

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Storms
Safety group:Target group

- Focus on a particular season rather than trying to cover all the seasons.
- Send information home.
- Create a safety list for the different seasonal storms.
- Suggest that families prepare a survival kit.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-032 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-007    Electrical Safety

890-010    Smoke Alarms
890-011    Escape Plans
890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.14

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal
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Bikes:
- Explain why they need a helmet when riding their bikes (it is the law, and it protects your head if you fall).
- Describe safe ways of riding their bikes (do not ride double, do not weave in and out of parked cars, watch for car
doors opening).

- Explain safety equipment for bicycles (helmets, reflectors).
Skateboards and roller blades:
- List the equipment they should have while riding skateboards and roller blades (helmets, knee pads, elbow pads).
- Discuss the rules when using skateboards and roller blades:

Follow the rules of the road.
Know where you are permitted to skateboard and roller blade.
Go to a skate park if there is one in your town.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Summer Recreation Safety
Behavior description:

890-033

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Stress the need for them to pay attention and use safety equipment to avoid getting hurt.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-033 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

890-030    Water Safety
890-031    Camping & Hiking Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
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- Explain how to report emergencies.
- Explain “Stop, Drop and Roll”, “Cool Water for Burns” and “Crawl Low in Smoke”.
- Recognize that personal safety needs to be practiced not just at home but everywhere you play and stay.
- Create and practice a home escape plan.
- Define arson.
- Define false alarms.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Your Personal and Community Role
In Safety

Behavior description:

890-034

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- Develop a home escape plan contest.
Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-034 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-010    Smoke Alarms

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies
890-019    Baby Sitting Safety
890-020    First Aid For Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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#

- Recognize the importance of wearing a helmet for winter sports.
- Explain safe sledding and tubing rules:

Play with a friend or stay with a group.
Stay away from roads and the woods.
Ask permission from the land owner where you will be sledding.
Don’t double-up.
Learn how to bail out and avoid crashing.

- Give examples of how to show respect for other children playing near them.
- Explain the best way to dress to stay dry and warm.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Snow Recreation Safety
Behavior description:

890-035

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

Do not sled after dark.
Encourage the use of a helmet when participating in winter sports and discuss winter activities that require a helmet.
Use pictures to show safe and unsafe behaviors.
Remind that 9-1-1 should only be called for emergencies.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-035 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

890-036    Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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#

- Define that a grown-up must check the ice before children play.
- Explain that you need continuous cold for several days and ice needs to be several inches thick.
- Recite that you always need a grown-up when you are near ice.
- Discuss that pets should be kept on a leash when around ice.
- Recognize students should wear lots of warm clothing when skating.
- Identify that if someone gets into trouble to tell a grown-up and call 9-1-1.
- Explain that ice that has cracks or water on it is too dangerous to go onto it.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

and
Behavior description:

890-036

3&4
Grade

Reference #

- Use this demonstration to show how hypothermia affects you:
Have a student immerse their hand in a bucket filled with ice water for 1 to 3 minutes. Have the student try to pick up
coins in the bottom of the bucket. You can have other students hold an ice cube during the experiment.

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- When is it safe to skate on ice?
Anytime on a skating rink.
When there has been several continuous days of below freezing weather and the ice is at least four inches thick.
When there is no open water, puddles or cracks in the area that you wish to skate on.

- Remember that the 9-1-1 system is not to be used to check on ice or weather conditions.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-036 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

890-035    Snow Recreation Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Discuss the variety of tobacco products such as: cigarettes, cigars, pipes and smokeless tobacco.
- Discuss the health issues with tobacco use.
- Explain how tobacco products can start fires.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Consequences of Tobacco Use
Behavior description:

890-037

3&4
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Drugs
Safety group:Target group

- Don’t lecture; just present the facts.
- Have students identify the chemicals found in cigarettes.
- The use of tobacco products hurts academic, athletic and job performance. Firefighters cannot smoke; use that as a
lead for discussion.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

- Attention span is about 30-45 minutes.    - Likes to explore things.    - Question and answer format works well

890-037 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 890-003    Match & Lighter Safety

890-010    Smoke Alarms
890-011    Escape Plans
890-023    Poison Prevention

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Tobacco, Alcohol & Substance Abuse  Standard Healthy Decisions 10.6

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

1012-001 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Safety WordsEssential

1012-002 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding “What Is Fire?”Essential

1012-003 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter Safety (Fire
Tools)

Essential

1012-004 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing “Stop, Drop and Roll”Essential

1012-005 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Participating in Home Hazard InspectionsEssential

1012-006 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Cooking SafetyEssential

1012-007 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing  Electrical SafetyEssential

1012-008 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Practicing Fire Safety with Flammable LiquidsEssential

1012-009 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Practicing Fire Safety Around Heating SourcesEssential

1012-010 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for BurnsEssential

1012-011 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Smoke AlarmsEssential

1012-012 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Carbon MonoxideEssential

1012-013 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Escape PlansEssential

1012-014 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under SmokeEssential

1012-015 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out of Public
Places

Essential

1012-016 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency DrillsEssential

1012-017 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Reporting  Fires and Other EmergenciesEssential

1012-018 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Arson and False AlarmsEssential

LAST UPDATED ON 1/28/2013PAGE: 3-129



REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

1012-019 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Drugs and AlcoholEssential

1012-020 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for ChokingEssential

1012-021 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Safety When BabysittingEssential

1012-022 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Transportation SafetySupplementary

1012-023 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Poison PreventionSupplementary

1012-024 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Cultural Fire Safety IssuesSupplementary

1012-025 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Summer Recreation SafetySupplementary

1012-026 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Celebrating Halloween SafelySupplementary

1012-027 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Celebrating Winter Holidays SafelySupplementary

1012-028 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Celebrating Thanksgiving SafelySupplementary

1012-029 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Snow Recreation SafetySupplementary

1012-031 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Safety Around Explosives and
Fireworks

Supplementary

1012-032 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Water SafetySupplementary

1012-033 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Camping and Hiking SafetySupplementary

1012-034 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Surviving Severe StormsSupplementary

1012-035 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Your Personal and Community  Role in
Safety

Essential

1012-037 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and PracticingSupplementary

1012-038 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding Consequences of Tobacco UseEssential

LAST UPDATED ON 1/28/2013PAGE: 3-130



REFER.  #: TARGET: BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION:ESSENTIAL

1012-039 Ages 10-12 Fifth &
Sixth Grades

Understanding and Practicing Candle SafetyEssential

LAST UPDATED ON 1/28/2013PAGE: 3-131



#

- Define:
Smoke, fire, heat, emergency, fire drill, exit, alarms, danger, caution, flammable, scald, matches/lighters, meeting
place,  escape, hazard, helmet, hose, ax, coat, truck, poison, arson, false alarms, solid, liquid, gas, extinguish,
combustible and flash point.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Safety Words
Behavior description:

1012-001

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- An exit is more than the door; it is the exit path.
- Incorporate vocabulary into other lessons.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-001 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-002   Understanding What Is Fire

1012-018   Arson and False Alarms

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 132



#

- Identify that a grown-up must be present for all safe fire use.
- Give examples of safe fires (fireplace, barbecue, birthday candles).
- Give examples of unsafe fires (forest fires, house fires, clothes on fire).
- Define the fire tetrahedron.
- Define different methods of heat transfer (conduction, convection, radiation).
- Give examples of fuel, heat, oxygen.
- Explain combustion (flammable vapors, chemical chain reaction).
- List the most common fire causes.
- Analyze the fire tetrahedron in the most common fire causes.
- Discuss safe ways of putting out the most common fires.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding “What Is Fire?”
Behavior description:

1012-002

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Don’t make the subject more difficult then it needs to be. If you are integrating into a science lesson it could get more in
depth especially at sixth grade level. Heat transfer by conduction, convection, and radiation described properly will help
to explain what this phenomenon, known as fire, is all about.

- If you want to do an experiment for the class, you may need to get it approved first by the teacher and or the school.
Ask the teacher first.

- If you find a student with an unusual interest in fire contact someone specializing in Juvenile Fire Setting Intervention.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-002 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-001   Understanding Safety Words

1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll
1012-006   Cooking Safety
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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#

- Identify safe storage of matches and lighters.
- Explain why it is safe for them to use fire tools ONLY under supervision.
- Identify use of fire tools WITHOUT supervision as an unsafe situation.
- Discuss how they can help keep matches and lighters out of the hands of younger children.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter
Safety (Fire Tools)

Behavior description:

1012-003

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- You might start a discussion with the class about the types of dangerous situations with fire that the students have
already encountered.

- List on the board some lessons learned from these students.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-003 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll

1012-021   Baby Sitting Safety
1012-035   Community Role in Safety
1012-039   Candle Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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#

- Discuss when to use “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- Demonstrate “Stop, Drop & Roll” correctly.
- Distinguish when to “Stop, Drop & Roll” and when to ‘Crawl Low Under Smoke”.
- Recognize that they must call 9-1-1 immediately after they “Stop, Drop & Roll”.
- List items you could use to help smother a fire on another person.
- Demonstrate helping another student with “Stop, Drop & Roll”.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing “Stop, Drop and Roll”
Behavior description:

1012-004

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Encourage children to cover their faces after they have dropped to the ground, not before.
- Emphasize that the students should lower themselves gently to the ground.
- Activities should be done on a clean area.
- A 2 foot by 3 foot carpet square is a good size area to limit the rolling space and introduce the issue of “Stop, Drop &
Roll” in a confined space.

- Encourage the students to help people with physical disabilities that may not be able to “Stop, Drop & Roll.”

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-004 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-003   Match & Lighter Safety

1012-010   First Aid For Burns
1012-014   Crawl Low Under Smoke
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies
1012-031   Fireworks / Explosives Safety
1012-035   Community Role in Safety
1012-036   Disabilities and Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain why hazards exist.
- Develop a plan to correct hazards.
- Identify 20 hazards.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Participating in Home Hazard Inspections
Behavior description:

1012-005

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Send home information on hazards.
- Remind the grown-ups at home to fix any hazards that are found.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-005 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-006   Cooking Safety

1012-007   Electrical Safety
1012-008   Flammable Liquids Safety
1012-009   Heating Source Safety
1012-011   Smoke Alarms
1012-012   Carbon Monoxide
1012-023   Poison Prevention

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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#

- Explain kitchen safety rules:
- Recognize that micro waved food can cause burns.
- Describe how to respond to a stove top, toaster, oven fires (put a lid, unplug appliance if safe to do so, keep oven
doors closed).

- Analyze data associated with cooking fires.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Cooking Safety
Behavior description:

1012-006

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Cooking
Safety group:Target group

- Put a lid technique - stress not to remove lid until pan has cooled down.
- Unsupervised cooking plan should be a homework assignment
- Kitchen safety rules:  Turn pot handles in. Have a lid present. A grown-up must be present. Never leave food unattended.
Use an oven mitt. Wear tight fitting clothes.

- Cooking is the number 1 cause of fires in the home.
- Use data from the DFS, NFPA & USFA.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-006 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll

1012-010   First Aid For Burns
1012-013   Escape Plans

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain the following electrical safety rules:
Do not play with electrical outlets or stick foreign objects in the outlets.
Do not stick electrical wires in your mouths or let other children do the same.
Light bulbs are extremely hot and can burn you.
How electricity can burn you.
Why electrical cords should not be placed under rugs or objects.
That electrical work should be done by a licensed electrician.

- Discuss what you have in your house that runs on electricity.
- Discuss when to use electricity safely.
- Identify other power sources when the electricity is out.
- Discuss the proper use of electrical cords and outlets.
- Analyze data associated with electrical fires.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing  Electrical Safety
Behavior description:

1012-007

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Electricity
Safety group:Target group

- When you are outside never go near electrical wires or electrical equipment if the wires are hanging down or on the
ground.

- Keep electricity and things that are plugged-in away from water, including the sink and tub.
- Use data from the DFS, NFPA & USFA.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-007 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections

1012-008   Flammable Liquids Safety
1012-009   Heating Source Safety
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify that flammable liquids include gasoline, lighter fluid, charcoal fluid and Coleman fuel (white gas).
- Explain that flammable liquids give off vapors that you cannot see but can burn very quickly and ignite easily.
- Explain safety rules: (see helpful hints)
- Discuss safe ways to refuel power equipment.
- Analyze data associated with flammable liquid fires.
- Compile a room by room list of household flammables.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Practicing Fire Safety with Flammable Liquids
Behavior description:

1012-008

5&6
Grade

Reference #

- Use data from the DFS, NFPA & USFA.
Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- No demonstrations or experiments with this age group.
- Safety rules: Always store flammable liquids in an approved safety can.

Wait for engines to cool before refueling. Never refuel or fuel an engine indoors.
Never run an engine inside a building.
Never use flammable liquids to clean parts.
Always move a lawn mowers or other gasoline appliances from the fueling location before attempting to start the
equipment.
No smoking around flammable liquids.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-008 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll

1012-010   First Aid For Burns
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies
1012-023   Poison Prevention

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify heating sources in the house such as: furnaces, portable heaters, boilers, water heaters, wood stoves,
radiators or other fixed heaters.

- Explain what their house or houses are heated with.
- Explain what can burn if it gets too close to a heating source.
- Explain how heat works - convection, conduction, radiation.
- Explain the “Circle of Safety”.
- Analyze data associated with heating fires.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Practicing Fire Safety Around Heating Sources
Behavior description:

1012-009

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

General Fire Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Be sensitive to the types of housing students live in (mobile homes, apartments, triple-deckers, condos, single family
homes).

- “Circle of Safety: Keep anything that can burn at least 3 steps or 3 feet away from heating sources, including yourself.
- Don’t leave portable heaters on if you leave the room. Portable heaters with frayed wires are a home hazard.
- Always use a screen with a fireplace. Grownups should have chimneys checked every year.
- Use data from the DFS, NFPA & USFA.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-009 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-002   Understanding What Is Fire

1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections
1012-007   Electrical Safety
1012-012   Carbon Monoxide
1012-039   Candle Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define the three degrees of burns.
- Explain to cool a burn with cool water for 10 minutes.
- Explain to cover a burn with a clean dressing.
- Explain the importance of telling a grown-up and calling 9-1-1.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for Burns
Behavior description:

1012-010

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Burns
Safety group:Target group

- Have students make a list of things that can burn you and include chemical burns ( battery acid ), thermal, radiation burns
and lightning. Then discuss ways in which you can prevent the burns from occurring in the first place.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-010 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-002   Understanding What Is Fire

1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Emergency Intervention 9.12

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify the loud noise of a smoke alarm as a signal to get out of the building quickly.
- Differentiate between the steady alarm and the chirping alarm.
- Identify the chirping alarm with the need to replace the battery.
- Demonstrate how to change the battery and test a smoke alarm.
- Recognize that alarms should be tested at least monthly.
- Perform tests with a grown-up at home on smoke alarms monthly and replace the battery and vacuum twice yearly.
- Analyze data associated with working and non working or missing smoke alarms.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Smoke Alarms
Behavior description:

1012-011

5&6
Grade

Reference #

- Smoke alarms must be installed at or near the ceiling within ten feet of bed room doors and at the top and bottom of stairways
on every level of your home. You should test your alarm at least monthly, change the batteries when you change your clocks in
the spring and fall and replace the alarm after ten years. The current code also requires hardwired smoke alarms in the bed
rooms in new homes.

Teacher’s notes:

Alarms
Safety group:Target group

- Explain that a smoke alarm constantly smells for smoke. That is why smoke alarms are so important, because when
people go to sleep they lose their sense of smell.

- Smoke alarms and smoke detectors are used to mean the same thing. You can use either alarm or detector but try to be
consistent so you don’t confuse the students. We will use the word alarm throughout the guidebook to be consistent.

- Bring a working smoke alarm to the class. Explain that the alarm  will make a loud noise. Demonstrate the noise. Teach
that when you hear this sound that you must leave the building quickly. When the alarm chirps, change the battery.

- Some students stay at more than one home and should help maintain alarms there too.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-011 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-013   Escape Plans

1012-014   Crawl Low Under Smoke
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Describe what CO is.
- List sources of CO in the home.
- Explain where CO alarms can be installed in the home.
- Explain what to do if the CO alarm sounds.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Carbon Monoxide
Behavior description:

1012-012

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Poison
Safety group:Target group

- Carbon Monoxide alarms are required in most homes in Massachusetts.
- Send home info on Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Monoxide alarms.
- Quick reference: www.mass.gov/dfs or www.cpsc.org

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-012 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-011   Smoke Alarms

1012-016   Fire / Emergency Drills
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies
1012-023   Poison Prevention

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- List key components of an escape plan.
- Recognize that working smoke alarms are the first step of a home escape plan.
- Explain what to do if it is not safe to leave the bedroom:

Call 9-1-1.
Wave clothing or sheet out window.

- Discuss what to do if you meet smoke on the way out:
“Crawl Low Under Smoke”.

- Identify what is a good family meeting place.
- Demonstrate responding to a nighttime smoke alarm.
- Explain that home escape plans must be practiced twice a year.
- Explain the importance of knowing the escape plan out of wherever you are (sleep overs, babysitting, movies, etc.).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Escape Plans
Behavior description:

1012-013

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- If you sleep in more than one home you must have an escape plan in each home and practice it with everyone in that
house.

- “Exit Drills in the Home” (E.D.I.T.H.) must be practiced both “Day and Night” (D.A.N.).
- Have students make a home escape plan as a homework assignment.
- Send information home on planning and practicing escape plans.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-013 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-011   Smoke Alarms

1012-014   Crawl Low Under Smoke
1012-016   Fire / Emergency Drills
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
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Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
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- Define smoke (from glossary):
1. The vaporous system made up of small particles of carbonaceous matter in the air,  resulting mainly from the

burning of organic material, such as wood or coal.
2. The unburned products of combustion containing heat, poisons and toxins.

- Explain that the temperature can be 1100 ° f  at the ceiling while 90° f at the floor.
- Explain how smoke affects your lungs and breathing.
- Demonstrate what to do when the smoke detector goes off and wakes you up.
- State “ Use the back of your hand to test closed doors.”
- Explain why you get out and stay out at your meeting place.
- Explain why you don’t open hot doors and never hide in a closet or under the bed.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under
Smoke

Behavior description:

1012-014

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Make it an assignment to have students open all windows in bedrooms at home to make sure they can escape.
- Emphasize to never go back in, crawl to the nearest exit, and once out stay out.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-014 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-011   Smoke Alarms

1012-013   Escape Plans
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Motor Skill Development 2.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
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Body
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Self

In Words
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In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
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- Define the word “ exit “. An exit is a way to get out. They should always have two ways out or two exits.
- Recognize that exit signs are posted in public places. They are usually red or green and are located high on the wall.
- Explain that exit signs are lighted or glow so they can be seen in the dark to guide you to the exit and that exits

should not be locked so that anyone in the building can use them.
- Practice looking for exit signs when they  enter a building that is unfamiliar to them so they will have two ways out in

an emergency.
- Explain why exit signs are not located over elevators because elevators are not safe to use in an emergency.
- State that once they have exited a building, they need to go to their meeting place.
- Design an exit route from a public place.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Identifying Exit Signs and Knowing Two Ways Out
of Public Places

Behavior description:

1012-015

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Exits
Safety group:Target group

- You can take the class around the school and look for exit signs. Have them add up all the exit signs.
- Elevators ride up and down inside shafts which carry smoke and heat to the top of the shaft during a fire.
- Elevators are unreliable in a building on fire because the electronics can easily be affected by the smoke and heat.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-015 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-011   Smoke Alarms

1012-013   Escape Plans
1012-016   Fire / Emergency Drills
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
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Self
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- Explain and demonstrate the correct way to respond to a fire or other emergency.
- Explain that exits can be blocked by smoke or fire.
- Define a meeting place.
- Demonstrate how to call 9-1-1.
- Explain when you are on a vacation you should know the escape plan of the place where you are staying.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Responding Correctly to Fire and Emergency Drills
Behavior description:

1012-016

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Escape
Safety group:Target group

- Review the escape plans that are in effect for the building (classroom) that you are teaching in prior to teaching the
lesson. This will allow you to answer any questions that might be asked during the lesson.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-016 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-013   Escape Plans

1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies
1012-021   Baby Sitting Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
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Body
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Self
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- Demonstrate how to summon help by pressing or dialing the numbers 9-1-1 on a telephone or cell phone.
- State that when calling from a phone, even if you don’t know where you are, help will still arrive because the 9-1-1

operator can tell where you are calling from. When calling 9-1-1 on a cell phone you must explain where you are to the
operator.

- Explain that a fire alarm pull station will notify people in the building but you must also call the fire department from
outside.

- Explain that using a pull station when there is no fire is wrong and against the law.
- Explain the reasons for calling 9-1-1: to report a fire, stop a crime to save a life or when you are afraid.
- Review what an emergency is: ( from the glossary )

1. A serious situation or occurrence that happens unexpectedly and demands immediate action.
2. A condition of urgent need for action or assistance.
3. When someone needs help.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Reporting  Fires and Other Emergencies
Behavior description:

1012-017

5&6
Grade

Reference #

- For generations school teachers and fire departments have taught that children should never touch pull stations.
Unfortunately these teachings have instilled the behavior and we find that adults do not use pull stations when there is
a fire emergency. Take care to reinforce that they should be used for emergencies.

Teacher’s notes:

Emergencies
Safety group:Target group

- Explain when and why they should use the 9-1-1 system, which is to stop a crime, report a fire or to save a life.
- Hand out 9-1-1 stickers to the students to take home
- Bring two telephones with you to practice emergency calls.
- Show the students where the pull stations are near the class room and explain that pull stations are usually at an exit.
- Certain residential buildings such as “triple-deckers” (a three family building covering three floors) will have pull stations

but will not necessarily notify the fire department. That is why  we must teach calling 9-1-1 after pulling the pull station
with a phone call.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-017 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-010   First Aid For Burns

1012-013   Escape Plans
1012-018   Arson And False Alarms
1012-035   Community Role in Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.2

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define arson.
- Define false alarms.
- Describe their consequences.
- Create a scenario for an arson fire and discuss the consequences.
- Research and analyze arson statistics.
- Analyze data associated with arson fires.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Arson and False Alarms
Behavior description:

1012-018

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Arson
Safety group:Target group

- A perfect way to lead off the lesson is with a story or newspaper article.
- Consequences for arson include:  fire damage, injuries, legal & emotional issues.
- Consequences for false alarms include: responding firefighter injuries, disruption of school / work and injuries to others.
- Use data from the DFS, NFPA & USFA.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-018 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

1012-035   Community Role in Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
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- Describe how the use of alcohol and other behavior altering drugs can harm a young person’s physical, emotional, and
social development.

- Explain how the use of alcohol and drugs contribute to accidents, fires, loss of life and property.
- Analyze the effects of alcohol and drug use on job performance in different professions.
- Analyze data on smoking and fire deaths.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Drugs and Alcohol
Behavior description:

1012-019

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Drugs
Safety group:Target group

- Use public safety officials as an example for job performance discussion.
- Utilize other programs in place in the school.
- The use of drugs and alcohol destroys the trust between family members and friends.
- Alcohol is often involved in fatal fires.
- Emphasize that smoking is a fire problem and that it is a leading cause of fire deaths.
- Emphasize that taking drugs, drinking alcohol or inhaling certain chemicals can impair their judgment and lead to
carelessness.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-019 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-023   Poison Prevention

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Tobacco, Alcohol & Substance Abuse  Standard Healthy Decisions 10.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
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Intra Personal
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- Identify the universal sign for choking.
- Recognize a choking emergency and how to respond to it.
- Demonstrate the “Heimlich Maneuver”.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing First-aid for Choking
Behavior description:

1012-020

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

First Aid
Safety group:Target group

- Demonstrate the “Heimlich Maneuver” only on themselves.
- The Committee believes that the “Heimlich Maneuver” should be taught as a separate class and not taught in general to

a regular school class. Also first-aid and CPR should be learned by this group.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-020 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Emergency Intervention 9.12

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
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- Explain how to use the 9-1-1 system.
- Create a basic list of babysitting responsibilities such as:

The address of the babysitting place.
Know where the parents will be while away and how to contact them.
Check the home for smoke alarms and test them.
Review the family’s escape plan or prepare a plan.
Never leave a child unattended.
Be careful with hot liquids, including beverages, bath water and tap water.
Know where there is a working flashlight in the house.
Ensure that poisons are well out of the reach of children and write down the poison control telephone number.
Test the locks on all the doors and windows.

- Discuss the appropriate and inappropriate behaviors of a baby-sitter.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Safety When
Babysitting

Behavior description:

1012-021

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Baby Sitting
Safety group:Target group

- The Committee suggests that twelve years old would be an appropriate age to start babysitting. However, we realize that
children younger than twelve are put in situations where they must baby-sit or at be at home alone. This is the reason for
offering this information at this group level.

- There are babysitting and latchkey curricula listed in the Reference Info section of this guidebook. The Committee
believes that babysitting should be taught as a separate class and not taught in general to a regular school class. Also
first-aid and CPR should be learned by this group.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-021 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections

1012-012   Carbon Monoxide
1012-013   Escape Plans
1012-014   Crawl Low Under Smoke
1012-015   Exiting Public Places
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies
1012-020   First Aid For Choking

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal
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Bus: Discuss How To Ride On The Bus Safely (stay Seated, No Fooling Around, Listen To And Obey The Bus Driver).
Walking: Describe how to cross a street safely (look both ways, stay away from strangers).
Cars: Discuss how to ride in a car safely. (always wear a seat belt, ride in the back seat, do not hang out windows when

the car is moving, do not distract the driver, never ride on the outside of a moving vehicle, including in the back of a
pickup truck).

Trains:  Discuss train safety (stay seated do not try to ride on the outside of a train, stand back on the platform, do not
try to get on or off a moving train).
Discuss safety around trains and tracks (stay off tracks, never cross if the gates are down, stay away from
switches, stay away from the third rail).

Planes: Explain safety rules on a plane (stay belted in your seat, know where emergency exits are, follow directions of the
crew  in an emergency).

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Transportation Safety
Behavior description:

1012-022

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Transportation
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Stress the need for the student to pay attention and use safety equipment to avoid getting hurt .

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-022 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define poison.
- Create a list of poisons.
- Differentiate ways poisons enter the body.
- Contrast how different poisons affect the body.
- Develop rules for the use and storage of poisons.
- Explain what you should do in a poison emergency.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention
Behavior description:

1012-023

5&6
Grade

Reference #

- The proper response to a poisoning is to call 9-1-1 then if necessary, call poison control (1-800-222-1222).
Keep the container with you to answer questions about the poison.

- Use extreme caution when discussing inhalants. Focus on poison and fire safety issues.
- Cover tobacco, flammables & medications.

Teacher’s notes:

Poison
Safety group:Target group

- Explain why it is so important to stay away from household poisons and chemicals found in garages, sheds and under
the kitchen sink.

- Analyze why mixing chemicals together can be dangerously  explosive and/or lethal.
- Explain reasons why poisons can hurt you in different ways such as being eaten, inhaled or absorbed through the skin.
- Describe the dangers involved with the inhaling of gasoline, propane, hairspray and paint fumes.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-023 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections

1012-008   Flammable Liquids Safety
1012-012   Carbon Monoxide
1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies
1012-019   Drug And Alcohol Safety
1012-038   Tobacco Consequences

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.17

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify customs that involve the use of fire such as candles, matches, fireworks, campfires and grills.
- List safety rules for the use of candles, matches, fireworks, campfires and grills.
- List stove, oven and microwave cooking safety rules.
- List safe heating and clothes drying rules.
- Explain why you never leave candles unattended.
- List fireworks rules.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Cultural Fire Safety Issues
Behavior description:

1012-024

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- Be careful not to insult anyone’s cultures or beliefs.
- Instructor should be familiar with the cultural differences associated with their community.
- Some religions don’t celebrate birthdays and some holidays.
- Be prepared to address other fire safety topics as they arise.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-024 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-003   Match & Lighter Safety

1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections
1012-006   Cooking Safety
1012-009   Heating Source Safety
1012-031   Fireworks / Explosives Safety
1012-033   Camping & Hiking Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.1

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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Bikes:
- Explain why students need a helmet when riding their bikes (it is the law, protects your head if you fall).
- Describe safe ways of riding their bikes (do not ride double, do not weave in and out of parked cars, watch for car
doors opening).

- Explain safety equipment for bicycles (helmets, reflectors).
Skateboards and roller blades:

- List the equipment they should have while riding skateboards and roller blades (helmets, knee pads, elbow pads).
- Discuss the rules when using skateboards and roller blades:

Follow the rules of the road.
Know where you are permitted to skateboard and roller blade.
Go to a skate park if there is one in your town.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Summer Recreation Safety
Behavior description:

1012-025

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Check to see if this lesson is taught by police or other safety educator.
- Stress the need for them to pay attention and use safety equipment to avoid getting hurt.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-025 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

1012-022   Transportation Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Identify rules of pedestrian safety which include:
1- Look before crossing the street.
2- Wear reflective markings on your clothing.
3- Cross at cross walks when available.
4- Stay in a group.
5- Use a flashlight at night.

- Explain that grownups or older children must supervise “trick-or-treating.”
- State that “Grownups must check candy before children eat any.”
- Identify fire hazards associated with Halloween.
- Differentiate between a safe and an unsafe costume.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Halloween Safely
Behavior description:

1012-026

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Remember that not everyone celebrates Halloween.
- Send information home.
- Glow sticks work very well in place of candles.
- Homemade costumes may not be flame retardant, requiring extra care.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-026 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll

1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Discuss winter holidays and customs.
- Explain why a “Christmas Tree” needs to be watered every day.
- Identify the hazards associated with too many strings of lights plugged together.
- Discuss the proper disposal of wrapping paper.
- Give reasons why decorations should be kept away from candles, stoves, fireplaces and heaters.
- Explain why no one should ever leave candles unattended or reach over lighted candles.
- Give reasons why grown-ups should light candles and fires in fireplaces.
- Explain why a screen should be kept in front of the fireplace and why the  chimney should be inspected every year.
- Explain why students should check all baskets and furniture for hot cigarette ashes if there are smokers in the house.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Winter Holidays Safely
Behavior description:

1012-027

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

Most wrapping paper is highly flammable and, if burned in the fireplace, can burn so hot that a chimney fire can occur.
Also, burning wrapping paper can crack the flue liner protecting your chimney.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-027 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-003   Match & Lighter Safety

1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections
1012-006   Cooking Safety
1012-007   Electrical Safety
1012-011   Smoke Alarms
1012-039   Candle Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain why students should test their smoke alarms to be sure they are working.
- Tell why no one should leave food that is cooking unattended.
- Explain why students should leave the house immediately and call 9-1-1 from a portable phone or a neighbors house if
a stove fire occurs.

- Give reasons why decorations should be kept away from candles, stoves, fireplaces and heaters.
- Explain why no one should ever leave candles unattended or reach over lighted candles.
- Give reasons why grown-ups should light candles and fires in fireplaces.
- Explain why a screen should be kept in front of the fireplace and why the  chimney should be inspected every year.
- Explain why students should check all baskets and furniture for hot cigarette ashes if there are smokers in the house.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Celebrating Thanksgiving Safely
Behavior description:

1012-028

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Holiday Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Thanksgiving Syndrome: Cooking in an oven for a long period of time at low temperatures can build up Carbon Monoxide
in the house.

- It would be wise to keep a kitchen window open for ventilation while cooking.
- Carbon Monoxide alarms are now required by law in Massachusetts in most homes.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-028 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-006   Cooking Safety

1012-009   Heating Source Safety
1012-011   Smoke Alarms
1012-012   Carbon Monoxide
1012-020   First Aid For Choking
1012-039   Candle Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Recognize the importance of wearing a helmet for winter sports.
- Explain safe sledding and tubing rules:

Play with a friend or stay with a group.
Stay away from roads and the woods.
Ask permission from the land owner where you will be sledding.
Don’t double-up.
Learn how to bail out and avoid crashing.

- Give examples of how to show respect for other children playing near them.
- Explain the best way to dress to stay dry and warm.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Snow Recreation Safety
Behavior description:

1012-029

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Do not sled after dark.
- Encourage the use of a helmet when participating in winter sports and discuss winter activities that require a helmet.
- Use pictures to show safe and unsafe behaviors.
- Remind students that 9-1-1 should only be called for emergencies.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-029 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

1012-037   Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.26

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define explosive.
- Recognize that fireworks and explosives are dangerous and illegal in Massachusetts.
- Explain why fireworks and explosives are dangerous.
- List rules of fireworks and explosives safety.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Safety Around
Explosives and Fireworks

Behavior description:

1012-031

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Fireworks
Safety group:Target group

- The only safe way to see fireworks is at a supervised fireworks display put on by licensed professionals.
- Give examples of different explosives.
- Properly trained and licensed people can use explosives safely.
- Focus on the fact that even sparklers are illegal in Massachusetts.
- Review “Fire Facts for Fireworks” ( www.mass.gov/dfs)

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-031 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-002   Understanding What Is Fire

1012-003   Match & Lighter Safety
1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll
1012-008   Flammable Liquids Safety
1012-010   First Aid For Burns

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.8

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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Swimming safety:
- Recite that they should not go near the water unless they are with an grown-up or lifeguard.
- Identify that they should call 9-1-1 or get a grown-up right away if they see someone in trouble.
- Explain why to use the buddy system when swimming.
- Explain not to swim at night or dive into unknown or murky water.
- Define why someone should not go into water during an electrical storm.
- Explain why not to swim in rough waters and water currents.

Boating Safety:
- Explain to stay seated when in a boat and always wear a life jacket (personal flotation device).
- Explain when water skiing someone must watch skier at all times and not distract the boat driver.
- Explain to never overload a boat with too many passengers.
- Explain to stay with an overturned boat until help arrives.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Water Safety
Behavior description:

1012-032

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Life jackets or Personal Flotation Devices are required on most boats, jet skis, canoes and kayaks. Children should
always wear them. It is important that the PFD be Coast Guard certified and be the correct size for the person wearing it.

- The student should be taught that they should only go to grown-ups that they know or a lifeguard if at a pool or at the
beach.

- Encourage grown-ups to take the students to a Red Cross, YMCA swimming class or a city / town recreation swim class.
- Explain what hypothermia is and how to avoid getting it.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-032 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-034   Surviving Severe Storms

1012-037   Ice Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain the importance of the buddy system. Never hike or camp alone.
- Explain the importance of leaving a trip plan with someone.
- Identify the essential food, drink and equipment including clothing to bring on a hike or camping trip.
- Explain what to do if lost or weather becomes bad.
- Explain campfire safety and respect for the wilderness and nature.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Camping and Hiking Safety
Behavior description:

1012-033

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- Refer to Boy Scout literature, Appalachian Mountain Club, Eastern Mountain Sports or REI for additional tips and
guidelines.

- Stress that they need to be prepared for the unexpected.
- No flames in tents.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-033 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-010   First Aid For Burns

1012-032   Water Safety
1012-034   Surviving Severe Storms

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal & Social Competency 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- List different kinds of storms and which seasons they are likely to occur.
- State that “The safest place to be in a severe storm is indoors.”
- Explain what happens during different types of storms.
- Describe what to do when the power goes out.
- Describe what to do in a lightning storm.
- Recognize the dangers of downed power lines.
- Explain their community role in severe storms.
- Discuss ways to safely recover from a severe storm.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Surviving Severe Storms
Behavior description:

1012-034

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Storms
Safety group:Target group

- Test your smoke alarms & CO alarms daily during prolonged power outages.
- Community role could include shoveling out hydrants, helping neighbors.
- Send information home.
- Create a safety list for the different seasonal storms.
- Suggest that families prepare a survival kit.
- Students could interview other students, emergency personnel & school administrators as to how they prepare for storms.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-034 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-007   Electrical Safety

1012-008   Flammable Liquids Safety
1012-011   Smoke Alarms
1012-012   Carbon Monoxide
1012-039   Candle Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.14

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Explain how to report emergencies.
- Explain “Stop, Drop and Roll”, “Cool Water for Burns” and “Crawl Low in Smoke”.
- Recognize that personal safety needs to be practiced not just at home but everywhere you play and stay.
- Create and practice a home escape plan.
- Define arson.
- Define false alarms.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Your Personal and Community
Role in Safety

Behavior description:

1012-035

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Community Service
Safety group:Target group

- Have the students make up games for younger children using the lessons of:
First-aid, C.P.R.
Flammable liquids
Babysitting
Cooking / hot liquids

- Talk about E.D.I.T.H at sleep overs.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-035 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-010   First Aid For Burns

1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies
1012-020   First Aid For Choking

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Hazard Prevention 9.3

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves
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- Define that a grown-up must check the ice before children play.
- Explain that you need continuous cold for several days and ice needs to be several inches thick.
- Recite that you always need a grown-up when you are near ice.
- Discuss that pets should be kept on a leash when around ice.
- Recognize students should wear lots of warm clothing when skating.
- Identify that if someone gets into trouble to tell a grown-up and call 9-1-1.
- Explain that ice that has cracks or water on it is too dangerous to go onto it.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing
Behavior description:

1012-037

5&6
Grade

Reference #

- Use this demonstration to show how hypothermia effects you:
Have a student immerse their hand in a bucket filled with ice water for 1 to 3 minutes. Have the student try to pick up
coins in the bottom of the bucket. You can have other students hold an ice cube during the experiment.

Teacher’s notes:

Outdoor Safety
Safety group:Target group

- When is it safe to skate on ice?
Anytime on a skating rink.
When there has been several continuous days of below freezing weather and the ice is at least four inches thick.
When there is no open water, puddles or cracks in the area that you wish to skate on.

- Remember that the 9-1-1 system is not to be used to check on ice or weather conditions.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-037 Supplementary8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

1012-029   Snow Recreation Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Physical Health Strand Physical Activity & Fitness Learning Standard Personal And Social 2.7

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 166



#

- Discuss the variety of tobacco products such as: cigarettes, cigars, pipes and smokeless tobacco.
- Discuss the health issues with tobacco use.
- Explain how tobacco products can start fires.
- State “Smoking is the leading cause of fatal fires.”
- Evaluate how the media portrays smoking.
- Analyze data associated with fires caused by smoking materials.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding Consequences of Tobacco Use
Behavior description:

1012-038

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Drugs
Safety group:Target group

- The use of tobacco products hurts academic, athletic and job performance. Firefighters cannot smoke; use that as a lead
for discussion.

- You could discuss how the media (advertising) can glamorize and provoke young people into smoking - Smoke Screeners.
- Use data from the DFS, NFPA & USFA.

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-038 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-003   Match & Lighter Safety

1012-011   Smoke Alarms
1012-012   Carbon Monoxide
1012-013   Escape Plans
1012-023   Poison Prevention

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Tobacco, Alcohol & Substance Abuse  Standard Healthy Decisions 10.6

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 167



#

- Analyze data associated with candle fires.
- Identify how candle fires occur.
- Formulate a plan to use candles safely.
- Discuss their personal response to safe candle use.

We want students to:   (Objectives) :

Reference. # Last  reviewed This behavior was considered :

Understanding and Practicing Candle Safety
Behavior description:

1012-039

5&6
Grade

Reference #

Teacher’s notes:

Using Fire
Safety group:Target group

- Use data from the DFS, NFPA & USFA.
- National Candle Association
- Use candle props (safe and unsafe)

Helpful hints:    ( Strategies ):

Developmental information:
For a complete explanation by target group, refer to the beginning of the “design section“

Attention span can reach to 45 minutes.    - Social groups are very important.    - Role play can be introduced

1012-039 Essential8/30/2006

Reference Info
Appendix  “A”

Glossary
Appendix “B”

Lesson Plans
Appendix “C”

Frameworks
Appendix “D”

Seven kinds of learning styles:
Intelligences Smarts Think 1012-003   Match & Lighter Safety

1012-010   First Aid For Burns
1012-035   Community Role in Safety

Combine this Behavior with these others:

This behavior has been linked with The Massachusetts Comprehensive Health Curriculum Frameworks:
Safety & Prevention Strand Safety & Injury Prevention Learning Standard Self Protection 9.17

Verbal / Linguistic
Logical / Mathematical
Visual / Spatial
Body / Kinesthetic
Musical / Rhythmic
Interpersonal
Intra Personal

Words
Logic
Picture
Body
Music
People
Self

In Words
By Reasoning
In Images and Pictures
Through Somatic Sensations
Via Rhythms and Melodies
By Bouncing Ideas off others
Deeply inside themselves

3 - 168
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Implementation
M.G.L. Chapter 71 requires fire safety education to be taught in the schools. You 

can help schools meet that mandate.

Funding
Locating funding sources can be difficult. Fire safety education is often not at 

the top of municipal fire department budget requests. Like manpower, apparatus, and 
suppression equipment, fire safety education should be a priority. Strong advocacy is 
needed to bring it to the top of the priority list.

In Massachusetts, the S.A.F.E. (Student Awareness of Fire Education) grant 
program has been successful in providing seed money to communities to fund fire 
safety education. Success builds on success. Use the seed money to leverage 
other resources from the community whether it is the creation of a line item in the 
fire department budget, school or health departments committing resources. Seek 
donations from local civic, business or labor organizations for printing, or to purchase 
materials, a fire safety house, videos or other props.

Many New England companies have corporate policies that include supporting 
worthy local causes.

The Federal Fire Act has made federal grant money available to fire 
departments. Fire prevention and education is one category of the program.

Produce and Distribute Materials
You will need to purchase or produce your materials in sufficient quantity for your 

audience. Consider using the vocational high school, or persuading a local business 
to donate the printing and copying. If you plan to give away materials such as smoke 
alarms or batteries you need to acquire them. Can you purchase them out of your 
budget or do you need to find a donation?

Think about the methods you will use to distribute your materials. How will you 
get them to your audience? Will you leave flyers at the library or a laundromat? Will you 
give a presentation and hand them out? Will you use them in a classroom presentation 
or send them home to caregivers? Will the boy scouts hand out leaflets door-to-door? 
Are you leaving information behind after an inspection?
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Implementation (Continued)

SELECT, TRAIN AND SCHEDULE FIRE EDUCATORS

There may be people in your organization willing to help you with your fire 
education program. If you are willing to ask, you may be surprised at the positive 
response. Their willingness to make the commitment is extremely important; everything 
else they need to know can be learned. Children quickly sense whether people are 
genuinely interested in being with them or not.

If fire educators are going into the schools, they need training. They represent 
your program and your fire department. If they are not trained they will not have 
credibility with school or community partners. Without credibility, you will not have a 
program. Training can be as simple as reviewing the lesson plan and materials and 
watching someone else deliver the lesson. Many educators start out as helpers, the 
people who put on the gear or dress up as Sparky®. The Massachusetts Firefighting 
Academy and the National Fire Academy provide training for public fire and life safety 
educators. Many states sponsor conferences and seminars where training can be 
obtained for fire educators. Look for the Massachusetts Fire and Life Safety Education 
Conference that is held each year in September.

You will need to schedule the presentation with the school. Make sure you can 
stay through the entire presentation. The teacher is giving you valuable classroom time. 
You need to appreciate and respect that time.

Logistics
Make a list of what you need to take with you for your classroom presentations 

including lesson plans, props, enough handouts and send-home materials, and 
audiovisual equipment. If you are going to show a video, make sure the equipment is 
available in the room you will be using. Will you be traveling from room to room lugging 
your materials and equipment, or will you be able to be set up in one room and remain 
there all day with the students coming to you? If you are using a fire safety house you 
will need enough parking spaces blocked off. Be sure you consider the turning radius of 
the vehicle and tow vehicle when asking for the space.

Getting Your Program into the Schools
There are a variety of creative ways to get into the schools. Remember that you 

are asking for permission to come into their classrooms. You are also asking for their 
assistance and cooperation. Sometimes it is how you ask, and not what you ask for, 
that makes the difference. Build that community partnership one classroom, one school 
at a time.
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Implementation (Continued)

Time and Need
Be aware that the Department of Education guidelines require teachers to 

spend a certain amount of time teaching particular subjects each day. Schools will be 
concerned that your lesson will take precious time from their tight schedule. Therefore, 
it is important that your lessons be interdisciplinary. For instance, if you will be in the 
classroom during math, explain to the school or teacher that you can present your key 
fire safety behavior as a math lesson. (Ex. If there are 3 smoke alarms in the house 
and only one is working, what percentage of my alarms work? Chart and graph the 
number of working smoke alarms. Have students work in small groups then compare 
the results.)

Find an Ally
Your best ally is an interested teacher, principal or superintendent. Fire and burn 

safety is a required part of the health curriculum, so the health teacher might be a good 
initial contact. Remember the teacher may not have many hours with each class, so 
offer to help with the fire safety segment.

Start Small
Start with the Kindergarten or First Grade whose time schedule may be more 

flexible. Earn credibility the first year by being well prepared with appropriate, interesting 
lessons. Build on that the next year and expand your program.

Each School is Unique
Each school is unique and managed in a different way. You may be welcomed in 

one school and rebuffed by another. If one school is not receptive, try another. Adjust 
your program or style to adapt to the uniqueness of each school.

Be Prepared, Be Flexible
Be prepared when you approach the schools. Know what behaviors you want to 

teach to what age group. Have your lesson plans ready, but ask for their professional 
advice. Adjust your plans as needed.

Gatekeepers
Some of the following people or groups involved with schools may be willing to 

work with you.
• Superintendent
• Principal
• Parent/Teacher Organization
• School Resource/D.A.R.E. Officer
• Tobacco Coalition
• Health Council

• Health Teacher
• Classroom teacher
• School Nurse
• Gym or Art Teacher
• Parent Advisory Council
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Implementation (Continued)
The best guarantee for a positive experience is thoughtful planning. If possible, 

meet with the classroom teacher in advance to learn how you can tailor your lesson 
to fit with the subject being taught. This will also give you an opportunity to ask about 
typical behaviors for the age group, any special needs or issues a child might have, 
age appropriateness of your materials, birthdays or expectations for the students. 
Communication with the teacher is essential. Remember that you are expected to be 
there for a certain period of time. If necessary, the classroom teacher should be made 
aware that it is possible you may be called out of the classroom suddenly. However, this 
should be avoided if at all possible.

Classroom Management for Visiting Presenters

Questions vs. Stories
Young students often have difficulty distinguishing between stories and 

questions. Gentle reminders and reinforcement can help students think about their 
“questions” before asking. Another technique is to tell students you will save a few 
minutes at the end of class for them to ask questions or share stories.

Most of the time, a well-prepared fire educator will not experience any major 
discipline problems. The students are often so enthralled by your presence that they 
don’t misbehave. However, a set of ground rules can prove helpful. Ask the classroom 
teacher what the rules are. Be sure to follow them yourself. In most cases you can 
look to the classroom teacher to monitor and enforce the classroom’s rules. If you find 
yourself in a situation where you have to establish the rules, keep it simple. Usually 
three or four rules are sufficient. Some examples are: raise your hand, be a good 
listener, wait to be called upon, and respect each other.

• -If a particular student is out of line try the “teacher stare”, sitting or standing 
near the student, or even placing a gentle hand on the desk (avoid touching) 
to remind the student of expected behavior.

• If the class is noisy, wait for quiet. Do not try to talk over them. After a few 
moments of your silence, they will get the hint.

• Specific praise is valuable! “Nice job!” “Excellent question!” “Super answer!” 
“That’s an awesome drawing.” “Good try!”
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Implementation (Continued)
• Modeling is especially helpful because students are so eager to please. “I 

appreciate how quietly Jose is waiting!”
• Give clear, specific directions for all activities.
• Stickers or other small tokens are great motivators: “I have some stickers 

today for students who are being excellent listeners!”
• Be firm but have fun. Smile!
• Avoid fire department jargon (e.g. piece, bunker, apparatus, line)

Assembly Programs
Assembly programs are less desirable but can be a good conclusion to a series 

of classroom presentations (a wrap-up or graduation) or a way to get your foot in the 
door. Assembly programs can reach a large number of students or adults but have 
disadvantages in terms of audience participation and information retention. Studies 
have shown that we only retain 50% of what we see and hear.

Your biggest advantage in teaching fire safety is ... YOU. You are a firefighter. 
Some of the children may never have seen a real firefighter. It is likely they have been 
excitedly anticipating your visit. It certainly is a photo opportunity. The classroom 
teacher cannot possibly teach these lessons with the experience that a firefighter 
brings to the class. He or she may never have felt the heat or the water spray or seen 
the damage and devastation that fire causes as you have. The students may ask you 
questions about their safety that they might never ask their teacher or their parents. 
You are the expert. Your knowledge, stories, and experiences are unique. That is why a 
firefighter can be, and should be, the most effective fire and life safety instructor.

(seen on the wall in an elementary school)
“A hundred years from now

It will not matter
What my bank account was,
The kind of house I lived in

Or the kind of car I drove . . .
But the world may be different

Because I was important
In the life of a child.”

    - author unknown
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Evaluation
Evaluation is the last step in the program planning process. It is very important. The 

evaluation helps you to measure the impact of your program. Is your program achieving its 
goals? Was there an increase in knowledge or a change in behavior?

Evaluation is feedback. How are we doing? Is what we are doing working? Are the 
students learning what we think we are teaching? Reviewing your evaluation will allow you to 
determine if your short-term, intermediate or long-term goals have been met. You can determine 
what changes are needed to improve your program.

An evaluation plan includes comparing fire loss data before and after implementing the 
program (such as death, injury or property loss statistics) and measuring knowledge or behavior 
changes through pre-tests and post-tests.

Data Measures Long-Term Impact
Many kinds of data are already being collected by most departments, such as the Mass. 

Fire Incident Reporting System (MFIRS), 9-1-1 calls, open air burning permits, and ambulance 
reports to name a few. You should have reviewed these during the Identification step. 
Sometimes special forms can be set up to assist you in your data collection. ( i.e., EMTs have a 
special form to be filled out if they encounter a burn injury). Changes in your data can measure 
if your program is being successful or not.

Pre- and Post Tests
Pre-tests and post-tests are a common way of measuring change. These are usually in 

the form of multiple choice questions that are given before the program and then again at the 
end. The results of the pre-test give you a baseline of knowledge as well as pointing out topics 
or issues you need to cover. Results of the post-test should show an increase in knowledge. 
An important aspect of pre-tests and post-tests is how you word them. You might want to 
include action oriented questions rather than only knowledge based questions. An example of 
the difference is: “Has someone in your family tested your smoke detectors in the last month?” 
(action) or “How often should smoke detectors be tested?” (knowledge). These tests should not 
contain trick questions. The goal is to measure knowledge and behavior. If you use the same 
test for pre and post testing, you may rearrange the order of the questions.

Essays
Another tool for evaluating your program involves asking the classroom teacher to have 

the students do an essay a few days after you have finished the program. For younger students, 
the teacher might lead a class discussion on what they remember about your visit. This will 
demonstrate what the students remember most about your program and help you to modify it to 
better meet their needs in the future.

S.A.F.E. Program 3rd, 6th and 10th Grade Assessment Tools
The Department of Fire Services has created a 3rd grade assessment tool that 

allows for both local program flexibility and for a uniform statewide assessment of what 
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our third graders know about the core fire and life safety behaviors. It is designed to 
be given in the spring when students are developmentally appropriate. The test, the 
database and instruction guidance are on the website at www.mass.gov/dfs. We are in 
the process of developing a 6th grade and a 10th grade assessment tool.

Other Methods
Other methods of evaluation include having students create poems, home escape plans, 

film strips, cartoons, posters, skits, demonstrations, or public service announcements. It is 
helpful to develop a checklist, rubric or scoring guide to grade the various types of methods you 
use.

Lessons Put to Use
One other important aspect of program evaluation is to document your ‘saves’, 

no matter how trivial they may seem at the time. It is important to document and to 
acknowledge when a child actually uses the life safety information you have taught. 
Does your department have a mechanism for internal tracking when a family meets the 
firefighters out front at the meeting place? The more positive impact you can document, 
the better it is for your program.

How Do We Know Students Learned What We Thought We Taught?
Without some kind of evaluation component in place you will not know if your 

program is working. The goal is to change the public’s behavior, not merely increase 
their knowledge. Do not presume that because you have imparted knowledge to the 
students that they will adopt a better attitude toward life safety. Shriners Hospitals for 
Children asked a number of middle school age patients why they had not performed 
“Stop, Drop and Roll.” The response was “there was not enough room.” This evaluation 
told us we had successfully taught the concept of “Stop, Drop and Roll”, but that we had 
not taught confined space clothing extinguishment. It is usually demonstrated in a large, 
open area. Through proper evaluation, you can show that there has been an increase in 
knowledge, a change in behavior, and increased awareness of life safety issues.

The Presenter and the Content
Evaluating the fire and life safety educator’s presentation is another important 

part of the evaluation process. By providing evaluation forms to be completed by the 
students and classroom teachers, the fire and life safety educator can discover their 
strengths and weaknesses, helping the educator to improve the presentation. Be sure to 
include questions about your presentation style, communication skills, mannerisms, as 
well as the content, props and materials used.

These surveys can have questions requiring simple yes-no answers, or answers 
on a scale of 1-5. An example would be: “Was the instructor prepared for the class?” 
(yes or no), or “On a scale of 1-5, 1 being excellent and 5 being poor, was the instructor 

Evaluation (Continued)
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prepared for class?”
The best type of evaluations however, will elicit a more detailed response. For 

example, “Did the instructor answer all of your questions? If not, what is your question?” 
or “In what ways do you feel better able to handle an emergency?” 

In the same evaluation tool include questions about the content of the lesson. 
Ask the teachers about the age-appropriateness of the material, the vocabulary, the 
activities (too much, too little, too young, too old) and whether you included enough 
materials and activities to accommodate different learning styles and intelligences.

Just as you asked the professional educators for advice at the planning stage, 
elicit their input in the evaluation stage. The evaluation process is not just the last part 
of your program; it is the basis for the identification process in the design of your next 
program.

Evaluation (Continued)
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BROCHURE

Burn Prevention Tips INTERNATIONAL SHRINE HEADQUARTERS B1

Check Your Hot Spots U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION B2

Coal & Woodburning Stoves U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY
COMMISSION

B3

Danger Above: A Factsheet On High-rise
Safety

U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION B4

Escape Plans DPH INJURY PREVENTION & CONTROL
PROGRAM

B5

Exit Drills DPH INJURY PREVENTION & CONTROL
PROGRAM

B6

Heating Safety DPH INJURY PREVENTION & CONTROL
PROGRAM

B7

Home Fire Safe Door Hanger U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION B8

On The Safety Circuit U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION B9

Protecting Your Family Home From Fire U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION B10

Scald Safety DPH INJURY PREVENTION & CONTROL
PROGRAM

B11

This Is Fire! U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION B12

Fire Safety For Newcomers MA DEPARTMENT OF FIRE SERVICES B13

Smoke Alarms U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY
COMMISSION

B14
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CURRICULUM

Sesame Street - Fire Safety Station FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 1

Smoke Detectives STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES 2

Smoke Detectives State Farm Insurance Companies 3

Smoke Detectives State Farm Insurance Companies 4

Smoke Detectives State Farm Insurance Companies 5

Learn Not To Burn® Preschool Program NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 6

Learn Not To Burn®
Resource Books- Book 1

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 7

Learn Not To Burn®
Resource Books- Book 2 & 3

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 8

Learn Not To Burn®
Resource Books- Book 4

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 9

Risk Watch-safety Program:
Grades Pre K/ K

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 10

Risk Watch-safety Program:
Grades 1 And 2

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 11

Risk Watch Safety Program:
Grades 3 And 4

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 12

Risk Watch-safety Program:
Grades 5 & 6

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 13

The Great Safety Adventure HOME SAFETY COUNCIL 14
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Fire Proof Children FIRE PROOF CHILDREN 15

Fire Proof Children FIRE PROOF CHILDREN 16

Fire Proof Children FIRE PROOF CHILDREN 17

Fire Proof Children FIRE PROOF CHILDREN 18

Project Burn Prevention
Guide To Activities For Children Ages 4-7

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 19

Project Burn Prevention
Middleschool Program

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 20

All-ways Fire Safe At Home HOME SAFETY COUNCIL 21

Get Real About Tobacco COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH EDUCATION
FOUNDATION

22

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

Smoke Screeners U. S. Centers For Disease Control & Prevention
(CDC)

23

It’s Up To You! Oregon Office of The State Fire Marshal 24

The Chemistry Of Fire Society of Fire Protection Engineers & Discovery
Education

25

Rainbow Valley Fire Department RVFD Fire Education, LLC 26

Rainbow Valley Fire Department RVFD Fire Education, LLC 27

Rainbow Valley Fire Department RVFD Fire Education, LLC 28
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Play Safe! Be Safe! FIRE PROOF CHILDREN 29

Kids Informed, Kids Aware SHRINERS BURNS HOSPITAL, CINCINNATI 30

VIDEO

A Burning Issue: Is Your Family Safe? HOME SAFETY COUNCIL V1

A Lighter Is Not A Toy NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V2

Be Cool About Fire Safety COALITION FOR A SAFER AMERICA V3

Campus Fire Safety
A Video Library

THE CENTER FOR CAMPUS FIRE SAFETY V4

Code Red Rover, Grown Up Come Over
Safety Rangers Say  No To Dangers

HOME SAFETY COUNCIL V5

Countdown To Disaster NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V6

Educate: Creating Inhalant Abuse
Awareness Together

NATIONAL INHALANT PREVENTION COALITION V7

Fire Safety For You At Home OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY V8

Firepower NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V9

Get Out And Stay Alive U. S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION V10

Hmong Fire Safety U. S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION V11

Home Fire Drills: What Every Parent
Should Know

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V12
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Make The Right Call U. S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION V13

Sparky's ABC’s of Fire Safety NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V14

Mr. Roger's Neighborhood WGBH Children's Television Workshop V15

MTV Talks Tobacco U. S. CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND
PREVENTION

V16

Plan To Get Out Alive WCBS New York, First Alert & Mcdonalds V17

Prepare, Practice, Prevent The Unthinkable UNITED STATES FIRE ADMINISTRATION V18

Ready To Respond NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V19

Senior Fire Safety With Jonathan Winters NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V20

Sesame Street Visits The Firehouse CHILDREN'S TELEVISION WORKSHOP V21

Smoke Detectives STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES V22

Smoke Screeners United States Centers For Disease Control &
Prevention (CDC)

V23

Survive: Fire In Your Home NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V24

The Great Escape Challenge NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V25

The Smoke Alarm Show NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V26

Wired For Safety
Home Electrical Safety Kit

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission V27
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Ten Tips For Fire Safety NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V28

Where There’s Smoke There’s Science NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V29

Fire Is! NATIONAL FALLEN FIREFIGHTERS
FOUNDATION

V30

Keeping Your Community Safe And
Energized

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V31

To Hell And Back - An Educational
Program On The Reality Of Burn Injury

PEOPLE’S BURN FOUNDATION V32

E D  I  T H - Multilingual D V D PORTLAND MAINE FIRE DEPARTMENT V33

Damrell’s Fire DOCEMA,, LLC V34

Keeping Your Community Safe With Home
Fire Sprinklers

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V35

A Recipe For Keeping Your Community
Cooking Safely

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V36

Fire Wise, Fire Foolish: Protecting Your
Home From Wildfire

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS, PARKS
& RECREATION

V37

More Ways To Keep Your Community
Warm & Safe

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V38

Austin’s Story: Messages From A Teenage
Burn Victim

SHRINERS HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN V39

Safety Smart Science With Bill Nye The
Science Guy

DISNEY EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS V40

Disney’s Wild About Safety: Timon And
Pumbaa Safety Smart At Home!

DISNEY EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS V41

Donald’s Fire Safety Hits DISNEY EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS V42
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Sparky Says: Get To Know E D I T H NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V43

Stroke Heroes Act Fast MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
HEALTH

V44

At Our Age With Tom Bosley NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V45

Disney’s Wild About Safety: Timon And
Pumbaa Safety Smart About Fire!

DISNEY EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS V46

Safe Steps: Falls Prevention For Seniors HOME SAFETY COUNCIL V47

Church Mutual Insurance Company FIRE SAFETY AT YOUR WORSHIP CENTER V48

Emergency Evacuation: What Every
Employee Should Know

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V49

How To Prevent Home Fires NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V50

Fire’s Fury NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION V51

What To Do At Home- Mickey’s Safety Club
Series

DISNEY EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS V52

Fire Station Series - The Fire Station RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V53

Fire Station Series - Fire Equipment RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V54

Fire Station Series - Fire Trucks RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V55

Fire Prevention Series - What Causes Fire? RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V56

Fire Prevention Series - Home Fire Safety
Tools

RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V57
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Index of References

PROGRAM NAME PROGRAM ORGANIZATION REFERENCE #

Fire Prevention Series - Home Fire Escape
Plan

RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V58

In Cafe Of Fire Series - Fire In Your House
#1

RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V59

In Case Of Fire Series - Fire In Your House
#2

RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V60

In Case Of Fire Series - If Fire Gets On
Your Clothes

RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V61

Facilitator’s Guide RAINBOW VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT V62
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AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

INTERNATIONAL SHRINE HEADQUARTERS

2900 ROCKY POINT DRIVE

TAMPA, FL 33607

(813) 281-0300

BROCHURE

A kid and parent friendly brochure in English
and Spanish on burn and fire prevention.
Good for low literacy audiences, too.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Burn Prevention Tips

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B1

REFERENCE #

9



AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-001

U.S. Fire Administration

16825 South Seton Avenue

Emmitsburg, MD 21727

(301) 447-1000 (301) 447-1346

www.usfa.dhs.gov

BROCHURE

Available in PDF format to download from the
U.S. Fire Administration.
Addresses heating issues - beware since it is
a national publication, it does not point out
that kerosene heaters are illegal in MA.
Good for older children, teens and adults.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Check Your Hot Spots

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B2

REFERENCE #
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-008   Flammable Liquids Safety

1012-009   Heating Source Safety

1012-012   Carbon Monoxide

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission

OFFICE OF INFORMATION & PUBLIC AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20207

(800) 638-2772

www.cpsc.gov

BROCHURE

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Coal & Woodburning Stoves

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B3

REFERENCE #
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AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-001   Understanding Safety Words

U.S. Fire Administration

16825 South Seton Avenue

Emmitsburg, MD 21727

(301) 447-1000 (301) 447-1346

www.usfa.dhs.gov

BROCHURE

Available in PDF format to download from the
U.S. Fire Administration.
Addresses high-rise fire safety.
Good for older children, teens and adults.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Danger Above: A Factsheet on High-Rise
Safety

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B4

REFERENCE #
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560-006    Escape Plans

DPH INJURY PREVENTION & CONTROL PROGRAM

250 WASHINGTON ST. - 4TH FLOOR

BOSTON, MA 02108-4619

(617) 624-5428

www.mass.gov/dph

BROCHURE

Easy to read, one-page flyer to send home to
parents. Good for low literacy audiences.
Available in other languages.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Escape Plans

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B5

REFERENCE #
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890-011    Escape Plans

1012-011   Smoke Alarms

1012-013   Escape Plans

1012-016   Fire / Emergency Drills

DPH INJURY PREVENTION & CONTROL PROGRAM

250 WASHINGTON ST. - 4TH FLOOR

BOSTON, MA 02108-4619

(617) 624-6076

www.mass.gov/dph

BROCHURE

Easy to read, one-page flyer to send home to
parents. Good for low literacy audiences.
Available in multiple languages.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Exit Drills

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B6

REFERENCE #
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890-009

DPH INJURY PREVENTION & CONTROL PROGRAM

250 WASHINGTON ST. - 4TH FLOOR

BOSTON, MA 02108-4619

(617)624-5428

www.mass.gov/dph

BROCHURE

Easy to read, one-page flyer to send home to
parents. Good for low literacy audiences.
Available in other languages. Updated 2007.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Heating Safety

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B7

REFERENCE #
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections

1012-006   Cooking Safety

1012-007   Electrical Safety

1012-009   Heating Source Safety

U.S. Fire Administration

16825 SO. SETON AVENUE

Emmitsburg, MD 21727

(301) 447-1000

www.usfa.dhs.gov

BROCHURE

Shaped like a house, this tri-fold hanger
covers a variety of home safety issues.  FA
-285

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Home Fire Safe Door Hanger

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B8

REFERENCE #
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-007

U.S. Fire Administration

16825 South Seton Avenue

Emmitsburg, MD 21727

(301) 447-1000

www.usfa.dhs.gov

BROCHURE

A Factsheet on Home Electrical Fire
Prevention
Available in PDF.

Appropriate for older children, teens and
adults.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

On the Safety Circuit

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B9

REFERENCE #
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll

1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections

1012-013   Escape Plans

1012-014   Crawl Low Under Smoke

U.S. Fire Administration

16825 South Seton Avenue

Emmitsburg, MD 21727

(301) 447-1000

wwww.usfa.dhs.gov

BROCHURE

This booklet covers a variety of home fire
safety behaviors. Appropriate for older
children, teens and adults.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Protecting Your Family Home from Fire

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B10

REFERENCE #
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890-006    Cooking Safety

1012-006   Cooking Safety

1012-010   First Aid For Burns

DPH INJURY PREVENTION & CONTROL PROGRAM

250 WASHINGTON ST. - 4TH FLOOR

BOSTON, MA 02108-4619

(617)624-5428

www.mass.gov/dph

BROCHURE

Easy to read, one-page flyer to send home to
parents. Good for low literacy audiences.
Available in other  languages. Updated in
2007.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Scald Safety

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B11

REFERENCE #
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AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-001   Understanding Safety Words

U.S. Fire Administration

16825 South Seton Avenue

Emmitsburg, MD 21727

(301) 447-1000 (301) 447-1346

www.usfa.dhs.gov/citizens/all_citizens

BROCHURE

Available in PDF format to download from the
U.S. Fire Administration.
Covers the nature of fire and addresses the
big myths about fire and the top things
citizens need to know about fire.
Good for older children, teens and adults.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

This Is Fire!

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B12

REFERENCE #
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

MA Department of Fire Services

P.O. Box 1025

Stow, MA 01775

(9780 567-3380 (978) 567-3199

www.mass.gov/dfs

BROCHURE

This illustrated booklet has 26 fire safety tips,
each presented in seven languages: English,
Spanish, Portuguese, Khmer, Haitian Creole,
Vietnamese and Chinese.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Fire Safety for Newcomers

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B13

REFERENCE #
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-008   Flammable Liquids Safety

1012-009   Heating Source Safety

1012-012   Carbon Monoxide

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission

OFFICE OF INFORMATION & PUBLIC AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20207

(800) 638-2772

www.cpsc.gov

BROCHURE

Available in many languages. Easy to read
piece, few words, many pictures. Easily
reproduced from downloaded PDF.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Smoke Alarms

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

B14

REFERENCE #
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AGES 3-5 PRESCHOOL

AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

345-001    Match & Lighter Safety

345-010    First Aid for Burns

345-002    Stop Drop & Roll

345-003    Crawl Low Under Smoke

345-004    Smoke Alarms

345-005    Escape Plans

345-007    Reporting Emergencies

Federal Emergency Management Agency

16825 South Seton Avenue

Emmitsburg, MD  21727

(301) 447-1000 (301) 447-1346

www.usfa.dhs.gov/kids

CURRICULUM

This activity book and the accompanying
cassette of songs and stories help educators
reach preschoolers with simple, memorable
fire safety messages. This program may be
used to form the core of your program or to
supplement what is already established.
Available in English and Spanish. (1996)

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Sesame Street - Fire Safety Station

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

1

REFERENCE #
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AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

345-006    Community Helpers

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

345-010    First Aid for Burns

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

ONE STATE FARM PLAZA

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 61710-0001

(309) 766-2311

www.statefarm.com/learning/kid_stuff/smoke/home/home.
html

CURRICULUM

This elementary school fire safety and
awareness package contains lesson plans,
reproducible masters, and activities that are
intended to be integrated into regular
classroom subjects. Each kit also contains a
24-minute introductory video on fire safety
and prevention(1990).

Video is available in English and Spanish.

Also have lessons on the web.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Smoke Detectives

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

2

REFERENCE #
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AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

345-006    Community Helpers

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

345-010    First Aid for Burns

State Farm Insurance Companies

One State Farm Plaza

Bloomington, Illinois 61710-0001

www.statefarm.com/learning/kid_stuff/smoke/home/home.
html

CURRICULUM

This elementary school fire safety and
awareness package contains lesson plans,
reproducible masters, and activities that are
intended to be integrated into regular
classroom subjects. Each kit also contains a
24-minute introductory video on fire safety
and prevention (1990).

Video is available in English and Spanish.

Also have lessons on the web.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Smoke Detectives

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

3

REFERENCE #
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AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

345-006    Community Helpers

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

345-010    First Aid for Burns

State Farm Insurance Companies

ONE STATE FARM PLAZA

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 61710-0001

www.statefarm.com/learning/kid_stuff/smoke/home/home.
html

CURRICULUM

This elementary school fire safety and
awareness package contains lesson plans,
reproducible masters, and activities that are
intended to be integrated into regular
classroom subjects. Each kit also contains a
24-minute introductory video on fire safety
and prevention (1990). Video is available in
English and Spanish.

Also have lessons on the web.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Smoke Detectives

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-

4

REFERENCE #
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

345-006    Community Helpers

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

345-010    First Aid for Burns

State Farm Insurance Companies

ONE STATE FARM PLAZA

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 61710-0001

www.statefarm.com/learning/kid_stuff/smoke/home/home.
html

CURRICULUM

This elementary school fire safety and
awareness package contains lesson plans,
reproducible masters, and activities that are
intended to be integrated into regular
classroom subjects. Each kit also contains a
24-minute introductory video on fire safety
and prevention (1990).
Video is available in English and Spanish.

Also have lessons on the web.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Smoke Detectives

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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REFERENCE #
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AGES 3-5 PRESCHOOL

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

345-001    Match & Lighter Safety

345-002    Stop Drop & Roll

345-010    First Aid for Burns

345-003    Crawl Low Under Smoke

345-004    Smoke Alarms

345-005    Escape Plans

345-006    Community Helpers

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK, P.O. Box 9101

QUINCY, MA. 02269-9101

(617) 770-3000 (617) 770--0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

This program is designed as a guide for early
childhood educators to use in creating a fire
safety unit for use in the child care center.
Simple lesson plans, fire safety songs and
activities, and informational handouts are
included in this program (1991).

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

LEARN NOT TO BURN® Preschool Program

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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REFERENCE #
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AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-007    Crawl Low Under Smoke

560-003    Match & Lighter (Fire Tools)

560-014    First Aid for Burns

560-001    Community Helper

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK
P.O. Box 9101

QUINCY, MA. 02269-9101

617-770-3000 (617) 770--0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

The LNTB Resource Books is a four-step
program for elementary school aged children
(Kindergarten through Grade 3). Each lesson
covers a number of fire safety awareness
topics. Materials include:  Behavioral
Objectives, Teacher Information, Classroom
Activities, and Take-home Family Activities.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

LEARN NOT TO BURN®
Resource Books- Book 1

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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REFERENCE #
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AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

560

678-009    Crawl Low Under Smoke

678-004    Match & Lighter Safety

678-016    First Aid for Burns

678-012    Reporting Emergencies

678-011    Fire / Emergency Drills

678-012    Reporting Emergencies

678-002    Understanding Safety Words

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK
P.O. Box 9101

QUINCY, MA. 02269-9101

617-770-3000 (617) 770--0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

The LNTB Resource Books is a four-step
program for elementary school aged children
(Kindergarten through Grade 3). Each lesson
covers a number of fire safety awareness
topics. Materials include:  Behavioral
Objectives, Teacher Information, Classroom
Activities, and Take-home Family Activities.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

LEARN NOT TO BURN®
Resource Books- Book 2 & 3

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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REFERENCE #
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AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

890-009    Heating Source Safety

890-003    Match & Lighter Safety

890-012    Crawl Low Under Smoke

890-020    First Aid For Burns

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

890-014    Fire / Emergency Drills

890-013    Exiting Public Places

890-002    Understanding What Is Fire

890-010    Smoke Alarms

890-011    Escape Plans

890-005    Home Hazard Inspections

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK
P.O. Box 9101

QUINCY, MA. 02269-9101

617-770-3000 (617) 770--0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

The LNTB Resource Books compile a four-
step program for elementary school aged
children (Kindergarten through Grade 3).
Each lesson covers a number of fire safety
awareness topics. Materials include:
Behavioral Objectives, Teacher Information,
Classroom Activities, and Take-home Family
Activities.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

LEARN NOT TO BURN®
Resource Books- Book 4

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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REFERENCE #
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AGES 3-5 PRESCHOOL

AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

560-015    Transportation Safety

560-008    Reporting Emergencies

560-016    Tobacco / Poison Prevention

560-024    Water Safety

560-022    Community Role In Safety

560-001    Community Helper

560-002    What Is Fire

560-003    Match & Lighter Safety

560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-005    Smoke Alarms

560-006    Escape Plans

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK
P.O. Box 9101

Quincy, MA 02269

(617) 770-3000 (617) 770--0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

Risk Watch is an injury prevention program
for children in preschool through eighth
grade.  The activities combine education and
imagination to help children acquire
lifesaving skills through experiential learning.
This program contains lesson plans, colorful
lesson cards, information letters and
evaluation tools for the educator.
Getting into character as Storytellers
Students and teachers take on the roll of
storyteller, sharing and presenting stories.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Risk Watch-Safety Program:
Grades Pre K/ K

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

678-017    Transportation Safety

678-013    Home Hazard Inspections

678-007    Smoke Alarms

678-008    Escape Plans

678-012    Reporting Emergencies

678-018    Tobacco / Poison Prevention

678-029    Community Role In Safety

678-025    Water Safety

560-021    Summer Recreation Safety

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK
P.O. Box 9101

Quincy, MA 02269-9101

(617) 770-3000 (617) 770--0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

Risk Watch is an injury prevention program
for children in preschool through eighth
grade. The activities combine education and
imagination to help children acquire
lifesaving skills through experiential learning.
This program contains lesson plans, colorful
lesson cards, information letters and
evaluation tools for the educator.

Getting into character as Detectives.
Students and teachers play the role of
detective to look for important information on
how to be safe.  As safety detectives, the
students will investigate mysteries in the
eight risk areas.  They will find clues and put
together puzzles about safety situations.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Risk Watch-Safety Program:
Grades 1 and 2

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

890-021    Transportation Safety

890-005    Home Hazard Inspections

890-010    Smoke Alarms

890-011    Escape Plans

890-019    Baby Sitting Safety

890-022    Drug And Alcohol Safety

890-023    Poison Prevention

890-037    Tobacco Consequences

890-030    Water Safety

890-033    Disabilities And Safety

National Fire Protection Association

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK
P.O. Box 9101

QUINCY, MA. 02269-9101

(617) 770-3000 (617) 770--0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

Risk Watch is an injury prevention program
for children in preschool through eighth
grade. The activities combine education and
imagination to help children acquire
lifesaving skills through experiential learning.
This program contains lesson plans, colorful
lesson cards, information letters and
evaluation tools for the educator.

Getting into character as Reporters.
Students and teachers take on the roll of
reporter to identify and talk about situations
that are risky so that they and others will
become proficient in safety instruction and
practice.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Risk Watch Safety Program:
Grades 3 and 4

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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REFERENCE #
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-022   Transportation Safety

1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections

1012-010   First Aid For Burns

1012-011   Smoke Alarms

1012-013   Escape Plans

1012-020   First Aid For Choking

1012-021   Baby Sitting Safety

1012-023   Poison Prevention

1012-038   Tobacco Consequences

1012-032   Water Safety

1012-035   Community Role in Safety

National Fire Protection Association

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK
P.O. Box 9101

QUINCY, MA. 02269-9101

(617) 770-3000 (617) 770-0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

Risk Watch is an injury prevention program
for children in preschool through eighth
grade. The activities combine education and
imagination to help children acquire
lifesaving skills through experiential learning.
This program contains lesson plans, colorful
lesson cards, information letters and
evaluation tools for the educator.

Getting into character as Promoters.
Students and teachers use advanced
communication skills to identify, research,
create and promote safety messages.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Risk Watch-Safety Program:
Grades 5 & 6

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

560-016    Tobacco / Poison Prevention

560-002    What Is Fire?

Home Safety Council

1250 Eye St, NW Suite 1000

Washington, DC 20005

202-330-4900 202-330-4901

www.homesafetycouncil.org

CURRICULUM

The Great Safety Adventure teaches
students in grades K-3 about dangers in the
home and also educates families on how to
reduce the risk of fires in their home, fall
prevention and poison prevention.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

The Great Safety Adventure

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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AGES 5 - 6  KINDERGARTEN

560-000

560-002    What Is Fire?

560-003    Match & Lighter (Fire Tools)

560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-005    Smoke Alarms

560-012    Kitchen Safety

Fire Proof Children

11 Grove Street, Suite 235

PITTSFORD, N.Y. 14534

(585) 264-0840 (585) 264-1754

www.fireproofchildren.com

CURRICULUM

This education kit is designed to assist fire
safety educators, classroom teachers and
others who are interested in providing
elementary school age children with a
broader awareness and understanding of
fire. All activities can be easily incorporated
into ongoing school curricula with an
emphasis on language arts. (1990)

No longer available for purchase but in many
available in DFS library.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Fire Proof Children

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP

Page A-
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AGES 6 - 8 FIRST & SECOND

678-002    Understanding Safety Words

678-003    Understanding What Is Fire

678-004    Match & Lighter Safety

678-005    Stop Drop & Roll

678-006    Heating Source Safety

678-007    Smoke Alarms

678-009    Crawl Low Under Smoke

678-013    Home Hazard Inspections

678-014    Cooking Safety

Fire Proof Children

11 Grove Street, Suite 235

PITTSFORD, N.Y. 14534

(585) 264-0840 (585) 264-1754

www.fireproofchildren.com

CURRICULUM

This education kit is designed to assist fire
safety educators, classroom teachers and
others who are interested in providing
elementary school age children with a
broader awareness and understanding of
fire. All activities can be easily incorporated
into ongoing school curricula with an
emphasis on language arts. (1990)

No longer available for purchase but in many
available in DFS library.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Fire Proof Children

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 8 - 10 THIRD & FOURTH

890-001    Understanding Safety Words

890-002    Understanding What Is Fire

890-003    Match & Lighter Safety

890-004    Stop Drop & Roll

890-006    Cooking Safety

890-009    Heating Source Safety

890-010    Smoke Alarms

890-011    Escape Plans

890-015    Reporting Fires / Emergencies

890-016    Arson and False Alarms

Fire Proof Children

11 Grove Street, Suite 235

PITTSFORD, N.Y. 14534

(585) 264-0840 (585) 264-1754

www.fireproofchildren.com

CURRICULUM

This education kit is designed to assist fire
safety educators, classroom teachers and
others who are interested in providing
elementary school age children with a
broader awareness and understanding of
fire. All activities can be easily incorporated
into ongoing school curricula with an
emphasis on language arts. (1990)

No longer available for purchase but in many
available in DFS library.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Fire Proof Children

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 10 - 12 FIFTH & SIXTH

1012-001   Understanding Safety Words

1012-002   Understanding What Is Fire

1012-003   Match & Lighter Safety

1012-006   Cooking Safety

1012-009   Heating Source Safety

1012-011   Smoke Alarms

1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

1012-018   Arson And False Alarms

1012-019   Drug And Alcohol Safety

1012-021   Baby Sitting Safety

1012-031   Fireworks / Explosives Safety

Fire Proof Children

11 Grove Street, Suite 235

PITTSFORD, N.Y. 14534

(585) 264-0840 (585) 264-1754

www.fireproofchildren.com

CURRICULUM

This education kit is designed to assist fire
safety educators, classroom teachers and
others who are interested in providing
elementary school age children with a
broader awareness and understanding of
fire. All activities can be easily incorporated
into ongoing school curricula with an
emphasis on language arts. (1990)

No longer available for purchase but in many
available in DFS library.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Fire Proof Children

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

678-006    Heating Source Safety

560-013    Electrical Safety

560-010    Fire / Emergency Drills

560-006    Escape Plans

560-007    Crawl Low Under Smoke

560-003    Match & Lighter (Fire Tools)

560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-014    First Aid for Burns

678-013    Home Hazard Inspections

678-014    Cooking Safety

678-015    Electrical Safety

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

1 Batterymarch Park

P.O. Box 9101

Quincy, MA 02269

(617) 770-3000 (617) 770--0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

Project Burn Prevention was a collaboration
of the Shriners Burn Institute-Boston,
Educational Development Center, and
Massachusetts General Hospital. Materials
and guides for other ages and community
groups are available from the NFPA.
The guide contains information about the
primary causes of burns to young children as
well as the misconceptions children have
about fire. This is very useful as background
information. Activities, a letter to parents and
helpful hints on working with this age group
are included. There is also a bibliography for
anyone interested in doing more reading and
research.

No longer distributed, but the DFS library has
a copy.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Project Burn Prevention
Guide to Activities for Children Ages 4-7

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

1 BATTERYMARCH PARK
P.O. Box 9101

Quincy, MA 02269

(617) 770-3000 (617) 770-0700

www.nfpa.org

CURRICULUM

Project Burn Prevention was a collaboration
of the Shriners Burn Institute-Boston,
Educational Development Center, and
Massachusetts General Hospital. Materials
and guides for other ages and community
groups are available from the NFPA.
The guide contains information about the
primary causes of burns to middle school age
children and using “investigative reports”
helps develop critical thinking skills on how
burn injuries can be prevented. Good for use
in both individual and group learning projects.
Although not widely available and a little
dated, it is a good resource that can easily be
adapted.
Lessons on flammable liquid safety
particularly useful.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Project Burn Prevention
Middleschool Program

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 3-5 PRESCHOOL

AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

Home Safety Council

1250 Eye Street, NW Suite 1000

Washington, DC 20005

(202)330-4900 (202)330-4901

www.homesafetycouncil.org

CURRICULUM

An educational program spanning multiple
life stages preschool-older adults.

Excellent low literacy material.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

All-Ways Fire Safe At Home

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

Comprehensive Health Education Foundation
Altschul Group Corp.

1560 Sherman Ave., Ste. 100

Evanston, IL 60201

1-800-323-9084.

www.chef.org

CURRICULUM

Get Real About Tobacco is a K-12 curriculum
designed to decrease the likelihood that
students will start using tobacco, to
encourage students who use to tobacco to
quit and to help students promote messages
the use of tobacco.

The curriculum comprises four units,
addressing students in grades K-4, 4-6, 6-9,
and 9-12. It has lessons that focus on
information and lessons that focus on
attitudes. They are taught in a variety of ways
in order to accommodate different learning
styles. This program also contains three
videos to enhance student learning.(1997)

Developed by the Comprehensive Health
Education Foundation 1-800-323-2433.
Distributed by Altschul Group Corp. 1-800
-323-9084.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Get Real About Tobacco

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-038   Tobacco Consequences

U. S. Centers For Disease Control & Prevention (CDC)

1600 Clifton Rd.

Atlanta, GA 30333

1-800-311-3435

www.cdc.gov

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

Designed to be used in a classroom or youth group setting,
this program invites youth to become critical movie and TV
viewers. By drawing attention to how smoking is normalized
(made to look acceptable) or glamorized (made to look cool)
in many films and on television, Smoke Screeners will
increase student awareness of tobacco use in popular
entertainment. Very simply, the Smoke Screeners message
for young people is "View and think!" Smoke Screeners was
a project of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health
and with their permission, adapted by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention for national distribution.
Schools and youth centers who work with kids ages 11 to 14
can obtain a complete Smoke Screeners kit free of charge
from the CDC. The kit includes the Smoke Screeners video,
poster and deluxe moderator's guide, written and designed
by the educational media team at FableVision, and features
a ready-to-go course guide with reproducibles (fact sheets,
storyboards, resource listings and movie review sheets.)
Now available on DVD.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Smoke Screeners

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-018   Arson And False Alarms

1012-017   Reporting Fires / Emergencies

1012-034   Surviving Severe Storms

1012-002   Understanding What Is Fire

1012-035   Community Role in Safety

Oregon Office of The State Fire Marshal

Office of Homeland Security 4760 Portland Rd., NE

Salem, Oregon 97305-1760

503-373-1540X 230 or 240

www.oregon.gov/OSP/SFM/FSSC_middleschool.shtml

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

This program is aimed at middle school aged
children in grades 6, 7, and 8. The goal of the
curriculum is for students to develop critical
thinking skills and learn to make responsible
choices about fire and life safety. The core
concepts taught in this program are that
accurate knowledge about fire is essential,
human-caused fires can be prevented, fire
and life safety skills can be learned and fire
and life safety skills are your personal
responsibility. The program also teaches the
role that the media plays in influencing our
attitudes about fire.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

It’s Up To You!

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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High School

Society of Fire Protection Engineers & Discovery
Education

7315 Wisconsin Avenue Suite 620E

Bethesda, MD 20814

301-718-2910

www.sfpe.org

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

This curriculum on DVD was produced by the
Society of Fire Protection Engineers in
cooperation with Discovery Education and
funded by a U.S. Department of Homeland
Security grant. It contains segments on the
role of fire safety in buildings, demonstrations
of experiments associated with the chemistry
of fire, and career opportunities in fire
protection engineering. It is designed for high
school chemistry students. Its lessons teach
students about the dangers of fire and as a
result, increase the students’ awareness of
fire and the importance of home fire
prevention.

Comes on a DVD.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

The Chemistry of Fire

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 3-5 PRESCHOOL

345-005    Escape Plans

345-006    Community Helpers

345-003    Crawl Low Under Smoke

345-002    Stop Drop & Roll

345-007    Reporting Emergencies

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

RVFD Fire Education, LLC

5913 Woodson Rd

Mission, KS 66202

866-902-7833

www.rvfdfiresafety.com

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

The Rainbow Valley Fire Department (RVFD)
Fire Education Series is a comprehensive
children’s fire education DVD curriculum
teaching kids (Pre-K through 3rd grade)
critical life safety skills. The program utilizes
live action video along with songs and games
that help kids learn basic fire and burn
prevention. Each episode contained in the 9
DVDs will equip each child with the “know-
how” to properly respond in a fire emergency
by learning through animated character
interactions, real life statistics and
downloadable activity sheets.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Rainbow Valley Fire Department

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 5-6 KINDERGARTEN

560-006    Escape Plans

560-001    Community Helper

560-007    Crawl Low Under Smoke

560-004    Stop Drop & Roll

560-008    Reporting Emergencies

560-002    What Is Fire?

RVFD Fire Education, LLC

5913 Woodson Rd

Mission, KS 66202

866-902-7833

www.rvfdfiresafety.com

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

The Rainbow Valley Fire Department (RVFD)
Fire Education Series is a comprehensive
children’s fire education DVD curriculum
teaching kids (Pre-K through 3rd grade)
critical life safety skills. The program utilizes
live action video along with songs and games
that help kids learn basic fire and burn
prevention. Each episode contained in the 9
DVDs will equip each child with the “know-
how” to properly respond in a fire emergency
by learning through animated character
interactions, real life statistics and
downloadable activity sheets.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Rainbow Valley Fire Department

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 6-8 FIRST & SECOND GRADES

678-008    Escape Plans

678-001    Community Helper

678-009    Crawl Low Under Smoke

678-005    Stop Drop & Roll

678-012    Reporting Emergencies

678-003    Understanding What Is Fire

RVFD Fire Education, LLC

5913 Woodson Rd

Mission, KS 66202

866-902-7833

www.rvfdfiresafety.com

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

The Rainbow Valley Fire Department (RVFD)
Fire Education Series is a comprehensive
children’s fire education DVD curriculum
teaching kids (Pre-K through 3rd grade)
critical life safety skills. The program utilizes
live action video along with songs and games
that help kids learn basic fire and burn
prevention. Each episode contained in the 9
DVDs will equip each child with the “know-
how” to properly respond in a fire emergency
by learning through animated character
interactions, real life statistics and
downloadable activity sheets.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Rainbow Valley Fire Department

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 3-5 PRESCHOOL

345-001    Match & Lighter Safety

345-002    Stop Drop & Roll

345-003    Crawl Low Under Smoke

345-004    Smoke Alarms

345-005    Escape Plans

345-006    Community Helpers

345-007    Reporting Emergencies

345-008    Emergency Drills

345-009    Hot Things in the Home

345-010    First Aid for Burns

Fire Proof Children

1 Grove St., Suite 235

Pittsford, NY 14534

(585) 385-3370

www.playsafebesafe.com

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

Preschool fire safety curriculum with
companion video/DVD available in English,
Spanish and French. Excellent companion
website for kids and teachers as well.

This multimedia fire safety education
program comes with a teacher’s guide, video,
story boards, games, and activities that are
appropriate for 3-5 year olds.

Contains four lesson plans that cover a
variety of key fire safety behaviors.
Organized around the concepts: safe for
play, not safe for play.

Development funded by BIC Corp. 1994.

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

play safe! be safe!

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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AGES 8-10 THIRD & FOURTH GRADES

AGES 10-12 FIFTH & SIXTH GRADES

1012-004   Stop Drop & Roll

1012-005   Home Hazard Inspections

1012-006   Cooking Safety

1012-007   Electrical Safety

1012-008   Flammable Liquids Safety

1012-009   Heating Source Safety

1012-010   First Aid For Burns

Shriners Burns Hospital, Cincinnati

(513) 872-6000

WWW.SHRINEERSHQ.ORG/SHC/CINCINNATI

CURRICULUM / VIDEO

Burn Prevention Education for grades 4, 5,
and 6. Hands-on activities and safe
experiments. Interdisciplinary curriculum with
coordinated video, starring middle school-
age children.
7 Chapters covering: flame, scald chemical,
electrical, contact, radiant energy and
flammable liquid burn prevention.

Video is 27-30 minutes, but is broken down
into different lesson plans.
c 1999

Description

Key Fire Safety Behaviors

Kids Informed, Kids Aware

PROGRAM NAME

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

WORK# FAX #

WEB #

MEDIA TYPE

TARGET GROUP
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Videos & DVDs

A Burning Issue: Is Your Family Safe?PROGRAM NAME

Home Safety CouncilPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1250 Eye Street, Nw
ADDRESS Washington, Dc 20005

(202)330-4900Tel # (202)330-4901FAX #

www.homesafetycouncil.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Three sections:
Home fire prevention (12:10)
Smoke Alarms/Escape Plans (11:10)
Home fire sprinklers (7:20)

V1REFERENCE #

A Lighter Is Not A ToyPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma. 02269-9101

617-770-3000Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Teaches parents and caregivers of young children to
keep matches and lighters away from children.

V2REFERENCE #

Be Cool About Fire SafetyPROGRAM NAME

Coalition For A Safer AmericaPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

Tel # FAX #

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Starring Gilbert Godfried and other celebrities. A series
of short vignettes on key fire safety behaviors with
catchy music. Cut down into Public Service
Announcements on TV as well (15 minutes).

V3REFERENCE #

Campus Fire SafetyPROGRAM NAME

The Center For Campus Fire SafetyPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 10 State St.
ADDRESS Newburyport, Ma 01950

(978) 961-0410Tel # (978) 961-0347FAX #

www.campusfire.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD provides a library of campus fire safety videos
that have been produced by colleges, universities and
other organizations from across the country. This
“toolbox” of materials is designed to hep the campus fire
safety professional deliver effective programs to
students both on and off campus.

Can also be appropriate for high school seniors.

V4REFERENCE #

Code Red Rover, Grown Up Come OverPROGRAM NAME

Home Safety CouncilPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1250 Eye Street, Nw
ADDRESS Washington, Dc 20005

(202)330-4900Tel # (202)330-4901FAX #

www.homesafetycouncil.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Covers several injury prevention topics, including helmet
and bike safety (run time 11:01 minutes).

V5REFERENCE #
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Videos & DVDs

Countdown To DisasterPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE A fire is started in an upholstered chair in a test
laboratory. Graphically shows smoke banking down from
the ceiling and how fast fire grows.

V6REFERENCE #

Educate: Creating Inhalant Abuse Awareness TogetherPROGRAM NAME

National Inhalant Prevention CoalitionPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

1-800-269-4237Tel # FAX #

www.inhalants.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Information to build awareness in adults on the signs
and symptoms of inhalant abuse and how to get help.

V7REFERENCE #

Fire Safety For You At HomePROGRAM NAME

Oklahoma State UniversityPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

Tel # FAX #

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE DVD. Presented in American Sign Language.  Basic
information on smoke alarms and home fire safety.

V8REFERENCE #

FirepowerPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Mass. 02269-9101

617-770-3000Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Starring local television reporter Jack Harper, this film
burns a suburban ranch-style home. It shows the home
before, during and after the fire and then again with
sprinklers. During the fire, started by a cigarette in a
waste basket next to the couch, test instruments
measure the temperature and you hear about how much
time has elapsed as you watch the smoke rise, hear the
smoke alarms sound, and see the fire progress from
both inside and outside the home. High impact.  Use for
adults and carefully with older grades. Video and DVD.

V9REFERENCE #

Get Out And Stay AlivePROGRAM NAME

U. S. Fire AdministrationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 16825 South Seton Avenue
ADDRESS

(301)447-1189Tel # FAX #

www.usfa.dhs.govWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE A fire and safety program for college students (run time
16:08 minutes).

V10REFERENCE #
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Videos & DVDs

Hmong Fire SafetyPROGRAM NAME

U. S. Fire AdministrationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 16825 South Seton Avenue
ADDRESS Emmitsburg, Md 21727

(301) 447-1000Tel # FAX #

www.usfa.dhs.govWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This film is for 4th grade up to adults. It is produced in
Hmong, a southeast Asian language.

V11REFERENCE #

Home Fire Drills: What Every Parent Should KnowPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park P.o. Box 9101
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02269

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE 2002
NFPA presents news footage of children who said they
knew what to do in a fire, who actually slept through a
home smoke alarm activation.  After practicing several
home night time fire drills, the children were filmed
again. This time they all responded appropriately.
Excellent film to use with adults to get them to actually
practice home fire drills.

V12REFERENCE #

Make The Right CallPROGRAM NAME

U. S. Fire AdministrationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 16825 South Seton Avenue
ADDRESS Emmitsburg, Md 21727

(301) 447-1000Tel # FAX #

www.usfa.dhs.govWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This video teaches how to report emergencies.
Video has a catchy song “Make the Right Call” about
reporting fires and emergencies.

V13REFERENCE #

Sparky's ABC’s of Fire SafetyPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma. 02269-9101

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Using the alphabet, Sparky runs through 25 fire safety
messages. Appropriate for Preschool and Kindergarten.

Your lesson should highlight and reinforce only 2-3 key
behaviors.

May no longer be distributed. Available at DFS library.

V14REFERENCE #

Mr. Roger's NeighborhoodPROGRAM NAME

WGBH Children's Television WorkshopPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

Tel # FAX #

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Explanation of firefighter gear. Don't be afraid of
firefighters.

V15REFERENCE #
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Videos & DVDs

MTV Talks TobaccoPROGRAM NAME

U. S. Centers For Disease Control And PreventionPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

1-800-cdc-1311Tel # FAX #

www.cdc.gov/tobaccoWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Video is designed to promote thought and discussion
about teen smoking.  The first part has former cast
members of MTV’s Real World talk about smoking and
targeted advertising.
The second part includes young sports champions
discussing the impact of smoking.
Run time is 18 minutes.

V16REFERENCE #

Plan To Get Out AlivePROGRAM NAME

WCBS New York, First Alert & McdonaldsPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

Tel # FAX #

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Great film. Updated in 2006 as a DVD called Fire Is,
distributed by the National Fallen Fighters Memorial.

45-minute film made out of series on NY television with
local celebrity weatherman Dr. Frank Field.  Divided into
3 segments. Addresses the big myths of fire and
teaches that fire is dark, fast, and hot.

No longer distributed; look online or the DFS library.

V17REFERENCE #

Prepare, Practice, Prevent The UnthinkablePROGRAM NAME

United States Fire AdministrationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 16825 South Seton Avenue
ADDRESS

(301)447-1189Tel # FAX #

www.usfa.dhs.govWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE For parents of young children.V18REFERENCE #

Ready To RespondPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park P.o. Box 9101
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02269

(617) 770-3000Tel # (617) 770-0700FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE A video on fire extinguisher training.V19REFERENCE #

Senior Fire Safety With Jonathan WintersPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma. 02269-9101

(617) 770-3000Tel # (617) 770-0700FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Starring comedian and senior citizen Jonathan Winters,
teaches home fire safety to older adults in an age
appropriate manner using humor (18 minutes).

V20REFERENCE #
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Videos & DVDs

Sesame Street Visits The FirehousePROGRAM NAME

Children's Television WorkshopPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

Tel # FAX #

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Using the familiar Sesame Street characters, this video
teaches preschoolers and kindergarten about fire safety
(30 minutes).

No longer distributed by CTW but can be found online,
and a copy is in the DFS library.

V21REFERENCE #

Smoke DetectivesPROGRAM NAME

State Farm Insurance CompaniesPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION One State Farm Plaza
ADDRESS Bloomington, Illinois 61710-0001

Tel # FAX #

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This elementary school fire safety and awareness
package contains lesson plans, reproducible masters,
and activities that are intended to be integrated into
regular classroom subjects. Each kit also contains a 24-
minute introductory video on fire safety and prevention
(1990).
Video is available in English and Spanish.

Also have lessons on the web.

V22REFERENCE #

Smoke ScreenersPROGRAM NAME

United States Centers For Disease Control & Prevention (CDC)PROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1600 Clifton Rd.
ADDRESS Atlanta, Ga 30333

1-800-311-3435Tel # FAX #

www.cdc.govWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Designed to be used in a classroom or youth group
setting, this program invites youth to become critical
movie and TV viewers. By drawing attention to how
smoking is normalized (made to look acceptable) or
glamorized (made to look cool) in many films and on
television, Smoke Screeners will increase student
awareness of tobacco use in popular entertainment.
The kit includes the Smoke Screeners video, poster and
deluxe moderator's guide, written and designed by the
educational media team at FableVision, and features a
ready-to-go course guide with reproducibles (fact
sheets, story boards, resource listings and movie review

V23REFERENCE #

Survive: Fire In Your HomePROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02269

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Firefighters who respond to a fatal fire educate the
public on how to prevent and survive fires
(run time 13:45 minutes).

V24REFERENCE #

The Great Escape ChallengePROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02269

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE A safety education program that presents potentially
lifesaving information in an entertaining fashion.  Using a
fast-paced game show format, the program
demonstrates fire escape procedures in two types of
residential environments (17 minutes).

V25REFERENCE #
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The Smoke Alarm ShowPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02269

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Kids host a television show that covers fire safety
behaviors (run time 15 minutes).

V26REFERENCE #

Wired For SafetyPROGRAM NAME

U.S. Consumer Product Safety CommissionPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION Office Of Information & Public Affairs
ADDRESS Washington, D. C. 20207

(800) 638-2772Tel # FAX #

www.cpsc.govWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE For older students and adults, teaches about electrical
safety.

V27REFERENCE #

Ten Tips For Fire SafetyPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02269

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Covers ten basic fire safety behaviors.V28REFERENCE #

Where There’s Smoke There’s SciencePROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park, Po Box 9101
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02269

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This film explains the science behind fire (fire triangle)
and discusses the reasons for smoke alarms and home
escape planning.

V29REFERENCE #

Fire Is!PROGRAM NAME

National Fallen Firefighters FoundationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION P. O. Drawer 498
ADDRESS Emmitsburg, Md 21727

Tel # FAX #

www.firehero.org
www.everyonegoeshome.org

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Updated version of the film Plan to Get Out Alive,
distributed by the National Fallen Fighters Foundation
(2006) DVD.

Narrated by CBS TV NY weatherman and local celebrity
Dr. Frank Field. Addresses the big myths of fire and
teaches that fire is dark, fast, and hot.

V30REFERENCE #
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Keeping Your Community Safe And EnergizedPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park, Po Box 9101
ADDRESS Quincy, MA 02269

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE DVD with educational materials for a community
education campaign on electrical safety.

V31REFERENCE #

To Hell And Back - An Educational Program On The Reality OfPROGRAM NAME

People’s Burn FoundationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 3323 N. Delaware St.
ADDRESS Indianapolis, IN 46204

(877) 814-2024Tel # 317-685-2330FAX #

www.PeoplesBurnFoundation.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This is a very graphic video and should be previewed
before using with an audience. Not suitable for young
children. Powerful.
DVD

V32REFERENCE #

E D  I  T H - Multilingual D V DPROGRAM NAME

Portland Maine Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 380 Congress St.
ADDRESS Portland, Maine 04101

(207) 874-8400Tel # FAX #

www.ci.portland.me.us/fireWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This 2-volume DVD provides quality fire safety
information on smoke alarms, home escape plans, home
fire drills, and reporting and emergencies in Arabic,
Dinka, English, French, Khmer, Mandarin, Nuer,
Russian, Serbo-Croation, Somali, Spanish and
Vietnamese.
Available in DFS PubED Library.

V33REFERENCE #

Damrell’s FirePROGRAM NAME

Docema,, LlcPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 222 Third St. Suite 1325
ADDRESS Cambridge, Ma 02142

(617) 374-1000Tel # FAX #

www.docema.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE A great film shown on PBS about Boston Fire Chief John
Damrell during the great 1872 Boston fire and his efforts
to prevent America’s cities from burning down through
building codes and code enforcement.

Audience is more high school and adults but can be
used with 5th and 6th graders.

V34REFERENCE #

Keeping Your Community Safe With Home Fire SprinklersPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma. 02269

1-800-3344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Community education kit on a DVD with resources to
promote home fire sprinklers.
Home fire sprinklers are a proven way to protect lives
and property against fires in the home.

V35REFERENCE #
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A Recipe For Keeping Your Community Cooking SafelyPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Mass. 02269-9101

1-800-3344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE One out of three fires begin in the kitchen.
Community education kit on a DVD with resources to
promote cooking safety.

V36REFERENCE #

Fire Wise, Fire Foolish: Protecting Your Home From WildfirePROGRAM NAME

Vermont Department Of Forests, Parks & RecreationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 617 Comstock Rd., Suite 2
ADDRESS Berlin, Vt 05602

(802) 828-4595Tel # FAX #

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE 11 min DVD

Homes in the wildland/urban interface face a very real
threat from brush and forest fires. This DVD teaches
property owners how they can minimize the risks of fire
losses by taking precautions to create a ‘defensible
space’ around their homes and property.

Older audience: high school and adults.

V37REFERENCE #

More Ways To Keep Your Community Warm & SafePROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Mass. 02269-9101

1-800-3344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE Heating equipment is one of the leading causes of home
fires during winter months. Community education kit on
a DVD with resources to promote heating safety.
Contains: community outreach ideas, handouts, talking
points and safety tips to support a public heating safety
campaign.

V38REFERENCE #

Austin’s Story: Messages From A Teenage Burn VictimPROGRAM NAME

Shriners Hospital For ChildrenPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 2900 Rocky Point Dr.
ADDRESS Tampa, Fl 33607

(813) 281 0300Tel # FAX #

WEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE 4:53 mins
Story of a teenager burned using gasoline
inappropriately. Very moving. Graphic images
introduced slowly and gently.

V39REFERENCE #

Safety Smart Science With Bill Nye The Science GuyPROGRAM NAME

Disney Educational ProductionsPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1200 Thorndale Avenue
ADDRESS Elkgrove Village, Il 60007

(800) 295-5010Tel # FAX #

www.DisneyEducation.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This program explores the science of safety by showing
students how to be Safety Smart around fire. This
musical DVD ignites learning by teaching students about
the fire triangle and fire’s ability to be helpful, but also
destructive. Lessons include how to control fire, safety
standards, radiated heat, and more. Educational
features are available, in addition to both English and
Spanish versions.

V40REFERENCE #
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Disney’s Wild About Safety: Timon And Pumbaa Safety Smart AtPROGRAM NAME

Disney Educational ProductionsPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1200 Thorndale Avenue
ADDRESS Elkgrove Village, Il 60007

(800) 295-5010Tel # FAX #

www.DisneyEducation.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This Classroom Edition DVD stars the beloved Timon
and Pumbaa, characters originally from the movie The
Lion King, in a music-filled journey in finding a new
home and understanding home safety. “Three Feet
From the Heat” is just one of the musical lessons that
Timon and Pumbaa share to help students understand
home safety. Children will be entertained by the lessons
regarding electrical outlets, supervised cooking, space
heaters, and more. Bonus materials, activities, and
fifteen language versions are also available, in addition
to the Educator’s Guide and web links.

V41REFERENCE #

Donald’s Fire Safety HitsPROGRAM NAME

Disney Educational ProductionsPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1200 Thorndale Avenue
ADDRESS Elkgrove Village, Il 60007

(800) 295-5010Tel # FAX #

www.DisneyEducation.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This Enhanced Classroom Edition DVD stars Disney’s
Donald Duck and his nephews in two programs:
“Donald’s Fire Survival Plan” and “Donald’s Fire Drill.” In
the first program they outline techniques for preventing
or surviving a home fire, including the recommended
“Stop, Drop, and Roll” lifesaving technique and E.D.I.T.
H. (Exit Drills In The Home). In the second program, a
comical quiz show teaches students fire safety
knowledge, including fire safety clues and questions
based on E.D.I.T.H. Children will be entertained by
Donald Duck demonstrating all of the answers. Activities
are available, as well as the Educator’s Guide and web

V42REFERENCE #

Sparky Says: Get To Know E D I T HPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Mass. 02269-9101

1-800-344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE 12-minute DVD teaches young children about exit drills
in the home. The children see a real fire, Sparky is
interviewed on local TV about the fire, he teaches them
about EDITH, and they make their own video.

V43REFERENCE #

Stroke Heroes Act FastPROGRAM NAME

Massachusetts Department Of Public HealthPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 250 Washington Street
ADDRESS Boston, Ma

(800) 487-1119Tel # FAX #

heart.stroke@state.ma.usWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This animated three-minute DVD uses a catchy tune
with memorable lyrics to reach a large, diverse
population and increases knowledge of strokes in
Massachusetts.

V44REFERENCE #

At Our Age With Tom BosleyPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Mass. 02669-9101

1-800-3344-3555Tel # FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE 2008 DVD with Tom Bosley of Happy Days’ fame. 17
minutes.

Age appropriate video for older adults that addresses
fire & life safety issues including fall prevention.

V45REFERENCE #
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Disney’s Wild About Safety: Timon And Pumbaa Safety SmartPROGRAM NAME

Disney Educational ProductionsPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1200 Thorndale Avenue
ADDRESS Elkgrove Village, Il 60007

(800) 295-5010Tel # FAX #

www.DisneyEducation.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This Classroom Edition DVD stars the beloved Timon
and Pumbaa, characters originally from the movie The
Lion King, in a music-filled story about fire safety.
Children will be entertained by Pumbaa teaching Timon
about the fire triangle, smoke alarms, sprinklers, fire
extinguishers, and fire escape plans. “Get down, get out,
stay out” is just one of the musical lessons that Timon
and Pumbaa share to help students understand what to
do in a fire emergency. Educational features and sixteen
language versions are also available.

V46REFERENCE #

Safe Steps: Falls Prevention For SeniorsPROGRAM NAME

Home Safety CouncilPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1250 Eye Street, Suite 1000
ADDRESS Washington, Dc 20005

(202) 330-4900Tel # (202) 330-4901FAX #

www.homesafetycouncil.orgWEB

VideoMEDIA TYPE This video is designed to educate older adults and their
family members on how to reduce their risk of falling
dangers, by safeguarding their homes and preventing
falls.

V47REFERENCE #

Church Mutual Insurance CompanyPROGRAM NAME

Fire Safety At Your Worship CenterPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 3000 Schuster Lane, P.  O. Box 357
ADDRESS Merrill, Wi 54452

(800) 554-2642Tel # FAX #

www.churchmutual.comWEB

VideoMEDIA TYPE This video shows you how to look for fire hazards in your
worship center and correct them. It teaches people how
to prevent fires, including arson, electrical, and more.

V48REFERENCE #

Emergency Evacuation: What Every Employee Should KnowPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02169

(617) 770-3000Tel # (617) 770-0700FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD allows you to prepare your safety and security
staff to make the right decisions when it counts the most.

V49REFERENCE #

How To Prevent Home FiresPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02169

(617) 770-3000Tel # (617) 770-0700FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD demonstrates that everyday things, if not used
properly, can become dangerous and even life-
threatening. Audiences will watch scenes of typical
people’s lives and realize just how many different types
of fire hazards there are. This video has a combination
of live action and graphics and provides lessons
including cooking safety, flammable liquids, smoke
alarms, and much more.

V50REFERENCE #
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Fire’s FuryPROGRAM NAME

National Fire Protection AssociationPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1 Batterymarch Park
ADDRESS Quincy, Ma 02169

(617) 770-3000Tel # (617) 770-0700FAX #

www.nfpa.orgWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD is designed to motivate people to get serious
about fire safety and adopt lifesaving behaviors to
protect themselves and their family. Audiences will
realize that they have underestimated the speed and
power of fire and smoke. This DVD will teach about the
real danger of fire, allowing people to be fire safe.

V51REFERENCE #

What To Do At Home- Mickey’s Safety Club SeriesPROGRAM NAME

Disney Educational ProductionsPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 1200 Thorndale Avenue
ADDRESS Elk Grove Village, Il 60007

(800) 295-5010Tel # FAX #

ww.DisneyEducation.comWEB

VideoMEDIA TYPE Mickey Mouse stars in this video, teaching two children
Jack and Christine about home safety topics, including
how and whether to answer phone calls and the door,
treating minor burns, preparing snacks without sharp
knives, stoves or ovens, a fire safety plan including
safety exits, the stop-drop-and-roll technique and how to
call the fire department.

V52REFERENCE #

Fire Station Series - The Fire StationPROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD provides information on fire stations through a
story starring Rusty the Fireman and Pam the
Paramedic. As both characters visit a real fire station,
the audience will learn key safety messages.

V53REFERENCE #

Fire Station Series - Fire EquipmentPROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD provides information on fire equipment
through a story starring the whole RVFD crew as they
visit a real fire station. The audience will learn all about a
firefighter’s gear, including how each piece of equipment
works and what firefighters look like while performing
their critical tasks.

V54REFERENCE #

Fire Station Series - Fire TrucksPROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD provides information on fire trucks. This
episode will introduce kids to the various types of
firefighting vehicles and to the specially trained
professionals it takes to drive and safely operate each
rig.

V55REFERENCE #
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Fire Prevention Series - What Causes Fire?PROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD stars the RVFD crew as they teach children
about what causes fire, how it spreads, and how
firefighters put them out. The audience will learn some
real life statistics to help drive home the importance of
fire safety.

V56REFERENCE #

Fire Prevention Series - Home Fire Safety ToolsPROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD stars Rusty, Pam and the crew as they teach
children how they can be pro-active and help parents
and caregivers keep their homes safe and help prevent
home fires from starting.

V57REFERENCE #

Fire Prevention Series - Home Fire Escape PlanPROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD stars the RVFD crew as they teach children
how to create a Home Escape Plan and learn why it’s an
essential tool that can help save everyone’s lives.

V58REFERENCE #

In Cafe Of Fire Series - Fire In Your House #1PROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD stars Rusty, Pam and the crew as they teach
children step-by-step exactly what to do if they find a fire
in their house.

V59REFERENCE #

In Case Of Fire Series - Fire In Your House #2PROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD stars Rusty, Pam and the crew as they teach
children step-by-step exactly what to do if they find a fire
in their house.

V60REFERENCE #
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In Case Of Fire Series - If Fire Gets On Your ClothesPROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD stars Rusty, Pam and the crew in SONG as
they SING and learn about STOP! DROP! AND ROLL!

V61REFERENCE #

Facilitator’s GuidePROGRAM NAME

Rainbow Valley Fire DepartmentPROGRAM
ORGANIZATION 500 W. 5th Street
ADDRESS Kansas City, Mo 64105

(866) 902-7833Tel # (913) 754-8353FAX #

www.rainbowvalleyheroes.comWEB

VIDEOMEDIA TYPE This DVD contains guidelines in PDF for getting the
most out of the RVFD Fire Safety series discs. It
includes helpful information on how to deliver the
message that each disc has to offer. It also includes
activity sheets in PDF form to reinforce the RVFD
message.

V62REFERENCE #
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activities A specified pursuit in which a person
partakes. b. An educational process or
procedure intended to stimulate learning
through actual experience.

affection 1. A tender feeling toward another;
fondness.
2. Often affections. Feeling or emotion.

arson The crime of maliciously, voluntarily, and
willfully setting fire to the building,
buildings, or other property of another or
of burning one's own property for an
improper purpose.

behavior 1. The manner in which one behaves.
2. Psychology. The actions or reactions of
persons or things in response to external
or internal stimuli.

boiler An enclosed vessel in which water is
heated and circulated, either as hot water
or as steam, for heating or power.

bomb 1. An explosive weapon detonated by
impact, a timing mechanism, or other
means.
2. Any of various weapons detonated to
release destructive material, such as
smoke or gas.

burn 1.a. To cause to undergo combustion.
b. To destroy with fire. c. To consume
(fuel or energy, for example).
2. To damage or injure by fire, heat,
radiation, electricity, or a caustic agent.

carbon monoxide A colorless, odorless, highly poisonous
gas, CO, formed by the incomplete
combustion of carbon or a carbonaceous
material, such as gasoline

classroom 1. A room or place especially in a school
in which classes are conducted.

communication 1.a. The exchange of thoughts,
messages, or information, as by speech,
signals, writing, or behavior.
b. Interpersonal rapport.

community 1.a. A group of people living in the same
locality and under the same government.
b. The district or locality in which such a
group lives.
2.a. Similarity or identity. b. Sharing,
participation, and fellowship.

competence 1.a. The state or quality of being
adequately or well qualified; ability.
b. A specific range of skill, knowledge, or
ability.

concepts 1. A general idea derived or inferred from
specific instances or occurrences.
2. Something formed in the mind; a
thought or notion.

conduction The transmission or conveying of
something through a medium or passage,
especially the transmission of electric
charge or heat through a conducting
medium without perceptible motion of the
medium itself.

conduction 1 : the act of conducting or conveying
2 : transmission through or by means of a
conductor; : the transfer of heat
through matter by communication of
kinetic energy from particle to particle with
no net displacement of the particles

convection 1. Physics. a. Heat transfer in a gas or
liquid by the circulation of currents from
one region to another. b. Fluid motion
caused by an external force such as
gravity.
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creativity 1. Having the ability or power to create.
2. Productive; creating.
3. Characterized by originality and
expressiveness; imaginative.

** see other “creativity” **

creativity Curriculum that is developed with the
intent to stimulate the learners sense of
problem solving, accomplishment and
interest.  Lessons should be presented
that combine left and right brain thinking.
(Ex.) Logic with intuition.

curriculum 1. All the courses of study offered by an
educational institution.
2. A group of related courses, often in a
special field of study.

customer 1. Informal. An individual with whom one
must deal.

cyclone Meteorology. An atmospheric system
characterized by the rapid, inward
circulation of air masses about a low-
pressure center, usually accompanied by
stormy, often destructive, weather.

danger 1. Exposure or vulnerability to harm or
risk.
2. A source or an instance of risk or peril.
3. Obsolete. Power, especially power to
harm.

design 1.a. To conceive or fashion in the mind;
invent. b. To formulate a plan for; devise.
2. To plan out in systematic, usually
graphic form.

detector One that detects, especially a
mechanical, electrical, or chemical device
that automatically identifies or registers a
stimulus, such as a change in
temperature (heat detector) or  smoke.

develop To cause gradually to acquire a specific
role, function, or form, as: a. To influence
the behavior of toward a specific end. b.
To make available and effective to fulfill a
particular end or need.

drill 1.a. Disciplined, repetitious exercise as a
means of teaching and perfecting a skill
or procedure.
b. A task or exercise for teaching a skill or
procedure by repetition.

education 1. The knowledge or skill obtained or
developed by a learning process.
2. A program of instruction of a specified
kind or level.

emergency 1. A serious situation or occurrence that
happens unexpectedly and demands
immediate action.
2. A condition of urgent need for action or
assistance.
3. When someone needs help.

escape 1. To break loose from confinement; get
free.
2. To issue from confinement or an
enclosure; leak or seep out.

essential 1. Constituting or being part of the
essence of something; inherent.
2. Basic or indispensable; necessary.

evaluate 1. To ascertain or fix the value or worth
of.
2. To examine and judge carefully;
appraise.

exit 1. The act of going away or out.
2. A passage or way out consisting of
three parts; exit access, exit door and exit
discharge.
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explore 1. To investigate systematically; examine.
2. To search into or travel in for the
purpose of discovery.

explosion A release of mechanical, chemical, or
nuclear energy in a sudden and often
violent manner with the generation of high
temperature and usually with the release
of gases.

extension
activities

Those activities that will continue the
learners’ acquisition of skill and
knowledge.

(Ex.) Homework, projects, group
activities, field trips or further lessons on

the subject.

extinguish To put out (a fire, for example); quench.

false alarm 1. An emergency alarm, such as a fire
alarm, that is set off unnecessarily.
2. A signal or warning that is groundless.

fire 1.a. A rapid, persistent chemical change
that releases heat and light and is
accompanied by flame, especially the
exothermic oxidation of a combustible
substance.

fire extinguisher A portable apparatus containing
chemicals that can be discharged in a jet
to extinguish a small fire.

firefighter A member of a fire department who fights
fires.

first aid Emergency treatment administered to an
injured or sick person before professional
medical care is available.

flames The zone of burning gases and fine
suspended matter associated with rapid
combustion; a hot, glowing mass of
burning gas or vapor.

furnace An enclosure in which energy in a non
thermal form is converted to heat,
especially such an enclosure in which
heat is generated by the combustion of a
suitable fuel.

gas 1. A substance in the gaseous state.
2. A gaseous fuel, such as natural gas.
3. Gasoline.
4. The speed control of a gasoline engine.
5. A gaseous asphyxiant, irritant, or
poison.   ** see liquid   ** see solid

guidebook A handbook of directions and other
information.
** see handbook

handbook 1. A concise manual or reference book
providing specific information or
instruction about a subject or place.

hazard 1. A chance; an accident.
2. A chance of being injured or harmed;
danger.
3. A possible source of danger.

heat Physics. A form of energy associated with
the motion of atoms or molecules and
capable of being transmitted through solid
and fluid media by conduction, through
fluid media by convection, and through
empty space by radiation.
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hurricane 1. A severe tropical cyclone originating in
the equatorial regions of the Atlantic
Ocean or Caribbean Sea, traveling north,
northwest, or northeast from its point of
origin, and usually involving heavy rains.

impairment To cause to diminish, as in strength,
value, or quality.

inter discipline Curriculum that would be applicable to
any academic area. (Ex.) The study of fire
safety can be approached from a science,
social studies, health, math or language
arts perspective.

interdisciplinary Of, relating to, or involving two or more
academic disciplines that are usually
considered distinct.

kindergarten A program or class for four-year-old to
six-year-old children that serves as an
introduction to school.

lesson 1. Something to be learned.
2.a. A period of instruction; a class.
b. An assignment or exercise in which
something is to be learned.
c. The act or an instance of instructing;
teaching.

level Being at the same height or position as
another; even. b. Being at the same
degree of rank, standing, or advantage as
another; equal.

liquid 1.a. The state of matter in which a
substance exhibits a characteristic
readiness to flow, little or no tendency to
disperse, and relatively high
incompressibility.

** see solid   ** see gas

long block Classes (typically at the secondary level)
which are double the average length of
time.  (Ex.) 85 - 90 min. This trend
presumes that the student will have a
longer, more concentrated time in which
to acquire the skills & knowledge.

multicultural 1. Of, relating to, or including several
cultures.
2. Curriculum that presents material in a
manner that is sensitive and supportive
to the social and ethnic heritage of the
student population.

nursery school A school for children, usually between the
ages of three and five, who are not old
enough to attend kindergarten. —nursery
schooler n.

object lesson 1. A concrete illustration of a moral or
principle.
2. A lesson taught by using a material
object.

objectives 1. Something that actually exists.
2. Something worked toward or striven
for; a goal.

outcome A natural result; a consequence.

poison 1. A substance that causes injury, illness,
or death, especially by chemical means.
2. Something destructive or fatal.

practice 1. To do or perform (something)
repeatedly in order to acquire or polish a
skill.
2. To give lessons or repeated
instructions to; drill.
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praise 1. Expression of approval,
commendation, or admiration.
2. The extolling or exaltation of a deity,
ruler, or hero.

preschool 1. Of, relating to, intended for, or being
the early years of childhood that precede
the beginning of elementary school.
2. A school for children who are not old
enough to attend kindergarten; a nursery
school.

presentation 3.a. Something, such as an award or a
gift, that is offered or given. b. Something,
such as a lecture or speech, that is set
forth for an audience.

prevention 1. The act of preventing or impeding.
2. A hindrance; an obstacle.

pull station 1. a fire alarm device mounted on a wall,
usually near an exit,that will sound the fire
alarm when activated.

radiation 1. Physics. a. Emission and propagation
of energy in the form of rays or waves. b.
Energy radiated or transmitted in the form
of rays, waves, or particles.

rationale 1. Fundamental reasons; the basis.
2. An exposition of principles or reasons

reference 1.a. A note in a publication referring the
reader to another passage or source.
b. The passage or source so referred to.
c. A work frequently used as a source.

reinforcement A condition that increases the likelihood
that a given response will recur in a
situation like that in which the reinforcing
condition originally occurred.

resources 1. Something that can be used for support
or help.
2. Often resources. An available supply
that can be drawn on when needed.

safety 1. The condition of being safe; freedom
from danger, risk, or injury.

scald 1. To burn with hot liquid of steam.
2. To subject to boiling water.
3. To heat almost to the boiling point
(cooking).

smoke 1. The vaporous system made up of small
particles of carbonaceous matter in the
air, resulting mainly from the burning of
organic material, such as wood or coal.
2. The unburned products of combustion
containing heat, poisons and toxins

solid 1.a. Of definite shape and volume; not
liquid or gaseous.
b. Firm or compact in substance.
** see liquid   ** see gas

space heater An appliance that warms a small area,
such as one room, typically by radiant
electric heat.

special education Classroom or private instruction involving
techniques, exercises, and subject matter
designed for students whose learning
needs cannot be met by a standard
school curriculum.
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sublimation Chemistry. To cause (a solid or gas) to
change state without becoming a liquid.

supplement 1. Something added to complete a thing,
make up for a deficiency, or extend or
strengthen the whole.
2. A section added to a book or document
to give further information or to correct
errors.

task force 2. A temporary grouping of individuals
and resources for the accomplishment of
a specific objective.

taskmaster 1. A man who imposes tasks, especially
burdensome or laborious ones.
2. A source of burden or responsibility.

teaching 1. To impart knowledge or skill to.
2. To provide knowledge of; instruct in.
3. To cause to learn by example or
experience.

topic 1. The subject of a speech, an essay, a
thesis, or a discourse.
2. A subject of discussion or
conversation.
3. A subdivision of a theme, or an outline.

tornado A rotating column of air usually
accompanied by a funnel-shaped
downward extension of a cumulonimbus
cloud and having a vortex several
hundred yards in diameter whirling
destructively at speeds of up to 500 mph

understand 1. To perceive and comprehend the
nature and significance of; grasp.
2.a. To grasp or comprehend the
meaning intended or expressed by
(another).
b. To comprehend  language, sounds,
form  or symbols

vapor Barely visible or cloudy diffused matter,
such as mist, fumes, or smoke,
suspended in the air.

vocabulary 1. All the words of a language.
2. The sum of words used by, understood
by, or at the command of a particular
person or group.
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Instructions for Creating Lesson Plans
A lesson plan is necessary to help you prepare for teaching a class, to inform the 

teacher what plan to teach, and to keep you on track during the class presentation.

Lesson plans include your topic, the level of instruction, materials you will need, 
length of time, references, learning objectives from the key behaviors, the strands from 
the curriculum frameworks, the intelligences used and the four essential components:

• Preparation - motivating or preparing the student (not the instructor) to learn;
• Presentation - delivering the teaching points or new information;
• Application - having the students apply what was taught; and
• Evaluation - verify that learning took place.

Remember, that the lesson plan is a guide; it is not a document cast in stone. As 
an educator, you must also prepare for the unexpected, especially when teaching young 
children. If a lot of questions and stories from the children cause you to run short on 
time and you haven’t covered all your points, don’t panic; just move to the end of your 
lesson plan and adjust accordingly. 

Conversely, if you have covered all your planned material and still have time to 
spare, use the additional activity you planned.

Included in this section is the lesson plan template used in the MFA Course 
Public Fire and Life Safety Educator. The lesson plans included here are examples 
only. It is important for you to create your own lesson plans based upon your specific 
teaching needs.
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 Lesson Plan Template

Topic:

Learning Objective:

Level of Instruction:

Materials:

Time Frame:

References:

Curriculum Framework:

Intelligences or smarts:

Preparation Step:

Presentation Step:

Application Step:

Evaluation Step:

Summary/Review

Homework/Assignments (if applicable)



Cognitive Behaviors = Tasks/skills (Verbs) to be performed/learned 
 

Simple -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Complex 
 

KNOWLEDGE  COMPREHENSION  APPLICATION  PROBLEM SOLVING 
       

Memorize   Process  Perform  Analyze 
Define  Interpret  Demonstrate  Synthesize 

Identify  Explain  Calculate  Evaluate 
Name   Discuss  Do  Develop 
List   Classify  Operate  Create 

Recognize   Categorize  Implement  Devise 
State   Contrast  Construct  Formulate 

Match   Illustrate  Measure  Generalize 
Repeat   Compare  Prepare  Invent 

  Differentiate  Produce  Plan 
  Distinguish between  Compute  Solve 
      Infer 
      Integrate 
      Predict 
      Reorganize 
      Troubleshoot  

 
 
Objectives need to be measurable and specify a minimum standard you wish the student to achieve. 
 
Example Learning Objectives on the subject matter of Home Fire Escape Plans   
 

1. Student will be able to develop a home fire escape plan that represents each room of their home (Problem Solving). 
2. Upon completing their home escape plan students will identify where their meeting place is located (Knowledge). 
3. Student will perform how to crawl low in smoke in the classroom accurately (Application). 
4. Students using their home fire escape plan will illustrate on their plan more than one way out from their home (Comprehension).  
5. Students will list how many smoke detectors are in their home and illustrate on their home escape plan the appropriate locations 

(Knowledge/Comprehension).  



Sample Lesson Plan 1 
S.A.F.E. 

Pre-school lesson plan 
 

Topic: Firefighter as a Community Helper 
 
Level of Instruction: pre-school age 3-5 
 
Materials: Plastic helmets, handouts for parents, worksheets 
 
Time Frame: 20 minutes 
 
References: MA Curriculum Planning Guidebook, LNTB preschool book 
 
Objective: The student will identify firefighters as community helpers.  The student will 
name the special equipment that firefighters wear so that they are safe while doing their 
jobs. (helmet, gloves, hood, pants, turnout coat, mask and air tank) 
 
Curriculum Framework: Safety & Prevention strand, Safety & Injury Prevention 
learning standard, Hazard prevention 
 
Intelligences: Verbal, Visual 
 
Preparation:  

1.) welcome students and introduce yourself 
2.) hand out helmets and tell them that they are junior firefighters 
3.) Today we are going to learn what a firefighter wears 

 
Presentation: 

1.) State that firefighters are community helpers.  People who help other people 
in our community.  A firefighters job is to keep people safe from fire and to 
help out in emergencies. 

2.) Firefighters have to wear special clothes when trying to put out a fire. 
3.) Explain each piece or firefighter PPE while enlisting  teacher to put gear on. 

(do not place personal helmet on children, it is too heavy), explain the sound 
the air mask makes. 

4.) Explain to students not to be afraid when seeing a firefighter in this clothing, 
remember he/she is here to help you. Never hide, shout out real loud so the 
firefighter can find you. 

 
Application:  
 Have students identify each piece of PPE 
 
Evaluation:  
 Have students circle correct picture of a FF ready to put out a fire 
 



Summary/Closure: 
Remind students that FF are community helpers and are here to be your friend and 
to help you. 
Hand out brochures and letters for send home 
Thank class for having you 

 
  
 
 



Sample Lesson Plan 2 
S.A.F.E. 

First grade lesson plan 
 

Topic: Firefighter as a Community Helper 
 
Level of Instruction: 1st grade 
 
Materials: arson calendars, Jr ff stickers 
 
Time Frame: 20 minutes 
 
References: MA Curriculum Planning Guidebook 
 
Objective: The student will identify firefighters as community helpers.  The student will 
name the special equipment that firefighters wear so that they are safe while doing their 
jobs. (Helmet, gloves, hood, pants, turnout coat, mask and air tank) 
 
Curriculum Framework: Safety & Prevention strand, Safety & Injury Prevention 
learning standard, Hazard prevention 
 
Intelligences: Verbal, Visual 
 
Preparation:  

1.) Welcome students and introduce yourself 
2.) Hand out stickers and tell them that they are junior firefighters 
3.) Today we are going to learn what a firefighter wears 

 
Presentation: 

1.) State that firefighters are community helpers.  People who help other people 
in our community.  A firefighters job is to keep people safe from fire and to 
help out in emergencies. 

2.) Firefighters have to wear special clothes when trying to put out a fire. 
3.) Explain each piece or firefighter PPE while enlisting teacher to put gear on. 

(Do not place personal helmet on children, it is too heavy), explain the sound 
the air mask makes. 

4.) Explain to students not to be afraid when seeing a firefighter in this clothing, 
remember he/she is here to help you. Never hide, shout out real loud so the 
firefighter can find you. 

5.) Explain how they can help by getting out and staying out i.e. fire 
 
Application:  
 Have students identify each piece of PPE 
 
Evaluation:  
 Have students name other functions that firefighters do. 



 
Summary/Closure: 

Remind students that FF are community helpers and are here to be your friend and 
to help you. 
Hand out letters for send home 
Thank class for having you 

 
  
 
 
 



Sample Lesson Plan 3 
S.A.F.E. 

K-2 lesson plan 
 

Topic: Kitchen Safety 
 
Objective: The student will identify cooking safety rules, will identify a kid free zone, 
and will recognize the importance of a home fire escape plan 
 
Level of Instruction: elementary age 6-8 K-2 
 
Materials: Handouts for parents, worksheets, LCD projector, VCR, Video Donald’s Fire 
Survival, Happy Birthday Sparky story.  
 
Time Frame: 30 minutes 
 
References: MA Curriculum Planning Guidebook, NFPA Fire Prevention web site 
 
Curriculum Framework: Safety & Prevention strand, Safety & Injury Prevention 
learning standard, Hazard prevention 
 
Intelligences: Verbal, Visual 
 
Preparation:  

1.) Welcome students and introduce yourself 
2.) Explain that every year we talk about ways to keep you safe from fire 
3.) Today we are going to read a story about kitchen safety rules this years theme 
4.) Engage students to listen by asking following questions (raise hands) 

a. Have you had a party at your home 
b. Do you help your family in the kitchen 
c. Do you have a microwave in your kitchen 
d. Ask students to listen to the story and see if they can identify the risky 

situations 
  (No more than three minutes) 
 
Presentation: 

1.) Introduce story and show pictures 
2.) Read story  
3.) Review kid free zone, and how microwave can cause steam burns 
(No more than five minutes) 
4.) Ask students to raise hands if they have a home fire escape plan 
5.) Explain that even though we have been talking about being safe in the kitchen 

we need to also plan a home fire escape plan 
(One minute) 
6.) Introduce and play video  (12 minutes running time) 

 



Application:  
Ask students to identify a smoke detector 
Explain that every home escape plan begins with having smoke detectors. 
Ask students to make a home fire escape plan when they get home and to change 
the batteries when they change the clock 
(Three minutes) 
 

 
 
Evaluation:  
 Ask students to explain the kid free zone 
 Ask students to explain how microwave can cause burns 
 Ask students if the kitchen is a play area  
 (Three minutes) 
 
Summary/Closure: 
 Questions from students (no more than three quick questions) 

Remind students that they must have a kid free zone in the kitchen and to have a 
home fire escape plan 
Thank class for having you 
Hand out brochures and letters for send home (to secretary) 
Hand out evaluation forms to teachers 

 
  
 
 
 



Sample Lesson Plan 4 
S.A.F.E. 

Grade 3-5 lesson plan 
 

Topic: Kitchen Safety 
 
Objective: The student will identify cooking safety rules, will identify a kid free zone, 
and will recognize the importance of a home fire escape plan 
 
Level of Instruction: elementary age 8-10 grades 3-5 
 
Materials: Handouts for parents, worksheets, LCD projector, VCR, Video I’m no fool 
with fire, smoke detector  
 
Time Frame: 30 minutes 
 
References: MA Curriculum Planning Guidebook, NFPA Fire Prevention web site 
NFPA fire facts 
 
Curriculum Framework: Safety & Prevention strand, Safety & Injury Prevention 
learning standard, Hazard prevention 
 
Intelligences: Verbal, Visual 
 
Preparation:  

1.) Welcome students and introduce yourself 
2.) Explain that every year we talk about ways to keep you safe from fire 
3.) Review history of Great Chicago fire reason we have Fire Prevention month 
4.) Explain this years theme 

  (No more than three minutes) 
 
Presentation: 

1.) Explain that kitchen fires are leading cause of home fires (use fact sheet) 
2.) Ask students to think of why fires start in kitchens (food left unattended)  
3.) Review kid free zone, and how microwave can cause steam burns, pot handles 

should be turned inward 
(No more than five minutes) 
4.) Ask students to raise hands if they have a home fire escape plan 
5.) Explain that even though we have been talking about being safe in the kitchen 

we need to also plan a home fire escape plan 
(One minute) 
6.) Introduce and play video  (10 minutes running time) 

 
Application:  

Ask students to identify a smoke detector 
Explain that every home plan begins with having smoke detectors. 



Ask students to make a home fire escape plan when they get home and to change 
the batteries when they change the clock 
(Three minutes) 
 

 
 
Evaluation:  
 Ask students to explain the kid free zone 
 Ask students to explain how microwave can cause burns 
 Ask students if the kitchen is a play area  
 Ask students to identify three parts of fire triangle 
 Ask students how we could put out a food on stove fire 
 (Three minutes) 
 
Summary/Closure: 
 Questions from students (no more than three quick questions) 

Remind students that they must have a kid free zone in the kitchen and to have a 
home fire escape plan 
Thank class for having you 
Hand out brochures and letters for send home (to secretary) 
Hand out evaluation form to teachers 
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Massachusetts Health Curriculum 
Framework Learning Standard 
Components
SAFETY and PREVENTION STRAND

Pre K-5 SAFETY & INJURY PREVENTION

Hazard Prevention
List safety rules for fire safety, weapons safety, bus safety, 
and seat belt use where applicable such as home, school, 
community, and play, and explain why they are important.
(9.1)

Name persons and community helpers who can be 
contacted to help with safety and injury prevention. (9.2)

Describe personal responsibility for reducing hazards and 
avoiding accidents. (9.3)

Self Protection 
Explain actions that apply when adults are and are not 
present during exposure to hazards and accidents. (9.4)

Evaluate home safety conditions , including the presence 
and proper use of smoke detectors and fire extinguishers 
(9.17)

Demonstrate the use of assertive behavior, refusal skills, 
and actions intended for personal safety.(9.5)

Emergency Intervention 
Distinguish among symptoms of bleeding, chocking, 
shock, poisoning, burns, broken bones, and cardiac arrest. 
(9.11)

Apply appropriate first aid for bleeding, choking, and 
burns. (9.7)

Massachusetts Fire and Safety Education 
Curriculum Planning Guidebook

KEY FIRE BEHAVIORS

Understanding and Practicing Match & Lighter Safety 
Understanding Transportation Safety (Bus, Seat Belt & Bicycle)
Participating in Home Hazard Inspections
Understanding Cultural Fire Safety Issues
Understanding Disabilities and Safety

Recognize the Firefighter as a Community Helper

Stay Away from Hot Things in the Home
Understanding Your Personal and Community Role in 
Safety
Practicing Fire Safety around Heating Sources
Understanding and Practicing Electrical Safety
Celebrating Independence Day Safely
Celebrating Halloween Safely
Celebrating Thanksgiving Safely
Celebrating Winter Holidays Safely
Celebrating New Year’s Safely
Understanding and Surviving Severe Storms

Practicing Safety When Home Alone
Understanding and Practicing Cooking Safety
Understanding and Practicing Escape Plans
Understanding Smoke Detectors/Alarms
Understanding and Practicing Safety When Babysitting
Practicing Fire Safety with Flammable Liquids
Understanding Arson and False Alarms
Understanding and Practicing Safety around Explosives 
and Fireworks 
Understanding and Practicing Match and Lighter Safety

Reporting Fires and Other Emergencies

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention 

Understanding and Practicing First-Aid for Burns 
Understanding and P racticing First-Aid for Choking
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Massachusetts Health Curriculum 
Framework Learning Standard 
Components

PERSONAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH STRAND  

Pre K- 5 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY & FITNESS

Motor Skill Development 
Apply movement concepts including direction, balance, 
level (high, low), pathway (straight, curve, zigzag), range 
(expansive, narrow), and force absorption (rigid, with 
bent knees) to extend versatility and improve physical 
performance. (2.1)

Personal and Social Competency 
Identify and demonstrate responsible personal and social 
behavior used in physical activity settings.(2.7)

Pre K- 5 TOBACCO, ALCOHOL & OTHER
SUBSTANCE USE/ABUSE PREVENTION

Healthy Decisions
Identify who to seek help from for a possible poisoning or 
overdose.(10.4)

Identify external factors (such as character) and external 
factors (such as family, peers, community, faith-based 
affiliation and media) that influence the decision of young 
people to use or not to use drugs. (10.7)

Effects on the Body
List the potential outcomes of prevalent early and late 
adolescent risk behaviors related to tobacco, alcohol, and 
other drugs with peers (including marijuana and inhalants).
(10.6)

Creating a Healthy Environment
Demonstrate ways of refusing and of sharing preventive 
health information about tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs 
with fellow students.(10.8)
After demonstrating knowledge in tobacco, alcohol, and 
other substance use/abuse prevention, apply advocacy 
skills for a healthy environment, such as identifying 
and evaluating initiatives and opportunities for 
advocacy, collecting and disseminating information, and 
disseminating information, and modeling. (10.15)

Massachusetts Fire and Safety Education 
Curriculum Planning Guidebook

KEY FIRE BEHAVIORS

Understanding and Practicing Stop, Drop and Roll
Understanding and Practicing Crawl Low Under Smoke

Understanding Ice and Sledding Safety
Understanding Swimming and Boating Safety
Understanding Camping and Hiking Safety
Responding Correctly to Fire & Emergency Drills
Identifying Exit Signs & Knowing Two Ways Out of  
Public Places

Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention 
Reporting Fires and Other Emergencies

Understanding Safety with Drugs, Alcohol & Tobacco 
Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention 
Understanding and Practicing Flammable Liquid Safety

Understanding Safety with Drugs, Alcohol & Tobacco 
Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention 
Understanding and Practicing Flammable Liquid Safety

Understanding Safety with Drugs, Alcohol & Tobacco 
Understanding and Practicing Poison Prevention 
Understanding and Practicing Flammable Liquid Safety
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